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BEGINNERS

PIANO

FOR YOUNG

THE PHILADELPHIA
ORCHESTRA, with
conductor
Eugene
Ormandy
fresh
from
newly won honors in Australia,
where he
conducted
a notable
series of concerts,
opened
its forty-ninth
season on September 29. Featured
on the first pair of
programs
were the Symphony
No.4
in
E minor of Brahms
and the Concerto
for
Orchestra
by Kodaly.
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KEYBOARD TOWN

A PLEASURE PATH
TO THE PIANO

TECHNIC TALES

(FOR THE PRE-SCHOOL CHILD)

BOOK ONE

By Josephine Hovey Perry

By Louise Robyn

This fascinating study book for the very youngest student of the piano starts as a rote-playing
book wherein the child (a) sings and plays a
selection by rote, (b) reads what has been
played, and finally, (e) writes it. Gradually the
young student is advanced until reading and
playing are welded into one. All of the material is presented in Story form and the book
abounds in illustrations, that appeal to the child
imagination.
Ask for FREE copy of brochure
on the psychology, pedagogy and procedure in
pre-school piano teaching.

By LOuise RobYn

May be used in conjunction with any first grade
instruction book for the piano. It contains the
fifteen essential principles i~ first year piano
technic, building up the child's hand so thai his
finger dexterity equals his music-reading ability,
thus aiding his interpretative powers. Each principle is introduced in story elemenr, a feature
. that appeals to the child's imagination and creates interest.
Price, 75 eeats

Price. $1.00

TEACHER'S
MANUAL
TO TECHNIC TALES-BOOK
is an indispensable
book for the teacher.
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CHESTER
WHITTELL'S
"Romantic"
Symphony
will be given its world premiere on December
10, when it will be
. played
by the Reading
(Pennsylvania)
Symphony
Orchestra
under the direction
of Saul Caston.
Mr. Whittell
a native of
Reading,
wrote
the work fifteen
years
ago.
THE CHAMBER MUSIC GUILD of wasnington,
D. C., which
is sponsoring
a
contest for two string quartets
representing composers
of Latin America and the
United
atates ' and Canada,
opened
its
fifth season on October 24, with Rudolph
Ptrkusny, Czech pianist, as soloist. During the season, the winning compositions
in the contest
will receive
their
first
public hearing.
More than three hundred
works have been submitted
by composers

Price, 75 cents

THE HOUSE -THAT
JACK BUILT
By Josephine Hovey Perry
This
is a
splendid
book
for
helping firtie children
of primary
grade ages
to learn to
read music
notation and
to play on the piano keyboard that which
t~ey read. By means of note, key, and
Ii.nger chans it makes very clear the relattOn of the position of the notes on the
staff to the l(eys of the piano. There are
~any charmi~g i!lustra.tions accompany10g the anr.actlve ltttle p.leces.and showing
~ery gt~phlcally the vanous 10terval skips
10 a umque manner. Its handling of note
values through rhythm drills and through
a suggested "buy and sell game" admirably covers the teaching of note values to
children too young as yet to know frac.
tions. There is great charm in this helpful book.

FIRST CLASSICS AND
FOUNDATION HARMONY

THE ROBYN·HANKSHARMONY

(READING AND PLAYING IN
• OCTAVES)

BOOK ONE
By Louise Robyn and Howard Hanks

(A

A iunior course, ~o~ stude":ts o~ any age, in written harmony, keyboard harmony, and ear-trammg. It IS suitable alike for private or class instruction. A
Master Key for the teacher is includecl as part of the book. The nature of the
lessons is that of a ~hain of fundamental harmonic facts, each necessary to
ccmplere the pr~paratlon for the mature study of harmony. In the preparation
of th!s w?rk MISS Ro~yn had as collaborator Me. Howard Hanks, a colleague
teaching In the American Conservatory of Music, Chicago.
Price. 75 cenUi

FOLK SONGS AND FAMOUS PICTURES
FOR PIANO BEGINNERS
M~Ij.,l,;;,,.(jFanJ:;.'t.lSPi11ln.'l\
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INCLUDES COLOR CHARTS & CUT-OUT CARDS

By Mary Bacon Mason

A method book deSIgned to meet the needs of plano
beglOners from seven to eleven years of age. NOlatlon, rhythm, scales, keyboard harmony, transpoSItion and mUSICal form are prese t d
manner. Three dozen an pIctures and ove~: ha~f-h:ndr~~t
The former are to be CUt and asted
latter are CUt OUt at the teache~'s d 10 the boo k a(. decontain memorized.
HeCtlOn an d
the Hem

Price. 15 cents

Price, $LOO

2ND YEAR BOOI[ TO FOLLOW
"FOLK SONGS AND FAMOUS
PICTURES")

By Mary

Bacon

(A WRITING BOOK FOR UTTLE PIANISTS)

By Josephine

Hovey Perry

The object of this book is to furnish entertaining and constructive "busy work"
t? littl.e fol.k beginning piano study. EspeCially IS thIS useful in class instruction. It
aims to teach the relationship between the
finger~, piano keys, and their note representation on the grand staff. All directions
are in rhyme. Teachers of private pupils
frequently
assign this book as "home
work" to stimulate the child's interest.
Price. 60 cenls

YE CHRISTMAS PIANO BOOK

~n attractive

CHRISTMAS CAROLS
MADE

FiASY

TO PLAY

By Mary Bacon Mason

OR SING

Price, 7Sc

Christmas gift for
}It:lellaye.rs, with large.size nOtes,
u
ngenng, the text of each of
tITe 34. carols! and next to each a
space. In whIch to paste an a _
propnate Chtistmas card.
p
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THE
SIXTEENTH
BIENNIAL
YOUNG ARTISTS
AUDITIONS
of the
National
Federation
of Music
Clubs,
wh:ch carry awards
of $1000 each in
piano, violin, and voice classifications, will
be held in New York City in the spring
of 1945. State auditions will begin around
March
1, 1945, with district auditions,
for which the State winners are eligible,
follo'ving. The exact date of the National
Auditions
will be announced
later. All
details may be secured from the National
Chairman,
Miss Ruth
M. Ferry,
24
Edgewo?d
Avenue,
New
Haven
11,
ConnectIcut.
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the Division
of Music, have been appointed
Assistant
Directors
of Music
Education.
Mr. Werson is a graduate
of
the State
College
of Washington
and
for the past eight years has directed
the
Puget Sound Symphony Orchestra.
"of the

of the

United States, Canada,
twenty Latin-American

and sixteen

countrtea.

MAURICE DUMESNIL,
eminent
French
pianist,
conductor,
lecturer,
and author,
has just become an American
citizen. He
has been engaged
by Michigan
State
College at Lansing for the present season,
during which his activities
include a class
of artist students,
as well as public appearances.
On October
16 and
22 he
gave two lecture-recitals
in Lansing
and
Grand
Rapids
on Claude
Debussy
and
hfs works.
LOUIS C. WERSON, since 1934 head of
the Music Department
of the Tacoma,
Washington,
public
schools,
has
been
appointed
Director
of Music Education
in the Philadelphia
public
schools,
as
successor
to Dr. George LeRoy Lindsay,
who died in 1943. George
P. Spangler
and F. Edna Davis, special assistants
in

THE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA,
under Serge Koussevitzky,
which opened
its season on October 6, will give world
premieres
in forthcoming
concerts
to
the
Concerto
for Orchestra
by Bela
Bartok;
the Second Symphony
by David
Diamond;
the Overture
from the American Folklore
by Boris Koutzen;
and the
Third
Symphony
by Bohuslav
Martdnu.
THE EIGHTY-FIFTH
Worcester
Music
Festival
was held October
9-10 at Worcester, Massachusetts,
with the Philadelphia Orchestra
under Eugene
Ormandy
having
an important
part. Also participating
were
the
Worcester
Festival
Chorus, conducted
by Walter
Howe, musical director
of the Festival,
and these
soloists:
Erica
Morini,
William
KapeIl,
Pierre
Luboshutz
and Genie
Nemenoff,
Rose
Bampton,
Eleanor
Steber,
and
Alexander
Kipnis.

DR. ALEXANDER
KO·
SHETZ,
composer
and
conductor,
died SUddenly
on
September
21, in
Winnipeg,
Manitoba,
where
he
had
been
directing
the
summer
music school, sponsored
by the Ukra.intan NaDR. ALEXANDER
tdonal
Federation
in
KOSH£TZ
Canada, in choral training. Dr. xosncta was born at Romashky,
Kiev Province
of the Ukraine,
and was
trained
at the Kiev Conservatory,
where
later he became a teacher.
He was conductor also at the Kiev Opera. In 1918 he
organized in. New York City the Ukrainian
National
Chorus,
which toured
America
and Europe
between
1919 and 1924. He
had often appeared
as guest conductor.

IN VIEW OF THE growing
interest
in
the subject
of music
in therapy,
the
National
Music
Council
has made the
first nation-wide
survey
on the Use of
Music in Nervous
and Mental
Hospitals
throughout
the United States. The Council has also published
its fifth annual
Survey of the Programs
of the Major
Symphony
Orchestras.
Copies of the reports of these surveys
may be obtained
by addressing
the National
Music Council, 338 West 89th st., New York 24, N, Y.

======= CompelilionJ

MORE BUSY WORK FOR
THE YOUNG PIANIST
By Josephine

THEODORE PRESSER CO

Mason

Each classic
is in simpliH
fled form with
verses
that
correspond [0
the spirit of
the music and
accord
with
its rhythm.
The
early
study of this material lays a foundation
for apprecIation
f Ihe btSI in music.
The second portion of the book is deVOted 10 elementary harmony presented
through the use of games and CUI·out
cards. This book is a second-year book
(0 the author's
very successful Folk. Songs
and FamONJ PirlJ/I'U, or it may be used
to follow any good first.grade keyboal"d
harmony
background.
Establishes
the
best of transposition
and creative harmony work. Excellent
for ear-ltaining.
Contains a wide selection
of classics
simplified.
Price,

BUSY WORK
FOR BEGINNERS

, THE CHICAGO OPERA
COMPANY began its season on October
16 with
a brilliant
performance
of "Carmen,"
with
Gladys
Swarthout,
Christina
Carroll,
Kurt
Baum,
and
Alexander
Sved singing
the leadA~TRID
ing roles. The opening
VARNAY
week's
attractions
included also "La Traviata,"
"La Boheme,"
"Aida,"
and "Die Walktire,"
with Bidu
Sayao, Mario Berini, Robert weede, Nino
Martini,
Richard
Bonelli, Zinka Milanov,
Kerstin Thorborg,
Nicolo Moscana, Helen
Traubel,
Astrid
Varnay,
Emery
Darcy,
and Herbert
Janssen
singing
the important
roles.

A PRIZE OF A $1,000 WAR BOND
will be the award in a nation-wide competition
conducted
by the Cincinnati
Symphony Orchestra, for the writing of a
"Jubilee Overture" to celebrate the fiftieth
anniversary
of the orchestra, which takes
place during the coming season. The competition is open to all American citizens
and works submitted
must be between
ten and fifteen minutes in length and
written especially for the a.nniversary.

Perry

The immense success of the author's previous book "Busy Work for Beginners"
inspired the publication of this book giving carefully prepared
"busy work" .for
pupils who have advanced [0 the First
Grade in music. It may be used, especially
~n class teaching, with any modern piano
Instruction book.

AN AWARD OF $1,000 to encouraO"e
"the writing of American operas in ge~eral, and of short operas in particular,"
is
announced by the Alice M. Ditson Fund

Price, 75 cents

Jl
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1944

of Columbia University and the Metropolitan Opera Association. The opera must
be not over seventy-five minutes in length
and by a native or naturalized
American
citizen. The closing date is September 1,
1945 and full details may be secured from
Eric T. Clarke, Metropolitan
Opera Association, Inc., New York, 18, New Vork.
-THE
TWENTY-FIRST
ANNUAL
CONTESTS
for Young Artists, sponsored
by the Society of American Musicians, is
announced for the season 1944-45. The
cla~sifications include piano, voice, violin,
violoncello, and organ, with various ages
for each group. The contests will begin
about February
1, 1945, and all entries
must be in by January
15. FulL details
with entrance blank may be secured from
Mr. Edwin J. Gemmer, Sec.-Treas., 501
Kimball Building, Chicago, Illinois.
THE SOCIETY
FOR THE PUBLICATION OF AMERICAN
MUSIC has
announced its twenty-sixth
annual competition.
Composers who are American
citizens (native or naturalized)
are invited to submit manuscripts. These should
be mailed between October 1 and November 1. Fun details may be secured from
Mrs. Helen L. Kaufmann, 59 West Twelfth
Street, New York 11, New York.

AN ANNUAL COMPETITION
to be
called the Ernest Bloch Award has been
established by the United Temple Chorus
of Long Island, for the best work for
women's chorus based on a text from or
related to the Old Testament. The Award
is one hundred
and fifty dollars, with
publication
of the winning work guaranteed. The closing date is December 1,
and all details may be secured from the
United Temple Chorus, Lawrence, Long
Island.
A PRIZE OF ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS is offered by The H. W_ Gray Company, Inc. to the composer of the best
anthem submitted in a contest sponsored
by The American
Guild of Organists.
The closing date is January 1, 1945. Full
information
may be secured from The
American Guild of Organists, 630 Fifth
Avenue, New York 20, New York.
THE
EIGHTH
ANNUAL
PRIZE
SONG COMPETITION,
sponsored
by
the Chicago Singing Teachers Guild, is
announced.
The award is one hundred
dollars, with guarantee of publication of
the winning song. Manuscripts
must be
mailed between October first and fifteenth,
and full details may be secured from Mr.
E. Clifford Toren, 3225 Foster Avenue,
Chicago 25, Illinois.

"FORJf7 ARD MARCH

WITH

MUSIC"

PAUL STASSEVITCH,
well-known
Russian violinist
and conductor,
who was
assistant
to Professor
Leopold
Auer for
over twenty
years,
has just
been appointed
chairman
of the department
of
string instruments
at the Chicago Musical College, Rudolph
Ganz, president
of
the college, announced.
Mr. Stassevitch
will succeed the late Doctor Leon Sametint

EDUARDO
SANCHEZ
DE FUENTES, considered
the greatest
Cuban composer of all time, died on
September
7, at Havana.
He was the recipient
of
numerous
honors
and
decorations
from
hi3
own, as well as foreign
EDUARDO
SANCHEZ
cOWltries_ Mr. Sanche3
DE FUENTES
Fuentes
was
born
hI
Havana, Cuba, on April 3, 1874. He wrot~
five operas, many operettas,
and countless orchestral
and instrumental
work'.;.
Perhaps
his most
famous
piece,
still
played throughout
the world after
fifty
years, is the immortal
Tu Habanera.
He
was a former
president
of the Naticnal
Academy of Arts and Letters
of Cuba.
(Continued on Page 665)
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A MERRY CHRISTMAS
in Song, Verse and Story

f1]J

PU8LISHED

A beautiful
collection-of
sixteen eosy piano solo arrangements
of the most popular
Chrhfmas songs ond ccrcls by Leopold
W. Rovenger.
Also contains stories, poetry end pictures pertaining to the Christmas
Season. Colorfully
i1lustroted
throughout.
Teachers,
parents
ond music lovers alike acclaim this to be
the "best." This collection
makes on excellent gift to the young music student .. $ .50
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EDITORIAL

Harold Berkley
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Guy McCoy and Ava Yeargain.
Assistant Editors
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A choice
ccllecttcn
of
forty·one
of the world's
most beloved religious selections.

Tschaikowsky
Arranged by
Leopold W. Rovengee
This charming
and ever-popular
work is here intelligently
brought
to the level of young players. The
plenlstic . difficulties
which
have
confined this number to advanced
performers
are cleverly circurrwented.
It is 0 delight to see such highly imoginative
materiol edited, fingered
and phrased
so well that the student Can
move easily through
the entire group of seven pieces. Con be
used with good effect in recitals
$ .50
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By Leopold W.
Rovenger
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EDITORIAL

Carefully
edited
and
fingered
for players with
only a limited amount of
technic.

Blessings at Thanksgiving ..

......
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Theodore Presser as a Teacher
, .•........•.
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Will

appeal
to the
young
performer
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The above make ideal Christmas gifts to your pupils.
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for five dollors.
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THE £TUDE

HIS IS THE MONTH of Thanksgiving, but with all of our
blessings it is very hard to bring forth a paean of thanks,
when we realize that at this moment there are in all lands
so many war-stricken people whose heads are bowed in sorrow. As
Elizabeth Barrett Browning wrote in her Aurora Leigh: "Some
people always sigh in thanking God." Well may millions all over
the world sigh this cataclysmic year of dreadful war. Yet, after
a bleak New England winter, ridden with famine, pestilence, death,
and battles with Indians, our Puritan forefathers, at the end of
their first harvest, sank to their knees in a joyous festival of
Thanksgiving.
As a living, progressing people we must not be unmindful at
this Thanksgiving time of our rich present and future blessings.
Among these are the fabulous new inventions and discoveries and
developments which are rushing in upon us like great torrents and
cannot help making our tomorrows, in almost every field of existence, incredibly more secure, more
enjoyable, and more inspiring.
One of the greatest of these inventions is television. THE ETUDE
for years has been attempting to
.keep its readers up-to-the-minute
upon the latest developments in
this field of thrilling possibilities.
As Mr. Larry Gubb, Chairman of
the Board of the Philco Corporation recently announced: "Television has now advanced so that
it can be placed within the reach
of all, and we can confidently predict that it will be the new
awakener of the coming generation, providing untold joys in
thousands of homes."
In television broadcasts, music,.
song, and speech are synchronized
with the picture seen, just as with
talking pictures. The tonal transmission is through frequency modpucclm'S
"LA BOHEME" IS
ulation short wave, which many
The audience. miles away, sees
In this case. Mimi is porlray~d
consider superior to ordinary long
by John Hamill. The performance
wave transmission. Therefore, television will be directly linked to
music in broadcasting programs making use of this new art.
The scientific mysteries of television today are far too complicated to present in a few paragraphs. Generally speaking, however, the process is analogous to the half-tone cuts in magazines,
which are produced by means of many dots of various sizes and
shades of intensity in a given inch of space. These simulate the
shadows in a photograph which make the picture. In television,
the dots are not permanent as in a half-tone, but are moving ceaselessly at an incredible rate of speed. Nevertheless, they reflect the
shadows, by means of the electronic cathode-ray tube, which provides for electronic control. This revolutionary device, evolved
from the tube invented by Sir William Crookes (1878), was further developed by a small army of s<\ientificresearch men, including Professor Boris Rosing of the Institute of Technology of St.

Petersburg, Russia; J. L. Baird in England; P. T. Farnsworth;
the late David' Grimes, former Chief Engineer of the Philco Corporation and later Vice President in charge of engineering; F. J.
Bingley, Chief Television Engineer of the Philco Corporation, and
notably the eminent Russian-American scientist, Vladimir K.
Zworykin of the Research Laboratory of the Radio Corporation
of America. Dr. Zworykin's invention of the iconoscope (television
pick-up eye) has been an outstanding accomplishment in this
great field.
In a recent article in The Philadelphia Inquirer, Dr. Zworykin
gives, in terms with as few technicalities as possible, the following
outline' of how present television is produced: "If you examine
any photograph with a microscope, you will find that it consists
of a series of dots varying in size and density. In television, the
iconoscope picks up the picture and in a sense dissects it, one
element at a time, along a pattern of parallel lines, and the transmitter sends out these elements
as signals of various intensities.
"There are 525 lines in the present television frame and about
350,000 of these picture elements
are transmitted during each onethirtieth of a second. The dissection is done by scanning the
photo-sensitive
mosaic, which
plays the part of photosensitive
emulsion of the photographic
plate, by electronic beam. This
beam in turn is moved by magnetic or electrostatic fields across
the mosaic so that there is no
mechanical motion in the whole
system.
"The receiver puts the elements
back together again in the order
in which they originally existed
in the scene or in the picture. This
is done by scanning the fluorescent screen of the receiving tube
TELEVISED IN THE STUDIO
with ali electron beam, moving in
only the actors and the setting.
by Lois Eastman and Rudolph
synchronism with the beam of the
was directed by Herbert Gra£.
pickup tube. The fluorescent material of the screen has the property
of converting the energy in an electron beam into visible light. The
eye is far too slow to discern the moti@ of the electron beam as it
reassembles the picture, or the individual pictures or frames
themselves. "
Dr. Zworykin also states: "Before the war it was possible to
project television pictures on a 15 x 20-foot theater screen with
sufficient brightness so that an entire theater audience could view
them. The war emergency made it necessary to stop research and
manufacturing connected specifically with television."
In discussing the marvelous mosaic in the Zworykin iconoscope.
Mr. F. J. Bingley states: "Its distinguishing characteristic is a
mosaic of vast numbers of microscopic silver grobules which have
been rendered light sensitive (shadow sensitive) by a coating of
caesium. one of the rare metallic elements. A picture is thrown
(Continued on Page 658)
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long leisure time so that rns practice does n
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Iere with other activities important to the c~t Inter.
then quietly stand by to enjoy the frUits Id, and
stage-setting. The type of results whtch pare~~ Your

MusiC'and Culture

teachers long for and never get in once~a-weekand
sons (followed by hours or nagging)
do b< ' I",
flourish under the right conditions.
gin to
When it is suggested that the parent rernai
the background, not intruding upon the chIld's n in
tlce time, it Is not to be implied that dlsclPlln:rac,
work are unnecessary. It the child had more Co and
trated time with his teacher at the begInning ~cen..
study, he could then learn to work by himseu his
soon develop his own special disciplines and and
ake
progress which would be of lasting
value to
his entire lifetime.
for
After a conversation 'With one boy who was h .
problems in practicing, he brought In the fOUo~:'~

Does Practice Make Perfect?

I

What Is the Purpose of Music Study?

h:

"p

RACTICE

makes perfect."

Does it?

Practice makes perfect little fools, if they are
fools to begin with. Practice can make perfect
little daydreamers,
time-watchers,
and dlgressors.
Sometimes it even makes boys and girls too docile.
Children's music practice has made many mothersotherwise quite perfect-into
perfect naggers. And
practice sometimes makes perfect the child's revenge
indirectly
himself.

upon

his

parents

and,

ultimately,

upon

So many little monkeys of performers, as well as
emotionally "starved" grown-ups who "took lessons
but can't playa note," have resulted from a wrong
approach. A few observations are set down here, taken
from the .experiences of a music teacher who is also
a parent and interested in the expanding frontiers of
Psychology as related to music study.
It does not take long to recognize those rare creatures who are musicians to the bone, even though
they may ~e young in years and do not play an instrument. One somehow senses that they are born with
music, and need it as a food. For them there can be
no limit to music-making, although the approach
must be very delicately handled in order that they
may grow up as sturdy, healthy, well-balanced individuals. We hope that some day schools will be established for these special children where education
psychology, and physical activity are carefully blended
with their music studies. In the meantime it would
be well if music study were granted a position of
importance equal to that of the three R's, at least.
It is not primarily with this minority group that
we 'are concerned, but rather with the second set of
music lovers who need music for play, for relaxation,
for pleasure. We must not force down their gullets
that intensive regard for techniques which they are
unable to swallow and digest. Immediate results with
the minimwn amount of labor is their wish. We must
stimulate these students with material and conditions
which are well within their power to develop. The
elements of music-making, particularly the rhythmic
function, are of such a nature as to act as a kind of
cleansing process, refreshing the life of the student
on the way. They can thus "escape" toward high~r
levels of experience, to counterbalance living in a
world which offers too little food for the soul or the
feelings.
A tI:v~ set of students must be, more carefully
handled than the musician-to-the-bone
type or the
second "purely pleasure-bent" individuals. A child of
the third type has definite, natural inclinations toward
music";making. Often he has ob:vious talent in other
fields as well. Then, sometimes he is ,more slow-grow_
ing than his relatives in the first set. Later he may
h~ ve to lTlake a choice as to, his life work. But he
hImself must be allowed to make that .t£hoice. We
must know that he has all the time In the wor1din
which to grow. Adult overemphasis may destroy his
budding musical awareness if the child is forced too
~ early in his career. We must have faith in the child's
own growing powers.
~he task of the mUsic t~acher and parent is to
differentiate .between the' t?tee types of stUdents
being particularly aware of the third set who may.
may not make much (if music in their lives: Then the.
teacher, child, and parent muSt be prepared to fWlCtion, each in his own role, one not intrUding upon the
other's private domain. There is common ground to'be
met upon as well. The parent often 'has a peculiar
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role to play in this threesome. He must set the stage,
be aware of the problems, yet often remain passive
and invisible at moments when it is most difficult to
remain objective. Let us briefly consider the stage to
be set by the parent.

Impractical

Practice

"Study

in

Getting

TIli'Jgs

"First I get It. wrong one

with

'JOJe!JJo!mann
World-Rennwned

Pianist

Wrong

WI\)".

SECURED EXPRESSLY FOR THE ETUDE

Then I get It "rronr nnoth('r way.
1keep getUng It wrong in dltTerent ways,
"1 thInk 1 should write out In my notebook
all the plac s that need work. uid make a date
with those sPOto 1.0 do them ,'very day,

Surroundings

Music., which is a most subjective study, is often
practiced in the family living room where no privacy
for concentrated study is possible. A mature person
"The pi es thnt glv you the nll",t trouble at
could hardly write a good letter In that environment,
the beginning Dr th on
) uti Uke best at
yet the youthful student is expected to function at
the end, Moo, USWllly at th,' bt'lllnntng you
his best, and regularly, under the most distracting
don't Uk to pllly th sonR_ at «n, because It',
conditions.
too tough on you. But nftt'r
ou know those
The "stage should be set" with a quiet room, a closed
same songs, you Ilk to play thl·m Rgoln and
door, no clock, and should be sufficiently distant from
again."
radio reception to
It It ImPOrlllnt 10
allow for concenr ca Ihc that the
tration. The piano
l'hlld cannot pracshould be adequatet1{o('
thot which is
ly tuned and all keys
\ .1l.tUC In his own
in playing condition
mind. Y t he can-none "stuck." It
nul soap back at
is surprising to hear
tlu- teacher or the
many children (and
purent and say. "See
from well-to-do
lu-re, how can you
homes) come for
t'\IK'Ct me to play
their lessons and
thl.
perlectly? I
say, "Some of the
don't even know
keys are stuck on
what this Is all
our piano. They
about!
Why don't
don't sound at all."
)'OU give me tlme to
And their fleeting
breath
nd at least
remarks about the
to explore for myset-up for music... 11 this vast, mysmaking are mildly
shocking. "Oh, the
u-rJous field that
maid walks through
Sol'Cmsto touch of!'
the room to answer
things
in myself
the doorbell," or "I
which I sense onl}',
take the 'P'hone
l>crhaps. in dreams
messages,"
or
or stories?" With
"Frank has a radio
proper conditions he
going in the next
can and does work
room, and he likes
arormd
the idea,
it lOUd,"or "Father
trying to find his
came in while -I was
o~m clarification.
practicing and said
Strangely enough,
'Oh, is that what
these very qualities
you're
trying to
ot exploration and
play.
I woul-'Jn't,
search are part of
have recognized it.'"
the
fundamental
Consequently it is
nature of the rna·
often desirable to
"THE FLJ
ture
artist
and
move a small piano
Countless be
GHT OF THE BUMBLEBEE"
should be cultivatinto the CIS
h'ld' own
.Ing piano theys are
having
th
",'
d
e lIne of their liot'ea'· I
ed rather than deroom. If that is
York. sends ins~hisays. :drs• Marion S. MiUer 01 Bath ~:~
can
S~Oyed, in the child."
physically impossi"Black and Wh',le M
.Ccamera sbot of a Cjroup L_'m b.
b V
USIC
lub" Th
UQ
r
We should Dot sac·
bIe, try to arrange
Y \ an Golden,an aide b th
e pholoqraph 'WQI; made
rlfice one good Qual·
for him to playa
r ro er 01 the absorbed perlonner.
lty In a chlld to
more. intimate instrum~nt like th
build
up another
so that he can be left uninterrup~e~e:rd~r or violin
Q:~y WhiCh may appear valuable to the adult, but
room to build the necessary b k
hlS own bedc may blOCk the very qualities of vltallty, sponvate music-making.
ac ground for his prianeity, and play which are characteristic of healthy
One leisurely summer of Work it
lous later results. Move the Pia~o ~n prOduces.miracu_ mus~~l growth. A wise teacher can develop these
room, arrange for daily lessons Into the ChIld'sOwn qualities at the satne time that she helps to build uP
teacher who understands someth' under a competent gOOd w07k habits and make clear the vague spots,
cal as well as the musical probl Ing .Ofthe psychologi_ ~;0h!sVided the child feels no undue pressure from her
parent.
ems InVolved,allowfor
Children do not llsten ob- (Continued on Page 661)
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A Conference

THE ETUDE

BY ROSE HEYLBUT

For more than half a century Josef Hofmann has'dominated
the pianistic horizon, in varying capacities.
As a child of five he astonished the public of his native Poland by giving concerfswith ·his sister of six.
Tbese duo-perfotmances
were executed at one instru.m~nt, according to Dr. f-}ofmann, because there w~s
no money to have two pianos! At ten he was provldmg even greater astonishment for a world publiC.
A senior member of this writer's family tells with wonder of attending a recital at which the little Josef,
propped up on the piano chair, played through an exacting program and then added a second program
of improvisations, embroidered on the spur of the moment, from themes suggested by .members of the
audience.
After two years of intensive study under Anton RubinstEin (1892·94), the young Hofmann left his
prodigy-performances
behind him and set out anew under the banner of mature musicianship. Since, then he
has won and steadily maintained the rank of the greatest of living pianists. In the following conference,
Dr. Hofmann explores for readers of THE ETUDE those qualities which are most conducive
to valid
musicianship.
-EDITOR'S
NOTE.

"T

HE FIRST THING the young pianist should
do, is to keep his keyboard clean! Let him
begin his service to art by moistening a cloth
-c-alcohcl is best, although plain water is good enough
-c-and preparing the keys for clean work. This ceremony has a salutary effect on the mind, since no
worthy aesthetic effect can be created on a slovenly
and unworthy instrument. The next step, then, is to
playas cleanly, as thoughtfully, as responsively, as
expressively as he can! The serious pianist must accustom himself to serious work-six, seven, eight hours
a day. Of course, it goes slowly-c-It should go slowly,
for 'hurry-up' techniques are destructive to artistic
development-but
part of the test of musical worth
is the ability to withstand discouragement.
"Long hours of work, however, should never be allowed to degenerate into strain. One should practice
softly, naturally, without a trace of forcing. Pianistic
surety can be won without playing III-and
it is far
pleasanter for the neighbors! However, the b¢lding
of 'pianistic stature, as such, must always come in
second place. The full acoustic picture of the music
must be lodged in the mind before it can be expressed
through the hands. By an 'acoustic picture' of ~he
music, I mean everything that appears on the printed
page. The student does himself sound service if he refrains from rushing to the keyboard until he -is consciously secure of every note, note sequence, rhythm,
harmony, and indication which the music contains.
He must know how the sequences follow ,each other
and what they have to say. H~ should be able to interrupt himself at any point in the music and go back
to that point, taking up the musical pattern with the
same sureness with which he would resume the spelling of his own name. Only the music that is mastered
in this way is worthy of being 'sounded' on the keyboard. When music has been so mastered, it remains
sure. Its performer can never get lost or flustered in
his playing, because the playing ~s simply the manual
expression of something he knows.
"I have often told the anecdote of traveling on one
of my tours with a friend who suddenly saw me rest
my head on my hand and' close my eyes. 'Are you taking a nap, Josef?' he asked me. 'No,' I replied, 'I am
hard at work practicing!' Mental practice is of greatest
value.
"The purely pianistic, or technical, aspects of study
test the student's integrity. Does he desire technical
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accomplishment in order to dazzle people by playing
louder, longer, faster, or 'fancier' than anyone else?
Or-e-does he desire the sort of technical equipment
which will permit him to express music? That, of
course, is for each pianist to decide for himself.
"To me, technic is like money-a
medium for acquiring necessities and desires; its value is determined
by what one does with it; as money it means little.
Technic, as technic, means just as little. Money is
necessary to living, but it cannot purchase contentment. That is a spiritual commodity which depends
on the way one organizes one's life. Similarly, technic
is necessary to the communication of art-but
it cannot produce art. That, too, is a spiritual thing which
depends on the state of the mind and the feelings.
You cannot execute the 'Waldstein Sonata' without
adequate techniC-but if you play it as technic, you lose
the 'Waldstein Sonata!'
"Generally speaking, the more notes you find on a
page, the easier that page is. That is to say, it is
easier musically. It may be more difficult technically,
but so are intricate scales. Music is difficult when
there are a few notes to be played; when the significance of those notes-the
meaning that lies between
them and binds them--challenges the intellectual and
spiritual and emotional powers of the performer.

Read Between the Lines
"You know what it means to 'read between the lines'
of a book? A conversa"tion consisting of few and simple
words may open up a world of .unspoken feeling to
those who know how to find it there. To those who do
not, the page is meaningless. Exactly that same kind
of 'reading between the notes' is requisite to musical
understanding. Five notes may follow each other in
an exercise and have no more meaning than the
muscular development of the fourth finger. Those same
notes may follow each other in a piece of musical
expreEsion and convey a philosophy of life.
'"'Each student, therefore, must sooner or later ask
himself why he studies music. If his goal is speed and
'show,' he can save much time, effort, and energy by
buying a first-class mechanical piano and attaching
to it a special motor that will speed it ,up to a velocity
of two hundred miles an hour! That, surely, will give
him greater speed-accomplishment than the- human
hands can ever acquire-and
he need never trouble
himself to practice again, for there is no sense in labor-
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Ing for the end of becoming inferior to a machine.
If, however, his goal is to express himself through
tone: it is possible that he will realize that goal and
accomplish something that no machine can ever duplicate.

The Purpose of Music Sludy
"The purpose of music study, then, must always be,
quite simply, musicianship. And musicianship implies
values that have only little to do with feats of technic
and speed. Musicianship requires the development of
the soul, the mind, the emotions. My own great master, Anton Rubinstein, was one of the most marvelously equipped pianists, technically, that ever liv~dyet no one ever thought of him as a mere technician.
His object was to make music. His teaching ·methods
-if one can call them 'methods'-were
calculated to
inspire others to play music and not to 'play hands.'
Those were happy days!
"I was with Rubinstein for two years, both summer
and winter. In winter, he. was in Dresden, and in
summer, at a tiny town along the River Elbe. I would
go to him every week-sometimes
twice a week. His
teaching was entirely inductive; he never told me
what to do; instead, he would indicate what needed
improvement and leave me to determine for myself how the work was to be done. Never once did he
play for me. He would play my music on my arms, on
my shoulders, on my back, pressing his great fingers
into my flesh so that I have never forgotten the sensation~but he always stopped short of the keyboard!
Of course, I was'longing to hear him play the works I
was studying-it·
is easy to imagine what it would
have meant to a 'teen-age boy to have an objectlesson from Rubinstein!~and
one day, I asked him
why he never granted me the privilege of hearihg him.
'I don't want you to hear me,' he replied, 'because- I
don't want you to' imitate me.' That is exactly what
you would do-either
consciously or unconsciouslyand what you learned that way would not be lasting.
It is better tl1at'you reflect '(Continued on Page 663)~
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text. If we sing, "in time," we find that we lTIust .
a little off the time-value of the last note of a Phr chD
This makes a little gap between the Phrases of ~se.
poem, as well as the phrases of the music. In the
song America, the quarter-note
A at the end f he
o the
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Musical Beauty
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sing.

second bar, and the quarter-note
G at the end of th
fourth bar are almost changed to an eighth-not:
and an eighth-rest, because we must have time to
breathe.

A Plea for Better "Punctuation" in Music, a Most Vital
Part of Phrasing Often Disregarded by Young Piano Students

Ex.2

Mrs. Margaret Upshur Quinby Franklin was born in Virginia and entered
Hollins
College os a very young student over /ifty years ago. After leaving college she had
a teaching career for many years. She' now resides in Philadelphia.-EoIToR's
NOTE.

t';j .JJeinrich (fetharJ
Noted Concert Pianist, Composer, and Teacher

Heinrich Gebhard was born in the Rhineland, where his first
teacher of music was the leader of a military band. At the age
of eight he was brought fa Boston and in this country studied
with the gifted and lovable Clayton Johns until he was seventeen. He then went abroad for five years, where he completed
his studies under Lesebefizky and Heuberger. He then returned,
fa make America his home. He played extensively as soJoist in
concerts and ensemble works wif~ the Basion Symphony 0,chestra, the New York. Philharmonic, the Phifadelphio Chicago,
Cleveland, Sf. Lou;s, and other symphony orchestras. He has
given first performances of many important novelties, including
Charles Marfin Loeffler's Pagan Poem, which he created with
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, giving ;t sixty-six performances
with nine different orchestras. Mr. Gebhard's own compositions
have had wide recognifio!l.-EDIToR's
NOTE.
L
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HERE ARE MANY ingredients that go into the
making of fine piano playing: tone, technic,
rhythm, shading, pedaling, feeling (the actual
interpretation) -and with all this, or over all thisphrasing.
.What is phrasing? In its broadest, most general
sense phrasing may be called good elocution in music,
or good musical declamation-the
art of making music
speak, making it "say something."
Many definitions of the word "phrasing" -may be
found in various books and dictionaries, An excellent
one is found in the "Music Lovers' Encyclopedia" (by
Rupert Hughes and Deems 'Taylor) : "The act or art of
HEINRICH GEBHARD
delivering music with due regard to its melodic and
rhythmic punctuation, relation, and contrast."
Now this article is not an all-embracing study of
per!o~mance, in spite of all his feeling, would be uninphrasing. That can be found in many books on music
telligfble. In fact, in an agitated scene it would b
and in piano treatises, as, for instance, Tobias Matlike the meaningless raving of a maniac' SO I'
e
thay's most thorough-going, analytical book "Musical
if
h ld I'
'
,n mUSIC
yo.u s au p ay a piece with the most beautif
Interpretation," or the fine last chapter of "Principles
emotional an
crescendos and diminuendos
d expressive
U
of Musical Theory" by Renee Longy-Miquelle, or
acce~ t s, .but ~hrased 'it carelessly or incorrect!
0
"Piano Playing" by Josef Hofmann, or "Principles of
playing, in spite of all your emotion would
Y'dY ur
Expression in Pianoforte Playing" by Christiani.
. t 11'
t,soun
unl!l e .lgen
almost
like
the
nonsensical
babblin
0
Music is a "language in tones." And, as language
a ChIld. And yet, the playing of many a piano t ~ ~
con.sists of sentences, so music consists of phrases.
and aml:!-teursounds like that.
s u en
Phrases in music correspond to sentences in language.
Surely, true music should sound full of feeli
An~, as in language the.re are short and long sentences,
,shOUld app~al to the heart. But it sh ld I ng, and
so in musiG there are short and long phrases. And
intelligent, and appeal to the rnm' d rOtU ha so SOund
.
souldtell
again, as several clauses may make up...a sentence, so . :cl'eaF s~ory.
!,-nd the surest way to "t 11
I
a
several short phrases may constitute one longer
in music is to phrase well.
e a c ear story"
phrase.
. ~hrasing in its highest sense includes ace
Good phrasing is a most important part of artistic
lUg, :ubato, and emotional expression B t ~nt.s,shadpiano playing, The reason for that can be seen if we
detatled sense it is first of all outl'
. u In Its more
continue. the comparison between speech and music:
Ii .is this part' of phrasing the c~~~:tn~ punctua!ion.
Let us suppose an 'actor, by his gestures and facial
th.a~ is ~Q often neglected, overlooked punctuatIOn,"
play, P9rtrayed perfectly all, the moods and emotions
rated by young music stUdents and ,a?d
underof a drama-tenderness,
passi.on, listl~ssness, angerpiano stUdents.
,particularly
by
but did not enunciate his' words Clearly, nor took
If we sing a song we find th t
time to pause a moment between his seritences. His
Where there is a co~ma sem' la we must breathe
.
,
ICOon, or period in the
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These breathing gaps between the phrases, however
give the music Its outlJnc and structure, thus makin~
it more understandable. Theretore. In a good musical
performance the last nOle ot every phrase should be
somewhat shortened In um -valuc w1Lhout changing
the rhythm ot the pice
the finger should not hold
that note its full time-and
the faster the tempo of
the piece, the shorter that note should be. (The timevalue clipped off te r placed by a rost.j This means
that the phrases nre separaled
trom each other-and
we call this "punctuatton" in music,
And because this part or phrasing 1.e; so otten neglected, a special plea tor good PU!1tLUaLlonIn piano
playing should be made. To accomplish
this. it is necessary to observe punctiliously every legato mark fl
(slur), every halt-legalO
mnrk ~
lpOrtamenlo),
and every staccato mark .. , . In other words, to
make every short note really short, und every long
note really long. Or. to conn t. nil the notes that
should be connected. and separate all the notes that
should be separated. This in Itselt w11l do much towards pertect punctuation.
Singers and performers on wind and string instruments naturally "punctuate" much more than pianists,
since singers and wind players have to take time to
breathe, and violinists and vtoloncclltsts have to
change bow every so otten. But on the piano keyboard
nothing hinders one from connecting all notes from
the first to the last ot a piece! There! ore, on the piano
special effort and special attention must be given to
separating the phrases-which
means. the finger must
take care not to connect the last note of a phrase
with the first note of the next one!

A GROUP OF HOLLINS STUDENTS IN THE EARLY EIGHTIES

FTER RETURNING from his studies in Europe
in the year 1880, Theodore Presser accepted a
position as teacher of piano and harmony at
Hollins College, Virginia. Hollins
College was founded only nine
years after Mary Lyon had opened
Mount Holyoke Female Seminary,
now Mount Holyoke College, in
Massachusetts. Hollins is a relatively small college for women, but
a very distinguished one. In 1942 it
celebrated its one hundredth anniversary, and representatives from
many of the most important colleges and universities in this country-one hundred and twelve in all
--came to do it honor. Its beautiful estate lies in the heart of Virginia's Shenandoah Valley, nestled
among the lower Blue Ridge Mountains. It has a rare physical and
spiritual atmosphere and inspires
its alumnae with an affection seldom matched. Much of this is due
to the wisdom and to the mental
and moral character of its founder,
Charles Lewis Cocke, M.A. (1820-

pt

Concerning a Legato Phrase

1901) ,

Those who knew Mr. Presser best
HOLLINS
have felt that Charles Lewis Cocke,
whom Mr. Presser looked upon as
one of the greatest educators he had ever met, was
a great influence upon him. Mr. Cocke was of an
earlier generation, but the two men were alike in their
determination to better their world, to do all possible
good, and to .follow the highest ideals. All during his
late life, Mr. Presser paid incessant tribute to this
Virginia educator, who was a practical idealist in the
highest meaning of the word. When Mr. Cocke started
at Hollins, the idea of a professional career of any
kind for women was looked at askance by most of the
world. In 1845 the Bronte Sisters felt it necessary to
publish their works under a masculine nom de plume,
as did George Eliot (1819-1880.). Dr. Cocke made it
his ambition to devote his life to the higher education
of young women in the South, and made many sacrifices to achieve his end. It is characteristic of his
lofty unselfishness that when he found 'his valuable
faculty member, Theodore Presser, had decided to
found The Etude in 1883, Dr. Cocke not only did not
try to deter him, but actually helped him in the
project.
In assuming control of the piano and harmony departments at Hollins, Mr. Presser came to well~broken

In melodies where the phrases are separated by
rests, it is obvious that the observance of the rests
separates the phrases. Some students attend to this
fairly well, yet there are many-c-alas-c-who
do not
even execute rests well. They actually do not take
the trouble to take their fingers 01I the keys during a
rest! In the playing of a legato melody on the piano
tpe fingers should not be very curved. They should
be only slightly curved, close to the keys. not touching
them With the tips, but with the fleshy part of the
finger, under the nail. And they should not be lifted
from the keys except at the end of a phrase or a
rest or for staccato notes.
The flrs~ note or a legato~phrase
should be played
a slight downward wrlst~motion, bringing the
weIght of the arm to bear on the tone making it
·'sing." The last note of a legato-Phras~
should be
played with a slight upward wrist-motion, raising the
ha?d gracefully. and for a moment making the fingers
qwt the keys, while they dangle, the tips being poised
about one-fourth inch above the keys-thus
bringing
about the necessary separation from the next phrase.
In learning how to phrase and punctuate a melodY
well, we should practice that hand alone which haS
the ~elodY-at first slowly. without pedal and without
shading but with a beautiful (Continued
on Page 672)
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ground. There had preceded him Mr. Pauli, an elderly
German who looked exactly like Prahms, beard and
all. Mr. Pauli was steeped in the classics and for
years had trained his pupils and assistants to abhor
the trivial and the trashy in musical literature. Our
mothers, elsewhere, had been brought up on such
piano compositions as The Maiden's Prayer, Monastery Bells, Silvery Waves, and other tuneful and
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flamboyant
contraptions
considered in their day as enticing romantic snares to capture a desirable husband. The large output,
from publishers of that time of
polkas, schottisches, and sentimental songs had been unused at Hollins, and Mozart, Haydn, and Hummel instilled. So for that reason,
Mr _ Presser's teaching had only
to take up where Mr. Pauli's left
off, to build upon it and introduce
the department to the then newer
and more modern Romantic School
of Chopin and Schumann. Mr.
Pauli was retained to teach some
theoretical work and the organ.
The head of the voice department
was a pupil of Marchesi; the violin
teacher had been trained in Paris;
so Mr. Presser was congenially and
ably assisted by a staff of earnest
and serious teachers.
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Back in 1880, sixty-four years ago, life at Hollins was
primitive and very different from the present-where
in the new dormitories there are closets designed to
hold fifteen pairs of shoes and six evening gowns.
There was then no central heating, no electric lighting, no private baths, nothing, remotely suggesting the
wonderful conveniences of toda~.
Mr. Presser's studio opened upon a long, wide
veranda in a building exposed to mountain winds. In
mid-winter it could become very chilly. It was heated
by a coal grate (soft coal at that), and we must
imagine the tall, sp-are figure of young Theodore Presser bending over that grate, chunking and poking
between lessons to keep our' fingers warm enough to
play our scales and arpeggios well.
The piano was a sweet-toned, old-tdme Knabe square
model. The lighting was with lamps, and the furniture
was supplemented with "whatnots" and such midVictorian items as those for which antique collectors
now scour the country.
At that piano, beside us, with heels hooked over
the chair rounds, shoulders humped, head forward, sat
Mr. Presser, an earnest, inspiring teacher. There was
nothing romantic about him but he was a very unusual
personality. His interest in music was so intense that
the students were carried away 'by his enthusiasm and
worked a great deal harder for that reason. His initiative was boundless and incessant and he was forever
making plans for some kind of musical activity. His
great idea was the beauty of music. No ugly tones
were permitted. They had to be ferreted out and
"beautified." The ideas of "weight" and "relaxation"
were not then on the piano-teaching
horizon. If
Mr. Presser knew then the (Continued on Page 667)
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Masterpieces In the Jungle
The Saga of. USO-Camp Show Unit 264
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Meet Destiny With Ynur Head Up!
Luigi Boccelli was born in Philadelphia
in 1900. of Italian parents. At the age
of two, after an aftack. of measles, he became blind. He entered the Overbrook.
School for the Blind, where Marie Suelke Shaw found that he had an unusual
voice. Later he studied with David Bispham, Henri Scott, Adelaide
Gescheidt.
Perley Dunn AlcJrich, Nicholas Douty, and Frank. La Forge, He has .made many
public appearances,
including a recital at Town Hall, New York. and is generally
known as "the blind Caruso," His story is one of practical, common-sense
courage, indicating what may be accomplished
despite a great obstacle.-ED1TOR'S NOTE.

ably sure that the audience wouldn't be there if it
didn't want good music. We asked ourselves what
and good cheer to the men of our armed servwould be awaiting us in so varied a group as an
ices, USO-Camp Show Unit 264 has carved out
audience of service men, where some carried the traa bit of history all its own. Under this impersonal
dition of good music with them-and where some had
number-name,
five "big-name" musical artists found
grown up with the idea that 'long-haired' music was
themselves to be the first group that carried great
a weakness to be ashamed of!
music to the South Pacific theater of war. For nine
weeks, Polyna Stoska, Robert Weede, Frederick Jagel,
An Agreeable Surprise
Isaac Stern, and Alex Zakin toured the New Caledonia
Islands, the New Hebrides, the Russell Islands, the
Well, we were most agreeably surprised. I may say
Florida Islands, and GuadalcanaI. They presented sixtythat our reception was 98 per cent enthusiastic, with
one regular Camp Show concerts, in addition to nearly
the wholeheartedly sincere enthusiasm that shows
as many impromptu performances in hospitals; they
itself in stamping, cheering, yelling, and demands for
covered 20,000 miles 'by air; they played to an estimore. We were most fortunate in being permitted to
mated total of 140,000 soldiers, sailors, and marines in
mix with the men and thus to hear their personal
audiences varying from 10, to 10.000 at a New Hebrides
comments. The most instructive of these comments,
base. Best of all, they transmuted "long-haired music,"
of course, carne from those boys to whom good music
a thing to be shunned, into the kind
of hearty, desirable fun that inspires
"G-I Joe" to ask for more.
To begin at the beginning! USOCamp Shows, Inc., is the efficiently
organized clearing-house to which
the Special Service Officer of the
U. S. Army, and the Welfare and
Recreation Officer of the U, S. Na~J
turn with special requests for specialentertainment, based on the tastes
and needs of the various service
'groups. These officers decide which
bases need sports fields, which can
be l:}est helped by movies; whether
to send a juggling act to Iceland or
operatic arias to the Orient.
During the early spring, a call
came through for a concert company
Interesting Incidents
of good music to entertain the men
in the South Pacific. That is to say,
Naturaffy, the trtp yielded its crop
the Camp Show officials knew the
of incidents. At one or the bases, the.
aestination-for
obvious military
concert group arrived late in the
reasons, the artists could be given
afternoon and was resting before
no further indication of where they
the
evening's
performance. Mr.
were going than a general suggesWeede of the Metropolitan Opera, a
tion to pack light clothing. Early in
Roman Catholic, learned that Mass
May, Mme. Stoska and Messrs
and a Perpetual Novena service were
Weede, Jagel, Stern. and Zakin set
being offered at six o'clock (it is not
out, each with a bag of summerunusual to offer Mass in the late
weight clothes, under the impresafternoon at army bases). and ob·
sion that they were heading for
tained J)e.rInission to sing (to the
Miami. At Miami, they were shuttled
accompaniment of a portable organ
into another plane, and they said
played by a Jewish physIcian). After
ARMIES OF SOLDIERS HEAR "LONG.HAIRED" OOicial V, 8, liaQi P.II/lt(Il1Tap4
with knowing glances, "An! Hollyservices, Mr. Weede went at once to
wood!" On the West coast they were
Metropoli~an artists Frederick Jaqel, Robert Weede
,MUSIC
the concert and s.'l.ng there. As he
Alex Zakm on their tour with the USO-C
Sh . Poly~~ Stosko. Isaac Stern and
h ustIed to still another plane of disamp
ow UnIt 264. in the South P~cific.
stepped from the platform, he heard
tinctly trans-oceanic aspect. Even
one of the boys call out to the
then they had no idea of the direc': 'l',
Chaplain, "Gee. Father, we got as
tion or .the duration of their trip. Only when they got
was a novel experience. Hundreds of th
u'
gOOd as this Weede-there
~as a
there dId they know they were in New Caledonia, .
each with a dazed expreSSionof co
ese came to us.
g Y smging at our service jUst a while ago WIth a
Frederick Jagel, Metropolitan Opera tenor, who
'Gee! I never thought that concert :t~nance, to say, Voice every bit as fine as his!"
served as master of ceremonies' for the group exas this! I always thought that
. USIC was as good c At one point in the trip, Mr. Stern's very fine violin
plained that the greatest problem lay, not in t~avel of highbrow stuff nobody can musctlc meant the kind
.arne apart, due to atmospheric conditions of the
hazards, but in the kind of reception to be expected.
tuff
ll..11
erstand But tho
s
gets you. Let's have more""
.
IS Jungle. Unable to repair the l~ned
tail-piece hlm. "Musici~ns are accustomed, not illogically, to muThey did have more. The gro'u
:~' he carrIed it to the 8eabees (Construction Bat·
sICal-"audJences," Mr, Jagel states. "Civilian concerts
than two performances a day
~ never gave fewer
on), Who went to work like veteran violin makers.
9,re billed ahead, people have democratic free choice five, beginning at 2:30 in -the 'a:~r often as many as
T~ey
made him a new G-string out of tennis racket
in purchasing tickets, and we performers are reasoning through a.final concert at 8.~00n and continu_
. . The Jnen wore ~~ gut; they fashioned an E-string from piano wire;
ey replaced the loose parts (Continued
on Page 664)
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uniform and Miss Stoska wore evening dres
the "G-I's" might have the additional PIS' So that
seeing glamorous f em inlnlty . Livi
vmg conditieasure 0I
cording to these artists. were "not too bad ~ns, ae,
for occasional rats on the floors and SPide~ :xcept
beds. Miss Stoska lived with the nurses in th:ir ~ the
rate houses, and the men lived in barracks. All of
became accustomed to lining up for the use of h hem
S
baths. and doing their own laundry (in excelIent oWer
ing machines). G·1 food is excellent. The pres Wash.
the former chef of Antoine's
(New Orleans) enCeof
base and the former assistant chef of the Quee:~on~
at another. brought demonstrable
proof that ary
tronomically. our boys are faring well.
' gas.
Instead of being stationed
at one base, Unit 2
. traveled to the various outfits. covering the dist 64
.
!<s.,Jeeps, an dbotsMZ'
ill true
a.
r. akin was deliances
ht
by the high quality of the pianos he found. Each ~la~d
has a small stein way upright, kept in first-rate
d
.
bGlt
dition
y - uners an d' repair men. In travelin eon,t
the various bases, the piano was rolled along o~~
truck. Mr. Zakin tells you that he soon grew used.t
peripatetic practicing, but never did get Quite ad~
justed to playing outdoors in the pouring rain becaus
of the hazard of sliding fingers on wet keys.
e
The programs were made up at "ood music withot
co~promise to jazz or jive. Ench show included ope~_
attc arias, art songs, ballads, waltzes from operetta
and classics of the violin nnd pluno repertories. a.Si
favorites are vau 14 Gltlbba,
La don1l4 e mobile
Figaro's aria, Musetta', W(dl: from "r..n Boheme,"th~
Mendelssohn "Violin Concerto," lind the RhapsOdy
in B.lue. How Is t,t thnt such Iclt'nlons rank as top
Javorltes with 0·1 S, mnny ot whom in U1cIrcivilian
life would have run a mile to avcld "the classics?"
"We talked about that," Mr, JnRf'1 explnlns. "and the
solution se m$ to 11 1n the dltTl'l"t'nce between the
package and the wrappings, We found that g90d music
-offered
informally ns dclhthtrul
entertainmentmade an inalnntalleous
success With
the boys. There wns no mention of
its 'cultural' or 'l'(\ucational' value;
It wns just run-which,
or course,it
is. P rhnpS then' is a valuabe hint
th te rOr th t.cncllt'rsl It is not good
music Jtscll thAt senres youngsters
nway: fL.'s th t1uH'-honored way of
presentIng
It--ns something like
'lessons': scm thing that belongs to
the
'highbrows':
something that
means w rk ralhn than fun. When
the Mendelssohn "VJoUn Concerto"
was of! red as, 'Here's something
you'Jl Ukc,' the boys really did like
it- not because It's n classIc, but
despite Its classical status!"

y ENCOUNTER with sightlessness carne so early

M

In life that I never have known anything else.
From the very start I had to adjust myself to
a different kind of life. I could smell the fragrance of
the flowers, could hold them in my hand and note
their delicate texture. Although it would seem that I
always' knew that there was something missing, you,
who read this article, perhaps do not realize how
much beauty we can see in the mind's eye. None of
us has ever seen Heaven, but we all indubitably have
a picture of some kind of paradise in which happiness will be eternal. Perhaps, through their imagination, the sightless see things which to the ordinary
person are concealed. Perhaps we who are blind can
meet a person and see his soul, although he may be
physically disfigured.
The other night I was singing in a local city and
met a young man who had just come back from the
battlefields of Italy. He had been sightless for six
months. I said to him, "It isn't so bad being blind
when you get used to it. You have seen far more of
the world than most men see. When you get accustomed to your bli~dness. what you have 'seen will all
come back to you and you will forget your sightlessness. Get all the education you can, keep up your courage, and fight your way ahead, and you are bound
to win."
For instance, when I was studying voice I found
in one way that my blindness was an asset. People
generally are kindhearted and they are willing to go
far out of their way to help one with a handicap,
provided it is evident that the sightless individual is
hard working, smiling, and cheerful.

Careful

Preparalion

Important

Of course, from his earliest efforts, the sightless
individual must realize a certain dependence upon
those who have sight, or upon Braille. Few people know
that there is a musical Braille and that such a work
as, let us say, the "Emperor Concerto" of Beethoven
is printed in this notation. A blind pianist can take
such a work, memorize it, and go to the instrument
and play it. Or he can have some friend or helper
play it, and study it in that way. Everything I have
learned has been done through these two mediums.
This, however, is not a universal blessing, because
if you think a moment, you realize it is . absolutely
impossible for the blind player to do hurried or careless study. He must be sure of every note from the
standpoint of pitch, of rhythm, of tempo, and of expression. If he hurries he is wasting time, as he must
learn it all over again. This is one of the reasons why
the pianist, Alec Templeton, plays with such extreme
precision.
Through these laborious processes it has been possible for me to secure a tremendous .repertoire. For
instance, I studied the entire oratorio of "Elijah" with
David Bispham years ago. With very little preparation
I could sing it again with ease. Hundreds of arias I
could sing without preparation. You see, a blind musician's library is his mind. He must realize that it is
useless to learn a thing unless he '·can remember it
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accurately for many years.
Another handicap which the
blind singer has to overcome
is that of not being able to
look into a mirror. Some blind
people do not realize this, and
unless they
are
carefully
coached, screw up their features into unpleasant expressions that never would occur
if they couId see their reflections in a mirror. They distort
their mouths, and they require the constant crttfcism of
kind friends to coach them so
that when they appear in public, they present a pleasing
appearance to the audience.
The great objective is to
have the public forget the
handicap of the sightless artist. He is not looking for
sympathy but wants to be
judged entirely by his artistic
ability. He avoids any suggestion of making capital of his
affliction. That is one of the
great factors in the huge success of Alec Templeton, who
almost never is thought of as a
sightless pianist. Of .coW'se,.I
am not discounting his great originality, extraordinary
gifts, and personal charm.
From the standpoint of earnings, I certainly have
no complaint. There have been hard times, it is true,
but for the most part I have found the public very
cooperative. When I was twenty I married. My wife is
not sightless and therefore has been of great help to
me. I have two boys, both of whom I have sent to
college. One is now in New Guinea with the Amphibian
Engineers, otherwise known as the Rangers, and niy
other son is now my personal manager.
Twelve years ago'I began to realize that because of
the excellence of their performance, there'-was a·genuine, legitimate demand for blind musical artists. Therefore I organized a commercial agency under the
name, "Blind Artists Concerts." Hund'reds of concerts
have been given and the singers and performers have
been especially successful with Service clubs and
church organizations.

Look Up
The main thing is never to forget that you are in a
living world, and make it a point to get as much of
that world as possible. Don't pity the blind man. He
is likely to have a far better time than you think. I
love to dance and swim and I taught my wife how
to dance. One of the best bowlers in Philadelphia is
a blind man. Don't ask me how he does it. I never
saw him. I am very fond of boxing and of baseball
and have attended many events with my son. He explains the details to me as they happen, and I can
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Noted Sightless Tenor
Ilnown as "The Blind Caruso"
make as much noise yelling as anyone near me r
I always have found that those who are working
under a handicap either are hopelessly depressed or
are forever looking upward toward vanquishing difficulties. I always had wanted to Qlimb a mountain and
sense what it meant to vanquish the impossible.
Therefore, when my wife and I went on our honeymoon to the mountains in New York State, I surprised
everyone by telling them I was determined to climb
Bear Mountain. My wife went ahead, and under her
direction I made the top without too great danger.
When I reached there I wanted to sing, and chose
the old Neapolitan folksong, 0 Sole MiD. Later I was
told that my voice was heard aU through the valleys.
It was a great personal thrill and inspir~tion.
Another bit of advice I would give is to keep interested in everything-the
war, politics, but principallY
the great trends in music, art, and education. The
radio and the talking macJ;iine have been a godsend
to the blind. What" is lqlown as "The Braille Talking
Book," which is nothing more than huge records of
the great literary classics in different languages, has
opened a vast vista' to the sightless' person of today,
which is infinitely greater than anything ever imagined
by those who lived one .hundred ye'ars ago.
All Braille books and music (il)Cludn:;.gThe Talking
Book) are free to the blind. This .plan is supervised
by the va,rious public libra1,'ies.in differ€mt cities. It is
the great trends in music',' art, and education. The
records, whole plays, read by ,able readers, 'have been
recorded. The. G.overnm:~nt CContinu·ed Q~ faye 66?)
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AGNER:
Tristan and Isolde-Excerpts from Act 3; sung by Lau-

ritz Melchior (tenor) and Herbert
Janssen (baritone), with the Orchestra of
Colon Opera House, Buenos Aires, conducted by Roberto Kinsky, and the Columbia Opera Orchestra conducted by Erich
Leinsdorf. Columbia set 550.
There can be no question that this has
been a long-awaited recording. Very little
of the Scene between Tristan and Kurvenal
at the opening of the last act of "Tristan
and Isolde" exists on records. Not even the
ten sides here include a complete representation of it, for several excisions in the
text are made. Previously, in a recording
made in 1928 by theEngfish

singers Wid-

dop and Fry. with Albert Coates conducting, we had about three sides, against nine.
here, devoted to the music Wagner allotted
to Tristan and Kurvenal. In the famous
Bayreuth recording of the opera only one
side was given up to this music. So, considering the importance of the opera and
its popularity with operatic enthusiasts,
this recording has been a long-awaited
one.
The recording contains one side given
up to the orchestral Introduction to Act
III, and nine sides given over to the music
between Tristan and Kurvenal from the
opening words of the former, "Die alte
Weise; was weekt sie mieh?", to the death
of Tristan at the feet of Isolde. The recording ends on an unresolved chord, the
questioning effect Wagner acquired in his
so-called "Look" motive. The voice of
Isolde, sung by an unnamed singer, is
heard calling Tristan's name, so that the
realism of the scene is maintained. The
scene between Kurvenal and the shepherd
is not inclUded here; it is, however, to he
found in the Bayreuth set.
Wagner's realism as dramatist and composer has long presented problems for
singers and stage managers. In this scene
Tristan, mortally wounded, sings from a
couch on the stage, impatiently awaiting
the arrival of Isolde. Many opera-goers
are of the opinion that this is one of the
most long-winded and ungrateful scenes
Wagner ever devised, Ardent Tristan adherents are of the same mind, but they
point out-:and rightly too-that
the importance of
this scene in the drama cannot be minimized. The
wounded Tristan is given music to sing which is highly
difficult and, considering his reclining position on the
stage, this music assuredly places a strain on his
vocalism.
The importance of this scen~ in Wagner's dramatic
scheme has to do with his study of Buddhistic philosophy while he was at work on the drama (readers are
referred to his own writing on this subject). Suffice
it to' say, Wagner claimed in this scene that Tristan's
soul finds a temporary release from his body, during
which time he learns that he cannot be freed from
the bonds of the flesh while Isolde is "still in the realm
of the Sun." He curses the day which is the source of
all his woe, and calls with exhausted voice on Isolde
to "quench the Light" and permit the Night to Come.
It is in the Night (or the perpetual darkness to life)
where the two will be united.
A study of Wagner's use of his leit-motifs during
the whole third act shows what importance he attached to Light (the Torch or Ardor Motive) and
Night. The whole thing is quite' confusing to one who
does not accept his interpretation
of the Tristan
legend, which most writers contend is more akin to
Eastern philosophy and imagery than to Western.
In recent years the Tristan of the Danish tenor,
Lauritz Melchior, has been widely acclaimed; his interpretation and singing of the role place him among
the great Tristans of ~ll time. Melchior's voice today,
however, is not what it was a decade and a half ago
when he first sang this part. Here, we find the tenor's
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LAURITZ MELCHIOR

voic~ constricted in the more difficult passages, more
partl~ularlY towards the end of the scene When the
emotIOn of the wounded Tristan causes him to rashly
tear the bandages from his wounds and to rush forward to me~t ~solde. In the earliest portions of the
scene, ~elchIOr s subdued singing conveys the anguish
and pam of the character, but later his singing suggests a far healthier and virile man than was the
wounded Tristan. Janssen as Kurvenal provides some
S~ooth and some rough singing. One is made conSCIOUS
here of the fact th~t the music Which Wagner
wrote for both characters ISnot easy for either .
smger.
One SI'd e 0I th e recording (Part 3) app:>.rentlyhad
to be r~made, because we find Mr. Leinsdorf and the
ColumbIa Opera prchestra replacing Mr. Kinsky and
the Colon Opera Orchestra. This dubbing_in of another
orchestl'a, however, has been handled so well th t
doubt that many listeners wiII be awar,e 01l'ts . ta we
.
.
eXISence
The orchestral SIde of the picture is Ie s .
. .
..
s Impressive
h ere th an It
IS often proved to be in the op
h
Nel'th er Mr. K'InSky nor Mr Leinsdorl rl'se era
b ouse.
.'
1 0I the accompanYIng
1'0e
conductor Ho aovethe
arc h est ra 1'·plaYIng remams competent .if wever,
t
.. the
". IS qUIte realistic
no excltmg'
an d th e recordIng
ower
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Sonata
No.3
for violin and
ph Szlgctl
nnel Andor Foldes,

Columbia Sct X-242.
It has alwaY8 r ma-lord n controversial
subject whcthcr the three sonatas which
Debussy wrote tn his lost year are or are
no~ valued contrlbuUons to his complete
work. Compared wtUl som(' ot the com·
poser's earlier works, the sonatas-of
whIch the present work is the third as
well as the last composition to be written
by Debussy-do not rcpr('sent his genius
very favorably; 011 three are labored in
part, and more than suggest that his ill·
ness hampered his creative efforts. Yet
there are moments of the great Debussy, and in this
sonata In particulnr there Is some grAteful writing for
the violinist-writing whJch Is sensltlYc and finespun
as only Debussy couId be.
This sonata is both archaIc and frankly modern.
The opening movement has been called bardJc, reminiscent of times long gOlle by. The second movement
brings us into the present
but here the play of
imagery Which has suggested the barnyard to some
is more modern in idiom. The last movement has a
modern festival quality. Of all the performances of
this work on records, this one seems to us the most
persuasive. The refinement of Szigetl's style, his wider
range of tonal coloring, and, moreover. his avoidance
of sentimentality reveal a type of musicality for which
he has long been Widely admired and justly praised.
His accompanist, Mr. Foldes, provides the essential
~o-partnery required to make the performance a well·
mtegrated ensemble, and the recording is nicely bal·
anced.
On the last side of the second disc Szigeti plaYSa
tra~SCri~tion of Debussy's Clair de 'lune, which ~e
belIeve IS less evocative of the moonlit tranquility
which the composer intended than Is the original
piano piece.
Bach (trans.
Rachmaninoff):
Partita
No.3 for Un'
ac~ompanied
violin;
played by Sergei Rachmaninoff
(Plano). Victor disc 11-8607.
Bach:
Toccata
and Fugue in E minor;
played bY
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piano;
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t'J
peter J./Uflh !eed

Corelli:
P
B·

tor disc 1().-lI05.
It is a far cry from Wagner's fr
.
emotionalism to the serene beau~nzled
Carelli's artistry. The beauty and Y Of
feeling of Corelli's music belong to ano~ne
era-the close of the seventeenth Centher
It is an era to Which we might do ury.
to return, Ior music. In those days wa f
of assuaging nobility and quiet express.un
SiVe.
ness. Tranq uUi ty in art would seem to
b
a lost quality, yet it is one of the essenr e
qualities of all great arts-a
quality 13.1
ageles~ and enduring as religious fai~s
This lIttle ten-inch disc provides a riehl'
rewarding musical experience-an
exp Y
. h
en·
ence to whlc
one can return again a d
again and never find satiation,
n
The present sonata is one of the Work
cor.elli wrote for church ~erformance, Ye~
it IS not specifically relIgious mUSic.It
should be remembered that composersin
corelll's time wrote works which they
called suonate da Chiesa, implying they
were suitable for church performance, and
other works called suonate
da camera
which were more speclficully secular works:
In ccreurs time, the present COmposition
might have been heard in its original form
for two Violins, vtctcnccnc with organ or
bass (the latter could be SUPpllect by
harpsichord), or ngaln It might have been
heard played by a amall l'I1S mble, as here.
Mr. Biggs' part h re h not that or a
soloist, as he mer ly supplies the bass.
To return t.o th music, the slow movements ot thl$ sonata ru-e filled with poetic
polgnance, whll
the quick movements
provide rich contrast-the
final allegro
being n truly IrrC81stlbk bit of Carelli.
The p rtormancc here 1s good and the
rccordlng snUstRctory.

MUSIC'

IlUdo11 Serkin [plano). Columbia dlsc 71594-D.
As always in the transcription of Bach's unaccompanied Violin music, Its (Continued: on page 672)
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HE OUTSTANDING figure in Negro music in ~
America during the past fifty years IS a man of
high intelligence, of genial, humane outlook, and
with a fine personality-W.
C. Handy, compo~er of St.
L is Blues The Memphis Blues and other pieces. The
N~;ro com~osers, such as Harry T. Burleigh, R: Nat~. I Dett William Dawson, William Grant Stdll, WIll
~~~ion C~ok, Clarence Cameron White, Reginald Forsythe, and others who have done much fin~ work 1n
classical and symphonic fields; the Negro Jazz ban.d
leaders, such as Cab Calloway, Duke EI~ington, LoUIS
Armstrong, Jim Europe, William wocding ; and the
Negro singers of the type of Paul Robeson, Roland
Hayes Marian Anderson, Dorothy Maynor, and others
-all have had careers of which they may be very
proud, but mest of them will gladly tell you that th~y
take their hats off to W. C. Ha~dY Who, throu.gh J:IS
genius and business understanding, has, by his WIse
counsel done as much as any other man to have the
interests of his race presented honestly ~nd ~ithout
presumption. The recognition of the musical gift~ of
Negroes has been so spontaneous, honest, and WIdespread with all rational people th~t onl~ the most
radical partisan could fail to appreciate .thI~. It could
not conceivably have been more. enthustasttc.
Mr. Handy has just edited a volume of text and
musical compositions in which many of the Negro
compositions such as Anima Anceps or The N~grO's
heroes and heroines are extolled in song. In the early
Heart and The Memphis Blnes. There also are tnbutes
ballad literature of every country there freque~tl~ ~ave
to certain outstanding white friends of the Negroes,
been songs in which the accomplishments of Indtvtdusuch as Abraham Lincoln and John Brown, as well as
als are lauded. This present book resembles an essay,
the Vermont-born statesman, Thaddeus Stevens, who
to resume this idea, with Negro subjects. Among these
are Ira Aldridge 081~-1867), the first fa.mous Negro
chose to be buried in a Negro cemetery.
The music and letter press of the book are excellent
actor (Edmund Kean played Iago to hIS Othel.lo);
Richard Allen, 0760-1831)
founder of the AfrIcan
but the pen ·drawings leave m':lch .to be ~esired. ~r.
Handy has made a fine contnbutIOn to Inter-raCIal
Methodist Episcopal Church; Benjamin Ban~~ker
(1731-1806), Negro philosopher and mathematICIan,
understanding in this very unusual vol~e
and a.lso
who sent a dissertation to Jefferson to prove that
has given us a record of a phase o~ AmerICana«whic~
"Negroes had minds of Men, and not lower animals";
deserves preservation. The book WIll prove a must
for standard libraries.
.
One of the most impressive pieces in the book IS "A
Colored Soldier's Prayer," the words of which are by
Cecelia V. Violenes, a high school g'irl, and show a
beautiful simplicity and devotion. Part of it runs:

T

"Dear God, I'm'asking you tonight
To keep me as I pray.
I'd like to feel that as I fight
You're with me all the way.
And when
For myself
But, Great
That we'll

this war is over
I want no glory,
God, I pray with fervor
have a different story.

That's why
I hope that
'-And before
May we all

I fight, Dear God
I'm not wrong;
I rest beneath the sod
sing freedom's song."

"Unsung Americans Sung"
Edited by W. C. Handy, assisted by thirty-seven contributors
Pages: 236 (large octavo)
Price: Maroon cover, $3.50; Blue Cloth Bound, GoldLettered, $5.00 (autographed by Mr. Handy)

Dr. George Washington Carver 0869-1943), scientist,
whose discoveries added millions to the. wealth of the
South· Frederick Douglas 0817-1895),
slave-born
journ~list and statesman; Paul Laurence Dun~ar
<1872-1906), of whom William Dean Howells saId:
"The first to feel the Negro life aesthetically and express it logically was an American Negro-Paul ~unbar." There are examples of some twenty-four subJects
thus put in verse and arranged as ballads; some extremely effective. In addition, there are many other
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Any book here
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critic comes in contact with everybody. In chapters
with such titles as "Composers are People," "The
Do-re-ml." "Musicians in the Public Eye," "Meet the
Glamour 'BOYS,""Any Hope for Opera?", "The Negro
in Music," Mr. Taubman rang,es from one end of Manhattan Island to the other, and beyond, and serves up
lists of enticing information and opiniOn that many
will find very engaging.
"Music On My Beat"
By .Howard Taubman.
Pages: 267
Price: $2.50.
Publishers: Simon and Schuster
MUSIC

FRO~l

A~IERICAN

ABORIGINALS

_

Probably the most comprehensive and the most
original volume to appear upon American Indian folklore and dancing is Bernard S. Mason's "Dances and
Stories of the American Indian." While there is
relatively little in this excellent and very readable
book which pertains directly to music, so much that
concerns dancing has to do with music that those who
are not Indian will find this volume indispensable in
acquiring a vast amount of tradition which cannot
fail to make their musical interpretations more accurate and sympathetic.
"Dances and Stories of the American Indian"
By Bernard S. Mason
Pages: 269 (7 x 10 inches)
Price: $5.00
Publishers: A. S. Barnes and Company, Inc.
A

FA~lOUS

BOOK

RESURRECTED

For the first time, Johann Joseph Fux's "Steps to
Parnassus," written originally in Latin as Gradus ad
Parnassum which appeared first in 1725, is now obtainable in' English in proper and accurate translation
and editing by Alfred Mann. The musical bible of
Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, nat~a~ly with such a
background, it is of monumental SIgmfican?e. .
SHOP TALK
The book is in part a dialog between an lffiagmary
Howard Taubman, a member of the music statt: of
pupil, Josephus, and his music master, Aloysius.
The New York Times, a trained an~d valuable WrIter
To gain practical value from the book, one .must
who has "been the rounds" for some years, now puts
first master the C clef in its various forms. This, of
down his reflections and experiences in "Music On
course, will later prove invaluable in orc~estration and
My Beat." The title is a corking ·one, because few
in score reading. For stUdents who deSIre to make a
people who have not "been the rO~l.lrd~"as a newsserious study of fundamentals, this famous counterpaper reporter or critic in a great City lIke N:~ York,
point must be included in their curricula.
are called upon to meet· all kinds and condItIOns ?f
"Steps to Parnassus"
people, Like the policeman on the beat, the mUSIC
By Johann Joseph Fux
Translated and Edited by Alfred Mann
Pages: 156
Price: $3.00
Publishers: W. W. Norton & Company, In.c.
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Music and Study

So many teachers have requested

0/

the

introduction

to

copies

Beethoven's

"Sonate Pattietique" spoken by Dr. Maier
before audiences whenever he played the
sonata during the early days of the
Allied invasion 0/ France, that we are
printing
it herewith.-EDITOR'S NOTE.

Concludecl

by

Apple Blossom Time in Normandy

m.:

The chorus of one of the popular songs
of the first World War went thus:
"When

it's

apple

blossom

time

in

Normandy
I'd like to be-in

Mus Doc
Noted Pianist
and Music Edutator

Normandy."

Apple blossom time has again come in
Normandy. Under the white blossoms in
the

foxholes

lie our boys-grim,

har-

assed, drained of all emotion, Incredibly .
exhausted, yet doggedly and incessantly
fighting

Chit Chat on This and That
, After a strenuous series of classes in
New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Minneapolis
and Buffalo, it is thrilling to come back
to the old home town, especially if that
town is in California where heat and
h~i~jty
are practically nonex\stent- .. ' ..
WhICh reminds me of a story: A man
presented himself at the "pearly gates"
for admission into heaven. The guard at
the entrance examined his credentials
found them in order, and~asked, "Wher~
on earth did you live?" "In Santa Monica," came the reply. "Okay," said the
guard, "come right in-but
you won't
like it here!"
Wh? say-s that life in a small town is
prosaIc? • . . Only persons who are
t?emselves dull and unimaginative. Our
lIttle town is chock full of amusement
and stimuIa,tion. For example, we have
a Pho~ograPh~r who has this sign _in
large, ImpreSSIve Gothic letters over his
door: "Enter AI! Y.eHomely Pe.ople" ...
U, after such a let-down, you still have
t~e tegIerity to cross the threshold he
:111 probably greet you with this quip:.
~eavens! the Creator certainly Wasn~t
kmd to you, was He?" 'I.'hen, surveying
YOw'."map" with critical disapproval he
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How to Help the Child to Help Himself
In Weeding His Musical Garden

only, and playing them perfectly t
sons. It is these children Who h~l les_
salve my conscience for not being p to
defense plant."
at a
Teachers like H. MacV. should
SUffer
no pangs concerning their contribur
to the war effort, for it is as import~~~
to keep our young generation on an
even
keel during these troublesome time
to make planes and bombs to fight G as
mans and .taps.
er,

Mrs. Marguerite Ullman is 0 graduate of the Chicago Coflege of Music (Mus.B.) and 'of Northwestern
University (B.S.), where she majored in psychology. She is a member of Phi Beta Kappa. She studied
under Roab, Reuter, and Levy, 'and theory under Adolf W~idig. In Germany she studied with Georg
Schumann, and in Paris with Isidor Philipp. /n the United Sfates she taught for thirteen years of the'
American ConserYatory in Chicago. Her article hits the naif on the head ona wifl help many fo develop
accuracy.
-EC1TOR'S
NOTE.

A NQble Profession

day and night for their lives and

ours. And beside them under the blossoming apple trees lie their silent comrades
. . . The soft Norman breezes waft the
~l~ssoms over the cheeks of our boys,
Hvtng and dead.' Our boys so lovingly.
reared,
bright-eyed, resourceful, gay
young lads, blithe spirits bursting with
vitality, eager to taste the full fruits of
life.
Now, many of them lie forever quiet
under the apple blossoms in N ormandy-cAnd all this, for what? So that we at
home may savor the fruit so pathetically
and inexplicably denied them .... So that
hope and faith may not be cut off from
us....
S? that we at home may wrap
ourselves In beauty .... But if we would
clothe ourselves in beauty, let us not
forget that we must also -gird ourselves
with duty ....
We must pour out into
the world love, charity, aspiration and
inspiration without stint or grudge, at
whatever cost or sacrifice.
.
To dedicate the rest of our lives to duty
and beauty-c-such is our obligation. It is
~u~ a puny recompense to offer our boys,
Irving and dead, who sleep "these nights
under the apple trees in Normandy or in
the hills of Italy, in the wastes of the
North or on the beaches of the Pacific.

Curing the Mistake Habit

The Teacher's Round Table

Correspondents
with
this Depcrtment are requested
to limit Letters
to One Hundred
and Fifty Words.

exclaims, "Whew, pretty awful! ...

but

I'll do my best to make a halfway inter-

esting subject of you;" Then, if you still
can take it, he will no doubt make a fiattering likeness of you.
~ don't advise music teachers to employ
this approach with their students. Too
many of them already do-and with
what disastrous results!

Card Tricks

When the lad arrived, the pianist employed all her wiles; she suggested every
kind of music-light, classic, boogie. but
no go. He simply didn't want to listen
to anything at all. During the conversation the gray lady elicited two revealing items-the boy had always wan led
to play the piano and especially yearned
to play the popular tune Paper Doll.
Whereupon she promptly guaranteed to
teach him to play the song then and
there .... They went to work, and work
it was! All evening in the u.s.a. they
wrestled with that tune. After three
hours both of them were on the verge
of exhaustion; and so were the other
u.s.a. staff members who had been
exposed to his excruciating dissection or
Paper Doll ... But by midnight the lad
emerged smiling and triumphant. Be
could play his piece perfectly! ... In a
daze the teacher asked him to come
back next morning to learn more pieces
which of course he did!
'
Thereu1?on, a miraculous change was
wrought I? the boy. His sagging -spirits
soared, hIS depression disappeared he
sang,.whistled-and played the pian~ Inter~mably. The Army reassigned hi t
actIve service in the South Pa 'fi m a
Cl c.
W'th'
1 III a few weeks a letter came t
g~ay lady telling of his neW-found °h e
. .
apPmess, vOIcmg
grateful tha ks
apol "
n , and
oglzmg for the trouble he had .
all concerned.
gIven

Speaking of young people, here is an
excerpt frOIn a. letter sC'nt by two siste
fourteen ond fifteen years old, w~~
played 1n one or my young people'srep.
ertolre classes: "We'll never forget this
insplrJng week of music. You made it all
such tun by your manner at showingUS so
many ways to Improve playing .... You
know. 1t'a like holdlrlJ{ scm thing almost
beautiful 1n your hnnd. something that
needs n little snndtng here, polishing
there, a deeper Un IIr a lighter touch
and being shown just how to smooth
over the rough places tn order to have
something
mueh tovcucr than before."
Is rnuarc t nehlnR' a noble profession?
-I leave the nnswer to our imposing
army of Round Tableral

Sea(wo)man

MARGUERITE

YONE who has ever given music lessons can
no doubt relate an experience similar to that
indicated in this letter and its answer:

X

"Dear Mrs. ---:
My son is eleven years
old. In a piano recital recently he started out
well with his piece, then he made a mistake,
and after that everything went wrong. He
couldn't remember the rest and finished the
best he COUld,which was everything but good.
This was his fourth recital and he had never
made a mistake before.
"What would you suggest that we do, from a
psychological viewpoint? We had been thinking of changing teachers before this happened.
Would you suggest that we change, so that the
next recital would find him in different surroundings? Or should he stay with the same
teacher?"

Houck

I'Last Spring I wrot e to you asking
for advice as to whether I should go on
studying music, or enter one of the

Armed Servic . You urged me to sign
up.
.• Well, I have taken your advice,
which was not the advice of most pCQ.
pie. I am getting my "boot" training right
now and I'm very glnd I followed your
suggestJon. The Navy Is grand! They
keep us plenty busy; but beIng "hupped''
everywhere is good for the appetite.
They tell me I've n. very good chance of
being a speciallst--Chaplain's
Assistant
-some day. Grateful thanks.
Seaman Rowena Houck."
May I add that I cannot \Ulderstand
how any heaJthy, unattached, aspiring
young woman can resist joining up as
'MU$ic; Therapy
A word to enterprising musicians' w.h
not. make your Own experiments'
. Y soon as she reaches enlistment age....
I~ is possibl~ that 'therapy will-play mUSICtherapy' It If
All honor to Seaman Houck and her
WIth
.
0 ers a fascinatin
a.r:Important par~ in. the post-war activi- and almost unexplored
field.
g fellow (or girl) comrades of the Waves,
tIes of musieia.ns. RecentJy an incident
\Vacs, and Spars. who will return to their
occurred here In town giving a previe
music stUdy With neW-found vitality,
of problems which may soon confro Wt
A Music Settlement Teacher
zeal, and perspective.
w:
n
Concerning the power
.
A pianist friend of mine one of th
a note from H M v
of mUSIC,here's
Blockbusters
Red .cross' "Gray Ladies" de~otes severa~ who, deals Wl't'h ac 'j(New 'York City)
"d
"
even.mgs a week to u.s.a. activities leged" children' "ISo-caled
h
un erpl'lVI_
M. F. (Georgia) WIites apprehensivelY
playmg classical music radio and p
,
I
"h'ts"
',
opu- children at th~ S tt~ve three classes of to the head of the Table: "I hope bYthis
ar
1.
to the boys, sewing buttons ,hav€"fto nia1lo<>-nf,
ell emtent House Who time that you've stopped heaving block·
·u
a In heir h
o~ mendmg for them, or just "bulling" Who fight
in the hal
. omes, and busters around single handed in the
WIth them. One evening she Was warn ci to get the stUdiopiano1i~u:~Ide my door
dead or night." ...
This is just to rethat a bleak, inconsol-able young SOldi:r They arrive in gang bI
e next room. assure M.P. and other friends that I've
w~uld put- in all appearance.' If so, she have to s;top teach' s, . ess them, and I
never heaved blockbusters
that aU
mIght t.ry.music -on him as a last resort rate their leaders a~~ m order to sepa·
heavyweight lifting has been 'temporarilY
Up unt~l now. every other expedient had office to. decide who.ge:nt~ them to the
d1sconUnued and that at this moment
been. trIed WIthout result. If somethin
... Then I hav .
e room first
I'm attendin'g indoctrination
classes for
drastIC could not, be done at- once th;
W.ithout a' Pia~~~e ~~~r little ~irl (als~ enlistment into the Coast Guard Re·
army ~ould discharge him as a psych
pIeces every d
practIces her serve, called by the resounding title, the
neurotIc..
0
hearing the m:rOd~~ t~e. steam ).)ipes. "Volunteer Port Security Force."
,t
_
Side her head
(Continued
on Page 662)
The other night in our town I went to
an entertainment by a magician who
dished out the kind of hokum that we
all love. As he went through' the routine
one of his card tricks didn't go so well-swhereupon he whispered confidentially
to the audience, "You know, ladies and
gents, card tricks are as hard to learn
as the piano!"
- .Thanks Pal, we think so, too! It's fine
t~ hear someone frankly admit that
plano playing is one of the most difficult
skills .of all.

ULLMAN

"Dear Mrs. ---:
I understand why you are
concerned about your son's reaction to the
mistakes he made in the recital. However, I
would not consider this sufficient reason for
changing his teacher. When a boy is eleven,
he is old enough to be able to suffer this kind
of embarrassment and not be crushed by it.
"Instead of changing his teacher and making much Df a little situation, it would be more
wholesome to have him go through with another recital. But on the next occasion see
that he is still better prepared for it. Even
children must learn occasionally to take failure in their stride. I would talk this over with
him very simply, and then forget it."

·tit·

This may seem to many to be a matter of small
importance: but is it? Let us think this through.
Was the mistake you made in your recital a small
thing to you? You can remember every detail of the
event today, though it happened years ago.

A Distressing Situation
So many of your childhood experiences are completely forgotten, but for some reason this one sticks.
When you talk about it you may add, "Well, that was
the last time I ever tried to play in public." No, one
does not easily forget experiences of this kind. It is
well enough to say, "Forget it, and be better prepared
next time." But how? A music teacher recently related this story:
A mature student came to him for piano lessons.

~II

The first lesson was a failure. The material was poorly
learned, and the teacher was forced to listen to many
"blue" notes. The teacher said, "My dear, why don't
you put your fingers on the right keys? Go home,
and next week see that your fingers strike the propel'
keys." When the next week came the same thing
happened. Again the unpleasant sounds distracted the
teacher, and again the student was sent home with
the same advice. This happened three times, and
then the teacher said,
"I cannot teach you. Get yourself another teacher."
Was this teacher justified in behaving as he did?
Surely when a mature student pays for piano lessons,
takes tdme for practice, and makes a weekly journey
to the teacher's studio, she has made it quite clear
that she wants to learn how to play the piano. Why
doesn't she? The answer is obvious. She simply does
not know how. Now what can we do about this really
serious matter? How can we teach our young people
to prepare themselves,' and thus avoid that painful
mistake before an audience? Let us turn to psychology
and see if we can find an answer.
Psychologists are interested in mistakes. Errors in
musical performance make particularly fascinating
material for study. Once a mistake has been made,
there is a strong possibility that it will occur again.
An inaccurate pattern has been built, wrong associations are present, and even when one knows the correct pattern, the wrong pattern tends to persist. The
best procedure is to prevent errors.' Then there will
be no necessity for eliminating them. and hours of
unnecessary practice can be avoided.

Unlearning a Mistake
Try to make the first playing of a composition perfect in notes, time, and fingering. This will require
careful study of the musical score before any attempt
is made to play it. A beginner should be able to name
every note, count every m~asure, and go through the
motions of the composition with accurate fingering
before playing it on the instrument.
The more mature student should be able to do the
same, and in addition should study the structure of
the composition as to key, form, and harmony before
he uses. the instrument.
If, in spite of this careful preparation,
an error
does occur, it is important to eliminate it at once,
because a mistake becomes more difficult to correct
when repeated many times. The procedure for correcting an error is like that used by the psychologist
in curing the child who could not remember to hang
up her coat. This is related in E. R. Guthrie's "Psychology of Learning."
This child had learned a mistake and it was necessary for her to unlearn it. For two years the mother
had tried to teach the child to hang up her coat when

she came in from play. She repeatedly said to the
little girl, "Hang up your coat." The child did so when
she was told, but the next day the coat was again
carelessly thrown on a chair. In desperation the
mother consulted a psychologist. He said, "The next
time your little girl throws her coat on the chair do
not ask her to hang it up. Instead, have her put the
coat on, go down the stairs, then come up and hang
the coat in the closet." This procedure resulted in an
immediate cure. Now let us see why it was effective.
The bad habit of this child consisted of two acts
that happened together. She came up the stairs, then
threw the coat on a chair. Teaching her to hang up
her coat was not enough. She had to "earn the connection between coming up the stairs and hanging
up the coat. Formerly, coming up the stairs was followed by throwing 'the coat on a chair: in other words,
coming up the stairs was a cue for throwing down
the coat. It was necessary for the child to learn to
connect this cue to the desired behavior.

Other Causes
Now let us go back to the musical error and correct
it by the method used on this child. The cue for the
musical mistake is the passage immediately preceding that mistake. When that passage is played your
fingers will automatically play the error, even if you
are thinking correctly-becawe
the fingers have already made the wrong association in the past. They
have practiced the mistake and they want to repeat it.
n you now merely correct the mistake, when the CUE'
for the mistake appears, the mistake will automatically follow it in most cases. The cure, therefore, consists in playing the cue and the corrected section in
one continuous stream. If the cue is actually followed
by the corrected section, the error will be eliminated.
The entire correct pattern must be practiced until the
fingers no longer exhibit the slightest tendency to
play the mistake. Every musical error should be corrected in this manner. Of course, habitual care and
systematic preparation prevent many errors, and make
much of this kind of practice urmecessary.
We have now shown the boy's mother how to handle
the problem if it is caused by poor preparation. There
are, however, other possible reasons for her son's
failure. He may have been the victim of st~ge fright.
The fact that this boy had played perfectly in his
three previous recitals shows that he is normally a
well-poised youngster. Yet we know that even students with such satisfactory background can learn
audience-fear through suggestion.
One of our great violinists recently made a mistake
in a public recital only because one of his colleagues
had related a story to him just before his recital.
The colleague said, "I see you are playing the Rondino
tonight. You know, I recently (Continued on Page 664)
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)Music: and Study

How to Plan Programs

That Succeed
Judgment and Experience Bring Lasting Results

"A man, to be successful, must know where his strength lies;
men waste their lives for want of this knowledge. They take their
aspirations for power; their admiration for ability; their appreciation for capacity. They reject self-analysis, because it thwarts their
wishes."
-King.
O YOU wonder why you or your pupils have not
played well in public-in concert hall or studio!
Why not strengthen your defenses and prevent
further invasions of your self-confidence as a performer
or teacher? Perhaps your retarded recital success lies
in your choice of compositions. Maybe it lies in your
dread of a single vulnerable passage. Possibly it lies
in your not preparing for endurance :to the end.
There is also the important matter of beginning
your program-beginning
deliberately. Of continuing

S

<

your

program---continuing

unfalteringly.

Of

ending

your program-ending
emphatically. Are you concerned in finding your own weakness-and correcting
it before others find it for you? Then let us plan your
next- recital now-a program which you yourself will
give. The same general principles will apply to pupils'
recitals.

Planning

Your Program

to walk up afterwards," said the philosopher.
In building your program, itemize all the pieces
in your repertoire-great and small. Then check those
that you have played effectively. Now, for the first
time, you may realize that you have always played
certain masters capably, and invariably played others
poorly. If your Beethoven is more authentic than
your Liszt, strengthen the program with Beethoven
numbers. If you obdurately play La Campanella,
knowing the bravura style is not your forte, you may
cancel your concert career for keeps. Better to have
people remember that you played well-than simply
to recollect that you played.
Observe the length and type of each number that
you have performed successfully. Does your analysis
show that you weaken during the playing of a complete sonata? Does it prove that you play the shorter
classics with such finesse and originality that they
are requested long after their debut? Perhaps your
heare.rs have not been emotionally affected by your
Chopm Nocturnes-yet
they are enthusiastic about
your rhythmic. performance of a Chopin Impromptu.
Does your audIence ask for repetitions of your Haydn
~nd Mendelssohn? Or is it possible that your staccato
IS only a springtime legato with its overcoat off?
In choosing .each piece for your program, ask yourself t:vo questlO~s: l?o I play it with authority? Will
my lIstener~ enJOYIt? Remind yourself that there
are some ~hmgs you should have the courage not to
~lay. For Instance, only great artists can successfully
Intr~duce the not-yet-~oPular. Even they play it
spa1'1ngly.Therefore, aVOIdtoo much of the extremel
new,.. and present only your indiVidual best of th~
tradItIOnal. Emerson expressed the idea thus' "G '
'tth.
emus
pIerces
a
e SImple
and true ' and leaves t.a nOVIces
'
.
th e gay, fantastIC,
and ostentatious."

Make your program-selection a masterpiece itself
by presenting the compositions that you can play
with the greatest ease. Don't waste your time with
·works about which you are uncertain. Give your audience the pleasure of hearing you perform naturally,
and with charm. This will leave them impressed with
your perfection, and captivated by the subtle suggestion of your real capacity. Then it will be they who
eagerly await the next recital.
Cocteau wrote: "A poet always has too many words
in his vocabulary, a painter too many colors on his
palette, and a musician too many notes on his keyboard." Always have too many pieces in your repertoire, so that you may choose a few from the many,
and inspire your audience with only the wooed and won.
To be unable to play a program of artist-proportions
is certainly no disgrace; but to attempt compositions
beyond your present endurance may hinder any
futw'e success, Study the programs of any concert
That Vulnerable Passage
pianist over a period of years, and the analysis will
Appeal to the heart first and often. Pathos is the
surprise you. First, you will find repetitions of things
song that the lonely understand-and it
t
t'
dOff
may ouch
he played in other years; next, that he has consistYO'
m ill mos III 1 erent
. listener. Too mUch brI'II'lance
ently left some composers untouched. Perhaps he has
ay move your audIence away from you S h
'ct' "B 'II'
. c umann
not played a work of Brahms' or of Mozart's. This is
sa.}.
1'1Iancy of execution is valuabie onl
.
because he' knows where his strength lies-and wisely serves higher purposes."
y when It
heeds his knowledge. Not every great artist has every
The Chinese have a proverb for it· "M
t
great quality. Remember that you, too, may become over pebbles-not
mountains" T,'·
en s umble
.
.
ue
enough
f
a pianist of consequence by the very selection of
rarely WIll you play an entire piece b dl
' or
pieces you leave nnplayed.
however, the dramatic appeal of a gre t a y. ?ften,
Great technics are rare: even a reliable technic is - because of the imperfection of
~ work IS lost
. a smgle pass
uncommon. Yet the aspiring recitalist often fills his
L·lsten .to an average performance·
of th
a~e.
program with numbers which require extraordinary
EtUde m E major, with its famous
. e ChOPIn
~echnic. "Af:l artist. does not jump upstairs. If he
bravura passage in sixths. Have
eIght-measure
does, it is a waste of time,. because he will have
unseasoned pianist play this clim:~uf evle 'lheard an
t
au essly?
And
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nave you never heard an
artist slice an OCCas'
•
< lonal
sixth too thin-or too th~ck?
It is important to decide upon a feasible man
of executing any awkward phrase fluently, and then
to p~ay it the same way every time. An e~cellent
working plan for such a problem-passage IS this.
Never allow yourself to ~l~ thet.~OtdY of the Piec~
during your practice perto
un I
he outstandin
difficulty is conquered. Concentrate on that si ng
-lg
section until you forget that it is not an end e.
itself '. Learn to play it so fluently that you Will!orget
in
that it was ever. dIffiCUlt:Lat~r, ~hen the passage is
technically positive, begin thinking of the piece
a whole. With the ob~tacle mastered, YOUwill n~~
again separate tt:at ~Ifficulty from the parts preceding and followmg It. Ins~ad of a.nticipating the
barrier just as you approach It, you WIll be Prepann
for it from the time you start playing the cOmpOSitio';
"The masters say that they know a master in
music only by seeing ~he pose of. the hands on th~
keys-so difficult and Vital an act IS the command of
the instrument."-Emerson.
Your poise, or lack of it, wID be recognized by the
manner in which you open your program. Your free,
dom and concentration will be evident as you continue your performance. Your endurance and honest
technical skill will be known as you end your program.

The First Group
Your first number must tell what vou are. !{ it
does not, you may find yoursctt overemphasizing the
rest of your program to prove your worth. It is usual
for the opening piece to be the least pleasurable to
the performer. In this first plnyin~ Ill' becomes alert
to the acoustics of the room: reels ins audfence's
reaction to his skill and personnntv
and reveals
whether he is in his best playing forru
Choose as the first solo n substauttnt classic-a
composition depending upon. the deeper tones of the
instrument for its melody line. Then, H your tone
should be poor from unsteadiness, iLl>lack of resonance wtlI be less noticeable. For cvtn the worst
piano reveals its best tone In th rniddb- register.
If this introducLory p1 co allows the two hands to
work reasonably near cach other, au.uncr obstacle
is overcome, as greater ease is I)OI'i.'.lblcin close
playing. Wide interval-skips ar
a {·ommon cause
of inaccuracy at any time. Rnd th pianist should
be familial' with his surroundings nnd hi!'>instrument
before he launches on n composition demanding an
imm.ediate interval control.
Having planned a playnble program, your assurance
should be seated with you as you take your place at
the piano. Your initial warming up Cnrries a double
responsibility, for you must warm your audience as
well as yourself. In this you nre more Uhlv to succeed
if you present the famiHar and the well-tried.

Continuing the Program
You must visibly re~animate your pl:,,·ing as you
present each composItion in turn. Gracian might
W~ll have been thinking of the recitalist when he
SRld,"Approach the easy as though it were difficult
~nd the difficult as though it were eas". The first:
est ov~rconti.dencemake you careless; and the second,
less famtheartedness make you afraid."
D~. Seashore has said that rhythm adjusts the
stram of attention. Certainly your poise will depend
upon your rhythmic control. Rhythm means baiance.
and ba.lance means ease. By playing pieces that you
play WIth ease, your poise is sustained to the end.
Try to forget that there will be other numbers on
the program. Your interpretation
wUl duly inspire
ro~ hearers if each piece is performed as if it were
o e your only musical message of the evening.

Ending the Program
. The most difficult feat in any prolonged exertion
IS. stopping . To concIude a program with augmente ct
VIgor and no we k .
tbut 't
a enmg of control is a great ar
rna I need be no great secret. Again your success
sh ~rest on your composition.choice. A final number
d be magnetic, rather than brilliantly exciting.
th e more characteristic the rhythm of the piece,
yo~ mor~ dynamic is its effect. Rhythmically hold
will nao~di='s attention to the last note, and they
they have
the tremendous program-ending that
grown to expect (Continued on Page 658)
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HE EMINENT physicist-acoustician, Helmholz,
proved many years ago that vowels are strictly
musical sounds: and that the chief vowels are
related to each other according to their rate of vibration per second. If the all-important statement, "Vowels are the music of language," is steadily kept in mind.
it will go far towards helping to explain the very
explanation itself.
Singers who are guilty of a specific type of mispronunciation may find a certain amount of comfort
in the fact that the mistake is as much the result
of a natural phonetic condition as of an acuity
deficiency. This mispronunciation, probably the most
common mistake that singers make, is the unnecessary inclusion of a vowel before the consonants land
n, especially when these are final syllables or are
parts of consonantal group-unit syllables. In ordinary
speech most of us are aware of the natural pitfalls
of some words, pitfalls which are made possible by
readily understand why voiceless consonants alone
difficult syllabic consonantal combinations. We are
are impossible to sing.
therefore careful to avoid saying, for example, filum
But the voiced consonants present many more comfor fihn, .athaletic for athletic, and kilun for kiln.
plexities than could be summed up in a few simple
But we are not always so quick to observe the same
statements. They are usually further divided into
sound-unit addition in such words as littul for little,
physical and acoustical classiftcatdons, such ;3.Snasals,
peopul for people, Bibul for Bible, jattun for fatten,
labials, dentals; or liquids, sonants, nasals, and 50
cottun for cotton, and so,forth.
forth. 'I'hen again, the liquids, land T, are often inPhonetic authorities refer to the final l sound in the
cluded with the semi-vowels, wand y. It is only the
weak syllables of polysyllabic words as "L syllabic,"
large variety and criss-crossing of some of the classifiand to n, as "n syllabic." In other words, the l in
cations that may create confusion, not tne "sounds
battle and the n in kitten are considered as syllabic
themselves. For example, the liquids are relatively
entities because they are complete syllables within
easier to sing than some
themselves. In talking,
other voiced consonants,
if the suggestion of the
while the nasal continusound-unit addition of
ants, m, n, and ng, are
a vowel is prefixed to
very easy in many rethe syllabic n or l, it is
lated positions, and are
well-nigh impossible to
practically never difficult
detect it. But in singing,
to sing in any position.
on the contrary, the
The remaining voiced
slightest intrusion of a
consonan ts presen t
vowel before syllabic l
many additional probor n is readily detected
lems
for analysis. In
for two obvious reasons;
fact, every consonant,
one, as has been stated
whether voiced or voiceearlier, is that vowels
less, except the syllabic
are the music of lanones mentioned
and
guage; an9- two, that
those to be found among
every syllable not a
the vowels and diphgrace note has a defithongs, presents a host
nite time value. From
of intricate problems for
the first reason we deanalysis, because it has
duce that since vowels
to be studied and conare the music of lansidered not merely as an
guage it natw'ally folindependent sound but
lows that they are the
also as one of a comeasier sounds to sing.
bination of sounds, that
And from the second
is,
as only one part of
reason we deduce that
the intelligible syllable
since a syllable has to
being sung. And the
be sung on a note for
combinations of intea predetermined period
grated sounds making up
of time, it is only natthe various syllabic units
ural that the addition
are far too numerous
of a vowel would be inand in volved to be disstantly observed because
cussed here.
it would be the sound on
Another
failing of
which the note would be
some singers is the subsung.
"VOWELS ARE THE MUSIC OF LANGUAGE"
stitution of one vowel
for another. such soundVowels Easier
Herman Ludwig Ferdinand von Helmholtz, great German
unit substitutions can be
physicist whose work in acoustics related to music was
to Sing
monumental in this intriguing field.
also explained. Let us
It has been stated that
take a very common exa vowel is easier to sing
ample oL such a substitution. The word Jerusalem,
than any other sound. It is just as true that certain
which often occurs in hymnals, is constantly being
vowels are easier to sing than others. And diphmispronounced, Jerusalum. Why should the erroneous
thongs, which are combinations of two vowels, and
triphthongs, which are combinations of three vowels, vowel u be substituted in singing for the correct one, e?
This sound-unit substitution readily explains itself if
follow this general pattern. But as to the singing of
we are at all acquainted with the following law in
consonants, no such statement can be made and be
English speech:
wholly true.
The first -vowel-sound in about, the last in father,
In the first place, consonants are regularly divided
purpose, and martyr, are called by various names, such
into two large classes: voiced and voiceless. Though
the voiced consonants offer differing degree.!:!of ease
or difficulty in singing, it is a well-known fact that
no one can sing the voiceless consonants. Try to
sing the scale on s, p, t, k, sh, wh, ch, f, 11" or th(th as in thin) without affixing a vowel to anyone
of these sounds. Once we have tried this, we can more
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as the voice murmur, the neutral vowel, the indeterminate vowel, and the shwa. Only our ridiculous system
of spelling keeps one from recognizing at a glance
that these vowels are pronounced exactly like the
substituted one in Jerusalem. This neutral sound is
substituted, at one time or another, for all the other
vowels in unaccented syllables. It is therefore the
most frequently used vowel in English. And it is so,
probably, because of the tendency of English speech
to emphasize important syllables and to disregard unimportant ones.
The weakening and relaxing of the vocal organs in
the ar-ticulation of these unimportant syllables, combined with the drop in pitch while speaking, serve to
produce a vowel which is indeterminate in value.
That is the scientific and phonetic explanation. But
can you not also see its influence on the weak syllabic land n, and the resultant correlation between
its prevalence in speech and its frequency in the
sound-unit additions and sound-unit substitutions in
singing?

Another Vowel Substitution
There is still another common vowel substitution.
It is more accurately a substitution-assimilation,
and
often resolves itself into elimination by the simple
process of total assimilation. This is especially noticeable when both syllables of such dissyllabic words as
being, seeing, fleeing, and so on, are sung on the same
notes. It will then be observed that the vowel- in, the
first syllable seems to take on the quality of the
vowel in the second syllable, so that seeing sounds
like sUng.. or that the first vowel of e is completely
assimilated by the second vowel of i, so that "being
seems to sound like bing. And the whole word acquires
a· slurred effect making it sound more like a monosyllable than a dissyllable. Both substitution and assimilation are due, in large part, to the fact that
physically, phonetically, and acoustically, the vowel e
is so close to the vowel i that the slightest relaxation
in the tip of the tongue before making the sound of i
allows the sound of e to slip into the position for i,
thus causing the mispronunciations.
A similar mispronunciation resulting from a soundunit omission that is definitely linked with assimilation occurs in almost all of the dissyllabic words containing ng sounds in both syllables divided by an
unstressed vowel. Typical examples are such words as:
singing, longing, clanging, and so forth. The fact that
ng is such a beautiful bell-voiced sound in itself helps
us to understand why, once the vocal mechanism is
set for this ringing continuant to escape freely through
the nasal passages, it becomes somewhat of a physical
effort and a seeming artistic loss to interrupt the
lovely mu:sic of the nasal tone with a vowel. So singing may be sung to sound something like singng,
longing like longng, clanging like clangng, and so forth.
So far, only scientific evidence has been used. Yet
it may be of some value, if not entirely pertinent to
this subject, to add a theory. An instructor in speech
who is recognized in his field as having remarkably
precise diction, finds that his singing is marred by a
few regional peculiarities of which he could have been
guilty only in his youth. Is it not likely that the
errors of his childhood, which were corrected only in
his speech, exist today in ~is singing largely because
he began the study of voice in adulthood? May not
the cause of local peculiarities in the sinsing of careful
speakers be due to their age (Continued on Page 658)
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Familiar music it was made evident from the first,
THOUGH we have known much about the power
was the music the workers wanted to hear. Vocalists
of music in industry to increase production,
even today the knowledge is used only in its • could not be heard to an advantage, they reported.
tentative, experimental stages. Even so it has been
The words were intrusive, and often the straining to
shown conclusively that music properly used can inunderstand
words over _the noise of machinery was
crease production. Under pressure of need for the
thought to be responsbtle for this. If the worker was
greatest possible output, the practical working out of
to concentrate on his task, it was evident that the
theories has been attracting interest from the most
music must be selected carefully. Mental concentraskeptical.
tion can be easily disturbed, and irritation is aroused
As early as 1937, England was making these expertif the program is unsuitable to this type of work.
ments which were to develop into the much discussed
Other important conclusions were reached on the
program, "Music While You Work." The beneficial
basis of the answers on the questionnaires. They found
use of music there, resulting in the increased produc- . that some of the most successful programs contained
tion in repetitive work, was obvious from the first.
music in which the workers could take part, singing or
Then began the long search for the most appropriate
humming. Strong melody was very important, It had
type of music, the correct time for playing it, the most
to b_eclear and well defined if it was to "ride over"
effective length for the music period.
the machine noises which were present in some of
After working with music, the British workers labored
the industries.
without it again to give experimenters an opportunity
Experts found that the tone level of the music must
for study. They noted a lapse to the old rate of work.
be steady and constant to fit conditions in a noise
which fact suggested that this might be due to their
factory. They learned to think of rhythms not as inreturn to their former attitudes toward the work. At
creasing the working speed but as producing cheerfulthe high point of the music's effectiveness their prow ness and gaiety that helped operators in all sorts of
ductioh increased from 10 to 11.15 per cent.
Again, music's benefit was especially noticeable where the jobs were monotonous.
Where the tasks were interesting, the workers were devoting less attention to the
music and the rate of increased efficiency
was smaller.
But benefits of setting work to music
could not be based on increased production
alone. British research found that music
was extremely valuable from the standpoint of diverting workers' minds from the
unattractive features of their occupations.
The time began to pass more quickly, too,
as they listened to music. The music also
established
that
priceless ingredient-a
cheerful attitude ,toward the work. The research experts found a close relation between the morale of the operators and the
music played during repetitive tasks.
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us:

A Revealing

Survey

Twenty-four plants have th lr OWII Uve bands, or.
chestras, choruses, and glee clubs, mad? up of workers'
from the plant. Elghty~seven per COlt of the plants
studied in the survey found that usrug phonograph,
recorded music improved the rnoratc of the workers,
Ten per cent did not know the crrccr but reported that
the workers liked it. Only three ])<:1' cent said they
noticed no difference.
A word ought to be said h re about the equipment
used, Obviously If int rrcr equipment
is used, important benefits cannot be expected, Those making the
survey noticed how much the mechanical
as well as the psychologlclil factors needed
attention. They found mOlly of the systems
in use were interior and gil\'(' poor performance. Increased efficiency In the quality of
the sound equipment and In the placing of
the loud-speakers 'was listed as of vital importance to good results.
There was an int restlll~ point discov·
ered about the amount or music used. The
survey disclosed that of the thirty-nine
plants having morc than an hour of music
in each shift, all felt that music improved
morale. Of the six plants using less than a
half-hour of music in each shift, only half
thought that it Improved murale. Two were
uncertain Whether it did. and one said "no:'
it did not.
When the one hundred plants were questioned on whether music did increase proAn Enlarged Program
duction for them, fifty-seven per cent said
The authors of the report on this signifi"yes." Here, again. the length of the period
cant study said: "There seems little doubt
of music was a quaillying factor. Of those
that music will be increasingly used as a
using over an hour of music in each shift.
means of making work more attractive and
sixty-six per cent said that it did increase
enjoyable. In most cases it will also result
production. The increases.
they fOWld,
in increased output, but even if production
ranged from five to ten per cent.
should remain lUlaffected, the benefits deIt was surprising to find that music was
rived by the operatives would still justify
as successful in noisy departments as it ·was
its adoption as an accompaniment to work."
elsewhere. With enough loud-speakers corWith this definitely established, the prorectly placed, only riveting and noises of
gram was enlarged and developed. Since
this unusual quality were able to render the
Jtme, 1940, over 8,000,000 war workers in
music ineffectual. Close attention had to be
Britain hear the daily program, "Music
given in controlling the volume of the musiC
While You Work." This program is, of
in order to prevent "blasting" of loud porWORKERS LISTENING TO AN INSPIRING MUSICAL PROGRAM
course, but one of those broadcast for this
tions and fading of softer sections. Since
purpose. Millions are working to the tune
records of the exact types suitable cannot
of phonograph records. Traveling bands and orchestras
processes. They avoided extremes of tempo> th
be bought at present this problem requires
>
d·
.
,
every
also present concerts for working audiences numberfast
considerable attention for its ~lution.
. m1J.slcwas lsturbmg to the workers, and the vel'
ing one thousand, five thousand, and six thousand.
slow
often made them drowsy . "Hot I'h Y th ms" were
Y
When asked to vote on their favorite music. the
·
Questionnaires were sent out to employers to deterf ound undeSIrable because they tended to
d
workers listed Strauss waltzes high. "Hit Parade" musiC
mine reactions to the type of music broadcast. Interconfusion of sound.
pro uce a
was .second. Patriotic music, semi-classical, light salon
esting facts were tabulated which served as a guide
It was a disappointment to many that
>
mUSIC,,Classical music. hymns, and Negro spirituals
.
organ
mUSIC
in preparing programs which would meet the goals
was f oun d unsUltable for factories The
t t
were
hsted in that order, with swing and jitterbUg
t
thO
k"
.
no
es
ended
of increasing production.
o IC en and boom," The stUdy revealed t
th
last. A comparison of this with a radio popularity
,00,
at
pole would be interesting. (Continued on Page 662)
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A Modern Renaissance of the Organ

i~b-

Setting Industry to Music

I

an overdosage of music reduced the effect. In a nOr
hours of must mao
Working day, two and one-half
usrc was
found sufficient.
'
The industries in the ,?,nit~d States were Watch'
the British program WIth Interest and they h U1g
adapted much of it for use here. That our own aVe
velopment along this line is recent may be seen~~
the fact that fifty per cent of the installations of
j
nc address systems have been made since JUly
A survey has been completed on the results in 42.
hundred plants in the United states which use mo~e
.
USIC
as a part of the program t 0 :u:crease prOduction, It
shows music as being played during work. rest periOds
during lunch, and durlng the change of the shift'
Many of the results already discovered in British Plan~
were noted.
In most of the Ameri~an plants, phonograph records
are broadcast over public address systems which reach
all parts of the plant ".The room in Which the broad_
cast originates may be m the plant or elseWhere in th
city. Many plants have their own turn-tables and
the public address system for paging. announcements
air-raid alarms, and radio broadcasts, Music originat~
ing outside the plant often comes from companie~
which furnish music for restaurants. These companies
offer music on a system over leased telephone wire5,
This IS usually for a twenty-four-hour
schedUle, and
thus it serves the night and the "gruH'-yard" shifts as
readily as it does the day shUt.

MUSIC"
THE ETUDE

September

01 1944 marked the,second lull year 01 0 u~ique
which started out as an exp~flm.ent
:nd continues as one of the most distinguished
contfl~uttons
to music yet to be sent over the air. On Sunday mornings at
9:15. the Columbia Broadcasting System presents a .hall-hour
1 organ mus1c under the direction 01 E. Power B,ggs. The
;rogram began as a labor of love. Dissatisfied with the ave~age
organ program-built
largely 01 ch.urch selec.tions, adaptatIons,
and "show" pieces calculated to display vanous stop effec~sMr. 8iggs felf that music appreciation among_the .Amellcan
' h d reached a point where a serious exploration of the
pu bl IC a.......
d>
f
F
best of the organ literature could render Istmc. servlc~. u~.
ther, he believed that the radio was the best med,um for venti·

A Conference with

t pe 01 radio program

>

power

Organist. The Boston Symphony Orchestra
Founder, CBS Sunday Morning Organ Series
SECURED

EXPRESSLY

FOR

THE ETUDE

HE FIRST THING to remember in approaching

the organ is that it is a musical instrumentneither a glorified juke-box full of surprising
tricks, nor a cloistered inhabitant
of the church!
Certainly, Berlioz gave us his opinion that the organ
is the Pope of instruments (in contradistinction
to
the orchestra, which is the King); and there is something to be said for his view, which was based, no
doubt on the alone-standing grandeur of organ tone.
But the organ is capable of riches that far exceed its
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MYLES
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>

lating his views.
A public that had once been thought too "unmusical" for anything
more serious than salon
pieces had lor nearly a decade been developin.g
ever greater familiarity
with the best symphOniC
and chamber works. Why could that same public
not be given a chance to know the orqan? The
question was 10qicaJ enou~h. but not to~ convindng. Accordingly,
Mr. Biggs broached hiS plan
to Mrs. EIi~abeth Sprague Coolidge. Ever ready
to promote the cause of good music, Mrs. Coolidge
undertook personal sponsorship 0/ Mr. Biggs' idea.
arranging for ten organ recitals to be broadcast
over CBS. as a gilt to Harvard University.
The first program was sent out on·September 2~,
1942 and consisted 01 the "Second Concerto In
B.flaf" by Handel; Daquin's "Noer, Grand Jeu and
Duo"; The Cuckoo of the same composer; ond
Bach's great "Toccata and Fugue in D minor." T~e
recifals were played by Mr. Biggs on the splendId
organ in Harvard's Germanic Museum (which has
now been faken over by fhe United States Army
os a training school for chaplains).
The series was distincfly
an experiment.
Ten
recifals were fa prove the validity of Mr. Biggs'
convicfions, Now, two years later, his organ pro·
grams, while cedainly not "popular" in character.
rank among the most popular programs of good
music on the air. A vast pile of "fan" leffers, sent
from points as lor as Australia and the South Sea
Islands, affest the worth of the renaissance of
organ interesf that Mr. Biggs has brought about.
Some of his distant listeners tell 01 getting up at
six in the morning in order to hear him/
E. Power Biggs is eminently suited to the work
he has created. Born in London, he studied at the
Royal Academy of Music, where he was graduated
Arthur Fiedle~, conductor of the famous Boston "Pops" Orcheslra. Walwith highest honors.
While still a student, he
ter Piston, chairman 01 the Division of Music of Harvard University.
played in several London churches and over the
and E. Power Biggs, consulting upon a CBS Sunday morning broadcast
from Boston. where he frequently plays.
BBC. From the very oulset of his career. Mr. Biggs
fought against the notion that a love for the organ
must stand synonymous with playing church music.
ecclesiastical possibilities. One h2.s only to scratch beWithout neglecting
church music he has steadily developed
low the surface of the hackneyed organ program to
his work along the broadest lines, exploring lifffe-known organ
discover this.
music 01 all periods and "schools," and winning recognitio~
The average music-lover associates the organ chiefly
as one of the few great conced organists of the day. He IS
with Masses and with Bach, which is all very wellofficial organist of The Boston Symphony Orchestra and has
as far as it goes, But how many listeners realize that
appeared as soloist with the Chicago Symphony, the Cincinall the great composers, with the notable exception of
nati Symphony, the Stradivarius Quadet, and at the Library
Beethoven, made free use of the long, contrapuntal
of Congress. In the following conference, Mr, Biggs ouf/ines
lines of melody that are best expressed on the organ,
for readers of THE ETUDE his views on organ playing.

T

BiggJ

death was upon him and, possibly, turned to the organ
as a musical means of preparing for the celestial
gates) are as worthy of attention as his most widely
known piano works!
The obvious answer, of course, lies in the W'i'.yof
sheer convenience. Most concert and recital halls are
not equipped with really good organs; and churches
that are thus equipped, naturally emphasize church
music. But that only serves to point more clearly the
need confronting the serious organ student! His first
task must be to acquaint himself with the full possibilities of his instrument, and to make those possibilities known to others.
I am fully aware, of course, of the dilemma in which
the young organist finds himself. Directly he is ready
for professional work at all, he seeks himself a church
connection. As an untried beginner, he could hardly
hope to do pioneer service in the concert field, even
if the opportunities there were far greater th:1n they
are-alas.
Then, once he has his church position, he
begins to get into a rut. After that, he chafes! I wonder
whether this predicament is (Continued on Page 660)

and left, in consequence, a rich and beautiful organ
literature? One asks oneself in wonder how it is that
the concert-goer who can whistle the theme of Men~
delssohn's "Violin Concerto" knows nothing about
Mendelssohn's equally lovely "Organ Sonatas." surely,
the eleven "Chorale Preludes" that Brahms wrote
(during the last year of his life, when he sensed that
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richness and more tonal color was introduced G
and flO'; of melody attempted to balance What ~ac~
have been in some cases architectural stiffness. lght
works employed less contrapuntal
writing With~all
melody supported by a harmonic foundation. Gr~~e
and beauty were sought after, and lilting melody . e
flowing rhythm was characteristic.
This WasW~th
period of the art-song when the composer soughthe
unify music and text. Music became more melod- to
-11-t.
lOlls
colorful, and harmonICa
Y III erestmg. This may ,
called the age of melody or moncdia.
be

i

Music and Study

Style and Interpretation
Eighth and Last Article in This Series
Which Began Last February

TYLE

S

is "The

quality

which

gives

distinctive

excellence to artistic expression, consisting
especially in the appropriateness, and choiceness
of relation between subject, medium, and form, and
individualized by the temperamental
characteristics
of the artist."
Style has two aspects: the style of the individual,
and that of the music itself, which may be considered

as historic style.
Historic Style is the "distinctive or characteristic
mode of presentation, construction, or execution in
any art, employment, or product, especially in any of
the fine arts;
modern style."

·I

I';

as

Renaissance
.

style,

classic

style,

Before a conductor can be considered musicianly,
he should have a thorough familiarity with the
characteristics of the period exemplified in the composition at hand. This should include knowledge of
the history of music, the evolutions and processes
through which different styles developed, the characteristics of the various periods, and a wide acquaintance with musical literature. He should have heard
much music of all kinds, especially fine orchestral
music, for if concerts are not available, excellent
recordings of every conceivable type can _readily be
secured. Unfortunately, fine choral recordings. are
rare.
' ~
With fine musicianship, wide experience, and broad
knowledge of musical literature, the conductor may
naturally develop his own individual style, but before
discussing this topic, musical or historic style should
be considered.

The Renaissance

or the Polyphonic Period

In its strict sense, polyphony implies counterpoint,
which is the name given to "the art of combining
melodies or (more strictly) to the art of adding melody
to melody."
In polyphonic music it is impossible to decide which
voice has the most important part, since all are necessary to the general effect. "It is in this well-balanced
equality of the several parts that Polyphonia differs
from Monodia, in which the melody is given to one
part only, while supplementary voices and instruments
are simply used to fill up the harmony." (Groves)
This style is supremely exemplified in the works of
Palestrina, Duray, Des Pres, Arcadelt, and others.
In the realm of secular music this style reached its
great climax with the" madrigal. The works of Tallis,
Byrd, Wilbye, Morales, Gibbons, Di Lasso, Jannequin,
and countless otllers are splendid examples of this
period.
In this type of music, attention is expressly directed
to the melodiousness of every part. Each one has
its own rise and fall, its own individual phrasing
independent of the others. A characteristic is the
constant overlapping of parts, cadences in some
occurring simultaneously with phrase or sentence
commencement in others. Each part requires clear
delineation and demands great independence on the
part of the singer. The conductor must at all times
see that each part is artistically developed and con(,30

Modern Period
With increasing harmonic
interest, a rhyth .
l11 C
emphasis also occurs. The jazz era with its emphaS1S
:
on rhythm was also the age of much experimentat·
. charactIon
in tonal combiina tiIOns. Cl ose diissonance IS
tstdc of this period and polytonality or even atonal~~;
appears.
How much 'of this type of music is suited for
T
.
or
enjoyed by t h e average c hoir
OIr s a question yet to b

its own idea, at the same time serving the
purpose of the other parts.
If the singer can regard madrigal or contrapuntal
singing as a kind of musical conversation in which
each voice takes an active part, coming to the fore
when the main idea is his and retiring to the background when he has had his say, a clearer conception
of the requirements of polyphony may be attained.
vevs

The Classic Style
The music of the classic period was an outgrowth
of the period of polyphony and still retained many
of its features, though attaining more definiteness of
form or architecture with a tendency toward monodia.
In all fugal movements and in most choral works
of any magnitude, contrapuntal writing was widely
employed, showing the same marked melodic independence of parts. Great contrapuntal skill was evidenced much later by Mozart, Brahms, and Wagner,
though Bach is called the greatest of all contrapuntists and is the outstanding composer of the classic
period.
Few choruses sing Bach well. There is a tendency
for the elaboration or florid passages to overshadow
the subject. When music of this kind is being prepared, the choir will sing much more intelligently if
the subject and countersubject are studied and sung
in unison. Then when parts are combined if those
having the subject will bring it well to the' fore, the
other parts may hum, in order that the subject may
be clearly heard by the singer at all times. If the
s.inge~is trained to know what the SUbjectsare, always
Hstening for them and never singing so loudly that
he cannot hear them, fugal singing will be a delight.
Cadences should be clearly defined. Cadences in
music are as the punctuation of literature. Some are
merely the rounding or completion of a phrase and
may be likened to the comma. Others come to a full
stop and represent the period. The form should be
clearly indicated and the cadences well delineated.
A study of the Hallelujah Chorus from "The Messiah" will well repay any conductor for the extra time
necessary. How often is it sung without any knowled
of. structUl:e or ~usical content-with the result th;~
thts .beautIful ~lece of contrapuntal writing becomes
nothmg but noise from beginning to end!

Romantic Period
As pu~el! contrapuntal writing gave way to greater
harm~lllc mterest and tended to express more feeIin
melodIcally, the whole period of rom t- g
-th
. .
an ICIsm opened
WI the exqulSlte melodies of Schuberf M d I hn
Schum
d
' - en e sso
ann, an ~any others. Greater architecturai
freedom was eVIdenced with increasing harmonic
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decided. It is certain, however, that it takes a fi e
choir to sing so-called "modern" music well. tJnle~:
the intonation is excellent. the result is excrutiatin
to listener and singer. Every choir worthy of th~
name should, nevertheless, study and sing Some music
of this period. Norman Lockwood, Roy Harris, William
Schumann, Aaron Copland, Randall Thompson, and
many others have written much that is well Worth
careful study and is enjoyable to both participant and
listener. However, thIs music 15 not for the groUPof
uncertain intonation and careless rhythm.
If a conductor is not broadly rxpertenced
and
thoroughly trained, he can sUll do It creditable piece
of work if he carefully studies hi:-; music. There Is
no excuse for Incorrect
temj I, careless phrasing,
radical dynamics, and all the ot uer ills of poor
musicianship, when good dttfona indicate every necessary point through the printed pane. Far be it that
anyone should slavishly crescendo at Bar Four or
accelerando at Bal' Eight. or that slugcrs should sing
in such a manner, but the exact observance of the
printed page is preferable to the Interpretation of
the conductor who Igncr s these Iudtcatlons of the
composer's desires and "expresses" himself in violation
of the music.

Interpretation
Interpretation
is "representattcn in performance,
delivery, or criticism or the tbougn: and mood in a
work of art or its producer, especially as penetrated
by the personality of the interpreter"
If the thought and mood of a composition' are
represented by the conductor, the result will be good
though it may not be inspired. Some conductors may
convey the thought without the mood. Such interpretations are invariably cold. Others may portray the
mood without the thought. The result is frequently
sentimental and sugary, without vitality and with
no intellectual substance. Music worthy of the name
has both thought and mood. and these should both
be conveyed by the participant through the conductor.

Individual

Style

"Style is the man," and interpretation
will be in
accordance with his own nature and characteristics.
A true musician is not, however, expressing himself
through the music, but expressing the 11tUStC through
himself. Hence, no two conductors will have exactly
t~e .same style. Each may give an artistic and convmcmg performance, but only if each reveals the
t~ue thought and mood of the composer. No one need
give too much thought to developing his own style.
The attention and energies should be focused on
revealing the beauties of the music at hand, and
just so surely as the conductor is thinking of himself,
the result will be the subordination
of the mUSiC
70 the glorification of self. Too many conductors get
III the way of music.
M~ss Pitts began this series in February with a disCllSSlOnof Intonation as applied to the choral grouP·
Then commencing with the May ETuDE there has
appeared monthly a further discussion of variau;
other important. phases of choral training which have
proved invaluable to workers in this field of mUSical
endeavor.

THE ETUDE

FUNCTION of the percussion section in
present-day
band and orchestra is so
important
to the final musical result as
achieved by these organizations, that no conductor,
professional or amateur, can afford to overlook its
training, technical proficiencies, and general musicianship.
As I have previously stated in the September issue
of THE ETUDE, it is seldom that we find drummers
whose talents and training are comparable to those of
their colleagues in other sections of the band or
orchestra.
The competent modern-day percussionist must be
a thoroughly trained and well-routdned musician, He
must be so versatile that his knowledge is not restricted to the playing of one 'of the percussion fnatrumente. Rather, he must have the knowledge and
ability to perform upon all instruments of the percussion family, including the mallet instruments such
as the marimba, xylophone, vibraphone, and all of
the accessories and traps.
The percussionist must be routdned in reading and
possessed of a natural instinct for the feeling of
the rhythmic pulse. He must have an uncanny sense
for the establishment of proper tempi and precision.
He must be skilled in the building of crescendi and
have developed the proper conception of diminuendi,
accentuations, and all other effects that are characteristic of the percussion family. He must be able
to identify and feel the phrase line, sentence, and
general structure of the composition and to balance
his particular part with that of the entire ensemble.
He must be more than a "drummer";
he must be a well-schooled musician.
TD accomplish this end requires much
more training and study than is usuullv found in the musical background
of the average percussionist.
The competent drum sections of our
school bands and orchestras should
be required to possess the following
qualifications: (a) adequate academic
scholarship, (b) innate rhythmic and
beat feeling, (c) willingness to work,
I d) alertness,
(e) personality, enthusiasm and poise.
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The Modern Percussionist

For the past several years the major emphasis in
the training of percussionists has been devoted to
the "school of rudimental drumming." While this
system of presenting and achieving drum technique
is assuredly basic, it should by no means represent
the end of the student's training.
Often I have judged percussion students who have
mastered the various rudiments, who could execute
with flawless precision the rolls, flame, paradiddles,
taps, ratamacues, drags, and ruffs. They could also
perform with considerable skill the rudiments included in their selected soli.
Yet when these same students
were observed performing in their
bands, it was amazing to learn just
how inadequate and neglected was
their general music education. They
could read every rhythmic figure of
the march 01' overture, though they
seemed totally unaware of the relationship of the percussion score to
that of the full ensemble. They failed
to recognize the musical phrase. or
the relationship of their particular
part to that of the phrase. They are
only "rudimental drummers" in the
sense that they have learned either
by sight or by rote the various figuraA Revealing Comparison
tions and terminology of the rudiIn order to emphasize the imporments without having learned to apply
tance of such selectivity, let US have
those rudiments
to the composia look at two differently selected and
tions performed. An analogy to such
trained percussion sections as found
circumstances could well be the situin the average school 01' municipal
ation whereby an individual would
band.
master the complete vocabulary of
In the first instance we find: a
some specific language, yet .not have
section composed of students with
the ability to construct or speak a
little or no aptitude for percussion
single sentence which would convey
instruments and with little backa complete thought.
ground
in the theory or school of
vVe have also the type of rudimental
rudimental drumming. The members
drummer who has mastered the rudiof this section do little or no pracments, can apply them intelligently,
ticing other than during the regularly
plays in proper style and with good
scheduled band rehearsals. They contaste. Unfortunately,
however, his
slder private lessons essential only
technique is usually confined to the
THE
CONCERT
DRUM
THE FIELD DRUM
for those expecting to be "profesperformance
of military
marches.
As used in concert bands
Position in the marching band
sionals," and as a result usually
Rudimental drumming is essentially
"take," "improvise,"
or "play by
designed for military or field performear." Their main desire seems to be
ance,
and
while
its principles and system can be
the opportunity for study with excellent teachers.
that of playing louder than any other section, and
applied to other styles of drumming, it is basically
their concept of the general musical effect is, to say Many drum teachers are not schooled musicians and
conceived for military music and its application is
the results of their teaching usually confirm this
the least, grossly distorted. This section is usually the
often impractical for other types of music.
fact.
There
is
indeed
an
excellent
field
for
the
able
most neglected in the rehearsal and its training
Rudimental drummers frequently employ the same
percussionist who is interested in the teaching of
often totally negative.
technique for concert performance as on the field.
In the second instance we find: a section chosen
our young drummers.
This is, of course, in poor taste and should be corin accordance with the requisites previously menrected by the conductor. As an example: In field
,
The
Four
Types
of
Drummers
tioned. Possessed of considerable adaptation
and
drumming the fiams and rolls are more open than
talent, alert and studious, they look upon the playing
Present-day drummers can be classified into four
in concert music. For the marching band we should
of percussion instruments as an art and prepare themcategories or types:
use deep field drums, while in the concert band the
selves with the same degree of intensive study and
I. The Rudimental or Military Band Drummer
more shallow concert drum is desirable. Concert
interest as do the students of other instruments.
II. The Symph9ny Orchestra Drummer
drumming must be more refined, sensitive, and subIII. The Dance Orchestra Drummer
dued than fieid drumming. Yet we find many bands
Need for a "School of Drumming"
IV. The Unschooled Drummer
using the same drums and dynamic levels for both
It seems hardly necessary to elaborate upon the
types of performance.
contribution made by each of these sections toward
This percussionist is usually an excellent musician,
the final results attained by their respective units.
thoroughly schooled in all rudiments, yet flexible in
It is certain, however, that entirely too few af- our
his use of them. He combines rudimental technique
percussion sections are composed of- students menwith that of the orchestral techniques. His knowledg,e
tioned in the second group.
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Much of the inferior playing to be found among
percussionists is due to the lack of any authentic
"School of Drumming." Courses of study for percussion instruments have never been given the same
consideration or attention as have those written for
the wind or stringed instruments. Many of the published methods lack a proper pedagogical approach
and fail to provide for a solid musical foundation,
as do the methods conceived and written for other
instruments.
Students of percussion instruments frequently . lack
the advantages of their fellow musicians who have
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A New, Revolutionary
Chin Rest
r

X

EVERY VIOLINIST

knows,

a chin rest which

does not "choke the tone" is an essential part
of fine performance, because if the violin is
held so that the body, the dress, the scarf or handkerchief (or anything else employed to keep the chin
from becoming calloused or irritated) muffles the
precious vibrations of the sounding board (and the
whole wooden body of the violin must be considered
the sounding board), the tone quality of the instru-

ment

is greatly

impaired.

JUdging

from

the number

of enthusiastic reports from violin experts (including
Menuhin, Persinger, Meredith Willson, the late Albert
Stoessel, and others), the solution of a chin fest
which is practical for the player and at the same time
makes the utmost in fine tone quality possible has
been found in Em-Eft" FREE-UR-TONE, invent~d by

Marjory M. Fisher, an experienced violinist and
teacher of San Francisco.
The accompanying illustrations show: (1) the instrument itself; (2) Dr. Robert L. Smallman of ~he
General Electric Company's laboratory demonstratmg
visibly. through the cathode ray oscillograph, the
improvement
in tone due to the new chin rest; and
(3) the device as seen from the rear, indicating how
the chin rest keeps the body of the violin, when held
properly. from coming in the slightest contact with
the shoulder.
The Etude, in this case, parts from its time-honored custom of not mentioning proprietary inventions
in its reading columns. because of the fact that this
device seems to be in a class by itself and should be of
interest to violinists in general.

FIGU!:lE I

(Continued from Page 631)

of literature includes all types of music. from marches
to great symphonies. He is a schooled musician, possesse.d.of a .sensi.t~v~ear, and usually has spent years
acquirmg hIS abtltties to make the percussion section
an indispensable part of the full ensemble,

The Dance

Orchestrc

Drummer

Some d~nce drummers are excellent percussionists,
highly trained, progressive. and willing to experiment.
However. many know relatively nothing about the
tru~ art of drumming. They often h.rve a strong
feeling for rhythm and are possessed with considerable ingenuity and imagination for the type of music
they perform. Too marty cannot read at all and constan~ly ".fake" 0:. "improvise." Unfortunately. many
are Inferior mUSICIans.I certainly would not recommend such a career for the serious percussion student.

"The Unschooled Drummer"
The unschooled drummer is the conductor's "perpetual problem." He has no knowledge of the rudiments. cannot read, and. although he has been a
member of the school bands for several years. he
has never been taught how to hold the sticks. much
less how to' use them. Often he has
some native
ability and with proper guidance could become a
satisfactory drummer. We have altogether too many
students performing daily in om' school bands and
?rchestras whose only qualifications for membership
m those organizations "is that they "own a pair of
drum sticks." They are truly the "forgotten men."
Let us all resolve to give serious consideration and
study to this situation and do all we can in the future
to improve the training of our percussion students.
Let us begin now to "remember the forgotten section."
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OR EASE in playing, .best tonal results,
and preservation of the instrument. all
equipment should be in absolutely perfect
condition. It is an almost insurmountable
handicap to attempt performance on an instrument which is net in first-class playing
condition. The following paragraphs enumerate
a number of important factors regarding the
instrument and its care and. in a way. provide
a foundatioll upon which more rapid progress
may take place.
A stringed-instrument
expert. a private
teacher, and school-orchestra teacher are perhaps the onl!~ persons to whom the upkeep
of an instrument should be entrusted. The
owner may perform these services for himself
only after he has learned from a specialist
how to make adjustments.
To prevent accidents. always keep the instrument in the case when not in use. Violoncellos
and string basses should be stood in a corner,
strings turned inwards. Avoid subjecting the
instrument to extreme changes in temperature; these cause. cracks which have to be
reglued.
Cleaning varnish. It is a good' practice to
keep a soft cloth in the case over the instrument. This same cloth may be used at the end
of the day's playing to keep the varnish at a.
high luster. Hands should be immaculate
for wear, invariably produce poor tone and are almost
before picking up an instrument. To preserve the
varnish, the instrument should always be handled by impossible to tune accurately. Old strings become
means of its neck or end-pin. If rosin-dust has become "false," so the fingers may no longer note straight
across to produce perfect fifths. This malady may be
caked. an excellent cleaner may be obtained from a
diagnosed thus: First. make certain that the bridge
violin repairer. Varnish should never be touched with
is set at an exact right angle to the body of the instrualcohol.
ment. Second, tune the violin. Last, press a pencil
Cleaning Interior. To clean the interior, two teastraight across the strings, at the tenth position, then
spoonfuls of rice may be put inside the body through
pluck the strings to determine whether the fifths are
the I-holes, then gently shaken and poured out. This
obtainable when the pencil is at right angles to the
will usually suffice to keep the interior from dust.
fingerboard. The remedy is a new string to take the
Pegs. These should be fitted by an expert to fit
place of the offender; most often it is an unwrapped
exactly their places in the scroll. This service is called
string.
"bushing." Sometimes temperature conditions cause
New strings should be rubbed with a little string
even correctly fitted pegs to slip in winter and stick in
oil to preserve them and to keep wrapped strings from
summer. 'This matter can be fixed, each time a string
buzzing. It is often well to clean the strings by scraping
is changed, by the application of a compound which
off excess rosin with a light pressure of the fingernail,
may be procured from an expert, Machine heads on
then rubbing the strings in one direction only with a
string basses require a light oil. sparingly applied.
soft cloth (if rubbed back and forth, gut strings will
twice a year.
fray) .
Fingerboard. This should be redressed if the strings
The string equipment in general use consists of the
have worn grooves into it. It has an exact angle and
following:
curvature in relationship to the body of the instrument
E-string-steel, with bridge protector and tailwhich must be maintained. Then. too. the nut should
piece-tuner. Exception: string basses use
lift the strings of the fingerboard to the height that
copper wrapped on gut.
will permit the strings to vibrate freely. yet permit
A-string-natural
gut. Exceptions:
players
ease in stopping. The string grooves in the nut should
whose hands perspire easily use colored,
be just large enough to permit the strings to slide
chemically treated gut; string basses use copeasily over it while in the process of tuning. The fingerper wrapped on gut.
board should be cleaned with alcohol once a month.
D-string-alumimun
wrapped on gut. ExcepBridge. This should be specially fitted to the instrution: string basses use natural gut,
ment by an expert. The bridge must keep each string
G-string-silver
wrapped on gut. Exception:
a certain height above the fingerboard for ease both
string basses use natural gut
in stopping and bowing. It should have an ivory or
C-string-silver wrapped on gut.
ebony insert in the E-string side to prevent the steel
The better quality of wrapped strings are manustring from cutting down into it. If the bridge has no
factured with an underlay of silk. Players who prefer
E-string insert. a thin piece of leather may be fitted
the smooth-finish strings of steel-core also use bridge
to carry the string instead. The bridge should always
protectors and tailpiece tuners. Many players use
be kept leaning back slightly toward the tailpiece,
strings specially gauged to their own particular instrunever forward. Most bridges rest directly opposite the
ment; in general. newer instruments use thinner
rear notches in the f-holes.
strings. It is always wise to carry certain spare strings
Sound Post. This. too, is specially fitted to the instruin the case; violinists carry spare A and E-strings;
ment, situated slightly behind the right foot of the
violists and violoncellists, A and D-strings; string
bridge. The precise distance between the post and
foot of the bridge is determined by the placement that . bass players. G and D-strings.
A string should never be loosened .except .when
results in bringing forth the finest tone qualities of
mounting a new one. There is a special way of doing
the instrument.
this to prevent either the peg or the string from
Tailgut. When newly fitted, the tailpiece is flush with
slipping; it can be learned by watching an experienced
the rear edge"of the instrument. The tail gut is attached
by wrapping enough stout thread around and near the
person do it.
Chin Rest. There is a wide variety of chin rests on the
ends protruding from the tailpiece, and knotting the
market, from which one should be selected that enables
thread down tightly. Then a lighted match is applied
a firm. easy grip when the violin or viola is held in
carefully to the ends of the gut. thereby forming an
enlargement which prevents the thread from slipping
off. Finally, a little piece of rosin is melted upon each
end. Only string basses use wire instead of gut in the
tailpiece.
Edited
by Ha,roldBerkley
S~rings. The finest instrument sounds no better than
i
the strings mounted upon it. Cheap strings. built only
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Ions are giving great Joy to many who have installed
them. They are excellently constructed. Your editor,
who has heard the great cerrnons in Belgium and
Holland. examined Ole Instrument
at the World's
HE J. c. DEAGAN COMPANYattracted wide- Fair and was greatly impressed by the splendid tonal
spread. attention at the New York World's Fair
effects produced--different.. per-haps.
but. distinctive.
when It presented the Giant Carillon employing
It is a time-old poltcy of The Etude to give free,
tubular
bells instead of the cup-shaped type 'I'hi
unmuzzled expression to the opinions of qualified exopera ted
. like
ISwas
e electrt
e ectrtcally from a keyboard manual
an
perts. In the July issue of The Elude, Mr. James R.
organ. It could also be operated automatically It t
Lawson. Carillonneur of the Hoover Library on War,
tracted .. millions of people who admired Ifj an·d were
aReV~lutiO}l,and Peace. at Stanford University, Caliaccordingly thrilled. It was unequalled in its .
forma, wrote in an article "Chimes were useful for
and it filled a position of significance. Simi~~~:'c~;~~ re.ndering simple melodies but could not be compared
~,Ilthcarillons and their full harmonies and tone shadmg. The electric tubular chimes sometimes incorrectly advertised as ca.rillons are
a true carillon as
a mout~ ha:p is to a great pipe organ."
~hat 18 hIS individUal opinion and OW'readers are
entitled to have theirs as in the following rebuttal
from Mr. Jack C. Deagan,
'
which we are pleased to
present:
. "We suggest that Mr. Lawson looks with such IovlUg eyes on foreign bells that he is blind to the progress ~f American products, blind to the verdict of
Amen<:an authorities and blind to definitiOns as set
fo;:th ill American dictionaries.
If.he would take the time to investigate before expr~ssmg himself. he would discover that:
(1). A bell. as defined in Webster's 'New International Dictional1'.' Ls 'a hollow metallic ves~el ...
giving forth a ringing sound on bem~ struck: Thus. the Deagan Tubular Bell,
bemg a hollow metallic vessel made of the
The Editor experimenls with an A
.
finest bell metal and giving f~rth a ringing
bell carillon at the New y~~l~n td~ectrical tubular
;ound on being struck. is truly a bell in every
r
or s Fair.
..ense of the word. (Continued on Page 662)
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Music: and Study
playing position well off to the left side of the
body. It may be cleaned with a damp cloth.
Mute. This is a necessity for certain compo. sitions. Care should be exercised in seeing
that the mute is taken off the bridge before
putting the instrument in its case.
Tuning. Naturally. a stringed instrument
should be tuned during the day. The pegs
should be moved as little as possible to tune.
If the string tension is kept quite constant.
the strings tuned a little sharp and then down
to the correct pitch. the instrument will stay
in tune longer.
Rattles. One or more of the following conditions may cause rattles:
a. Separation of the glued parts, or cracks.
b. Loosening of the chin rest or tailpiece tuner.
c. Chin rest touching the tailpiece. or tailpiece
touching the instrument.
d. Buttons or ornaments on clothing touching
the instrument.
e. Loose wrapping on strings.
f. Bridge or fingerboard-nut too low.
Fortunately. all of these difficulties can be
corrected.
Violinists and violists generally use a shoulder-pad. commercial or homemade, for greater
comfort and security. Violoncellists
keep a sharp
end-pin and an end-pin rest to maintain their instrument in a fixed position while playing. String bass
players also keep their end-pins sharp.
If the Instrument moves about in its solid case, it
is wise to clinch an adjustable strap to the inner
sides of the case to hold the instrument firmly in
place. Bow-holders should be intact.
Fingernails should always be kept trimmed short, so
they will not fray the strings when the fingers are
correctly placed.
A folding music stand for use at home and on engagements is a necessity. --

The Bow
Bow-stick. If this is of good quality but has become
warped, an expert repair man can usually restore it

to its original shape.
To clean the varnish, first remove the frog-end
from the stick, being careful to avoid a looping of the
frog through the bow-hair, for if this happens an
incurable twist will result. (A bow is unusable if, when
tightened, a single hair crosses another.) The varnish
on the bow is then cleaned in the same manner as
the varnish on the instrument.
Ivory or metal tip. While playing, avoid striking this
tip against furniture. It may be cleaned with alcohol.'
Frog metal fittings. If these are of silver. they may
be cleaned with a good grade of silver polish; if of
gold. a soft. dry cloth should be used.
Bow-screw. A drop of fine oil on the threads twice
yearly will lengthen the life of the bow-screw.
Thumb and first-finger grip. The bow will not slip
in the fingers if a grip, three inches in length. is
placed on the stick adjacent to the frog. It is available
in wrapping of whalebone, silver, or leather.
Bow-hair. This should be replaced at least once a
year, when the microscopic barbs wear off. It should
never. be touched with the fingers or anything else
containing the least bit of oil. Before playing, the
stick is tightened so the bow-hair is about a halfinch away from it at the most proximate potnt.;.,
however, string-bass players use the bow at a somewhat greater tension than this. After use, the hair
is loosened to a state of "fuzziness."
Rosin. Violinists. violists, and violoncellists generally
prefer a cake of violin rosin attached to a chamois or
cloth. This obviates the possibility of the sticky rosindust adhering to the fingers. String-bass players use
a special, softer rosin for winter and another and
harder rosin for summer. They prefer the rosin attached to its cardboard container. cutting away a part
of the container as they use the rosin. The bow is
passed back ane. forth over the rosin about eiKht
times before the day'S pl~ying. Too much rosin on
the bow causes scratchiness in the tone, while too
little causes failure of the string to "speak" instantaneously.
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A boul Rolled Chords
Q. 1. I would like your opinion concerning the playing of chords that go
beyond the normal octave stretch, and
which are quite prevalent in our contemporary music.
2. It seems to me that if such chords
are rolled (arpeggiated), distorted effects
are obtained, especially in such music as
the second movement of Prokofiev's sixth
"Sonata, Op. 82," Ravel's "Piano Concerto
Pour la M:lin Gauche," and certain Scriabin
etudes. It seems to me that these composers intended these chords to be played
complete, and not arpeggiated, and that if
one could not maneuver them, one should
not attempt to play them otherwise. Therefore, these compositions entailing such
chords were restricted to those pianists
who possessed hands large enough to cope
with them.
3. I am told that Scriabin intended his
chords to be rolled and not played as a
complete chord. If so, why did he not use
the conventional indication for this type
of chord? If we are to disregard the latter
statement, what of the other composers?
4. Under the "rolled chord" theory, how
can one manage the Staccato Etude of
. Rubinstein?
5. What can you tell me of the musical
value and style of Debussy's "Fantasle
Pour Plano et Orchestra?"--J. D.

r.

A. 1. If one's hand is not large enough
to play. all members of a chord simultaneously, there are only three things to
be done:
1. Roll, or arpeggiate the chord.
2. Break it; that is, play the lower
Btrt of the chord first and then
~l1eupper part.
3. Divide it between the two hands
if the rest of the music will per~
mit of this solution.
2. I believe that you are taking an exh'eme view in this matter. Very few
people have hands large enough to manage chords that extend beyond a tenth
and if we were 'to accept your belief:
there are a good many compositions
which no one could ever play. Large
chords will therefore have to be man~
aged in one of the ways listed above
and it is up to the individual performe;
to decide which way is most satisfactory.
If you feel deeply that these solutions
contort certain music, then I suppose
that you should not play those compo~itions. I would suggest, however, that
before you drop such music from your
repertoire you take each piece that bothers you to some fine pianist and secure
his opinion. Also" listen careiully to the
gTeat concert artists' and ~see how they
solve these problems and decide whether
or not their manner of playing large
chords contorts the composer's message.
3. I believe it is true that the large
chords in Scriabin's music are usuaily
rolled, though very fast. Certainly Scr:iabin could not have expected them to be
performed simultaneously, for there is no
hlUllan hand large enough to manage
~an~ of them. The conventional wavy
lme IS used when a distinctly rolled effect
is wanted, but that is not what. is desired
here. One should think the chords as one
unit and try to make them sound as much
that way as possible. For that reason the
usual. sign for rolled chords does not appear ill much of Scriabin's music. This
will hold true for practically aU other
composers as well.
4. The Staccato Etude of Rubinstein
is one composition in which the chords
must not be rolled. But they never extend. beYQnda tenth. Practically all concer,t pi.~nists cal). reach that interval. If
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you cannot, then you just cannot play
this particular piece.
5, This "Fantasie" is one of Debussy's
early works, and as such is of interest
even though its style is immature, It is
the nearest to a concerto of anything
Debussy ever wrote, and is certainly .his
most ambitious composition for the keyboard. Debussy himself evidently did not
approve of the work, for when it was
being rehearsed for its premiere performance, he removed the music from the
stands and refused ever to have it performed during his lifetime. Certainly in
musical value it does not rank with his
later piano compositions.
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fi.rs~?ea~ it or dance to it. There are no
POSItIveIdentification marks that will enable yo~ .to t~lI infallibly whether a given
com~~sltlOn IS "classical" or not. Even
~uslclans of well·developed taste often
d~sagree. Twenty years ago when Gershwm ~~mposed his Rhapsody in Blue most
m uSlcl~ns considered it "popular music"
but thIs com~o~ition is still being pe~~ormed and It IS entirely possible that
ill the course of the years it may come
to be thought of as "a classic." But it is
to.o early to tell for certain. Good taste
Will
enable one at once to th·lOW out a
.
g~eat ma~y compositions so fa.r as "clasSIcal musle" i~ concerned, but even the
~nest. taste WIll not -enable one to tell
mfallibly Whether a certain com
..
will or w·r·ll no t. survIve.
POSItIon
2. As to the terms "good" and "b 'd "
I confess that I do not like th
a :
self do not happen t
.
em. I my.
0 cal e for popular
mUSICexcept to dance to b t
people lik 't
' u many fine
e 1 very mUch C ·t .
should greatly prefer that'
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popular music than th t ha person lIke
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e should not
US1Cat all In th
words, I consider that all mus' '. ,,0 er
but that What is called" I 1~IS good,"
is better in
.
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a certain sense b
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Christian Sin ding

A. I do not happell to know this composition, but luckily 1 ha ve a. friend who
is unusunlly well versed in all matters
pertaining to modern French music, so
on receipt of your qupstion, I wrote to
Maurice Dumesnil, thr \\"cll-knownFrench
pianist and conductor who is now living
in America, asking him for information.
Today I h:wc ~'eceived from M. Dumesnil
a very complete and satisfying answer to
your question, He writes as follows:
';Before Erik Batie embarked upon the
'humoristic' mood and wrote such pieces
as Genuine flabby preludes jor a dog,
Bureaucratic

sonatina,

Pieces to make

you run and others, he cultivated the
l

more serious manner. To this earlier
period of his life belong the 'sarabandes:
'Gnossiennes,' and Gymnopedies. The
composition referred to, Gymnopedie No
1, was written when Satie was only
twenty. It is a ceremonial dance of
ancient Greece (gymnastics, motion of
the feet, is the etymology), and is one of
the works which have caused many to
regard him as the precursor of DebUSSY·
The latter liked it so well that he orchesb'ated it, and moreover he declared
in private conver~ations th~t 'some passages in Ravel's "Mother Goose suite"
were fiJ'St cousins to this particular
number.'
, "I like this Gymnopedie very much
~deed. It is atmospheric, and since there
IS no technical difficulty in it, I recommend it as an excellent piece to open a
French group on a recital program. It is
a fine medium for the display of tonal
qualities as well as poise in interpretation
"Should you desire further information
about Erik Satie, I refer you to an article
I wrote in THE ETUDEof December, 1942.
It contains a complete sketch of him as
man, composer and character."
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Q. 1. What differentiates classical music
from other music? Or, when maya piece
be termed classical? Or, how may one
tell whether or not a piece is classical?
Could you give a "boiled-down" definition? Much that I read about it is lengthy
and vague.
. 2. We are told that some,popular music
IS . goo.d, but how may one determine
whIch 1S good and which is not?-M. E. A.

Music and Sfud!,

ih

Q. Could you posstoty
Inform me
what inspired Eric S'ltic to compoS:sht.o
first Gymnopedie?
Tllis weird, fantast!S
music makes me think of a Silver river':
flcwlng
through some mystic land Th
Debussy orchestration x.ves the add~' e
pression of rising mtst.. thus making
very purpose of the comoosttton irnpo
etbre to discern. This music confuses ~;
and I nnd myself of1('11wondering wh t
snue ccurd hnve p",.,lbly intended ~
represent.
To judge from the lI<.,ua1 bizarre style of
the composer this mUSll' Is quite contrary.
Just what does G Immopcdie mean? It
seems to be one of those strange compositions which merely t·xlst and leave the
listener to hiS own illwginatlon. Any information thnt you ("ol!l give me will be
mtlch apprcclatecL-T. Q.

Wh,,1 Is Cl"ssicul Music?

A. 1. In general, "classical" means
something,. in art or literature that has
stood the ~est of time, something that is
still admired even after many year::;
something, literally, that is "first class';
and is accepted as such by the highest
authorities. In contrast, the word "popular" is used of magazines, music, art, and
so forth, when they are of a more evanescent character. A modern popular song
or a popular magazine is "good today
but gone tomorrow," but the Bach preludes and fugues, the Beethoven sonatas
and the Schubert songs are here forever'
There is another sense in which th~
words "classic" and "classical" are used'
namely, in referring to art or literatur~
which is constructed on the basis of
methods and principles that have been
accepted as standard, and espectally
works that have been cast in forms that
were developed out of intellectual concepts ,rather than being based on feeling.
In thiS sense "classical" is often used as
the antithesis of "romantic."
But I believe it is the difference between "classical" and "popular" that is
troubling you, and here there is no better
criterion than the test of time that I
have already given you. Bach, Brahms,
Beethoven, Schubert, Chopin-all these
are being played and sung more today
than ever before because there is in them
something that makes us continue to like
them even after many hearings, But the
average popular song becomes unendurab~e after a few months, no· matter how
bnght and catchy it may seem when we

more permanent
type of
tl
ministers more adequately ~a ~faction,
lack of a better name we call
hat for
ual nature."
(I am not think?ur "SPirit.
religfon.) But if I am atten~~g now of
where music provides a back ing a tea
'
ground f
con versa t ion, I would gre tl
or
Friml to Bach or Beethoven ~
prefer
I might say that Friml is a tt erefore,
. ld
poser 0 1 mel
ental music the er CoIllAlso-if I am dancing I wouldan Bach
prefer to have Cole Porter. p C~l'tainly
.
rovlde th
mUSIC than Johannes
Brahms th
C
at this point Cole Porter may' be ere!ore,
be good and Brahms , bad . S0 Wesaldto
c
~ack to my original contention: No O~e
IS bad, but different sorts of m . musIc
duce different effects and we usic pro.
.
., must fI.
decide what effect we want t O
rst
and then choose the sort of m P.roduce
.
USIC th t
IS most likely to produce that effec a
could go on and on, but perha
t .. r
will give you an idea of what I ps thiS
mean.

GEORGE FREDERICK McKAY

when he came to America especially to teach composition during the first years of existence. of the
now-famous Eastman School of Music at Rochester,
New York, where American composition has come to
the fore under the direction of Dr, Howard Hanson.
The original director of the Eastman School and
a man who had a great deal to do with the idea of
founding the school was Dr. Alf Klingenberg, the
Norwegian pianist, and because he was a close personal friend of Sinding, it was only natural that he
should invite him to come as teacher of composition.
The legend goes that another composer also was

ITH THE PASSING of Christian Binding in
Oslo, Norway, during the present conflict,
the world has lost one of its truly great musical figures, and Norway one of itl; greatest composers.
Because of Norway's position in World War II and
its tragic need to become reestablished as
one of the most beloved somees of musical
art, the music of Norwegian composers
should be rediscovered and brought to the
attention of the Americas. Among the composers of Norway the art of Sinding stands
high, surpassed only by that of Grieg in
fame.
Because the music of Sinding was so
representative of the nineteenth century,
it has receded somewhat in recent years
from the eminence it held at the peak of
!lis career as a composer-which
is only
natural as the spirit of the twentieth century asserts itself and holds the stage for
the time being. Because the emphasis of
the moment is upon certain extremes of
structuralism. exoticism, subjective individuality, and the throes of social crisis and
a rampant paganism, the romantic and
[rentle music of a Sinding is temporarily
overshadowed by the more brutally vivid
music of Ravel, Shostakovich, Stravinsky,
c;:L",J.""y
Hindemith, and others.
But the great natural warmth, clarity,
OUTWARD BOUND
serenity, and joy-giving vitality of the music
Shortly
before
his
death.
Christian Sindinq sent this picture 01 a
of Sinding eventually will reassert itself L'l
Norwegian full.rigged ship pul1ing forth to sea, with a New Year
the future because it contains the true disgreeting in Norwegian, to his friend, the Editor of The Etude.
~inction of idea, craftsmanship, positive individuality, depth of philosophy, and imaginative flight which are fotrnd only in great
asked to take the post but that he refused. Rumors
music. Particularly is it marked by that rarest of
were that he -feared the ocean trip and that he remusical gifts-a
true melodic sense. Because it was
fused to live in America under Prohibition, even for
founded on a passionate love of his native Norway in
the magnificent salary offered. At any rate, neither
addition to all else, this music will go into hist':..i)'
of these were bugaboos to Sinding, a vigorous and
as that of one of the most representative composers
forthright spirit.
of the era, 185{)'-1900. Unfortunately, many musicians
I had come from the Far West, particularly drawn
know only the piano pieces, Rustle of Spring, and
by
the opportunity to study with a composer of such
March Grotesque, and the song, Sylvelin, which beworld-wide eminence-and
it was a memorable excame world-renowned. Consequently they have formed
perience. It is not necessary to go into the details of
a final opinion from these lighter pieces. These people
our study methods in any technical sense, because the
should turn to other larger works to see the real
method was delightfully free. It is my desire to create
composer.
a memorial for the composer by a series of reminiscences which will give an intimate glimpse of his
A Generous. Happy Spirit
personality.
The music will speak for itself. It is about Christian
The physical memory of Sin ding is still vivid. A
Sinding, the man, that I write. As a human being
short man, nevertheless he gave an impression of fine
he had the same ethical level, the same spontaneous,
physical vitality. He strode from his apartment to the
~enerous, happy spirit-the
same realness and theschool, very erect, almost militarily precise as he
matic tangibility that are to be found in his music.
swung a cane, which he always carried. A round,
It was my unforgettable privilege to be a student of
composition under Sinding dU!ing the year 1921-22, ruddy face, with white hair and mustache (he was

W

sixty-five at the time),

under a broad-brimmed black
off by a fancy flowered vest which
he enjoyed wearing. The feature of this remarkable
being was a pair of prominent blue eyes, which gave

hat, was touched

away the artist's secret. These eyes shone with an
absolute fire of joy in living, and in spite of all the
outer precision, conveyed an inner state of an artist's
world of dreams. These eyes would light up with the
most extraordinary expression, always dominated by
joviality, kindness, and a kind of gnomish appreciation of life that one would expect to find in the eyes
of a good fairy who had just done a number of good
deeds. From letters received from him after
his return to Europe, I know the coming
of war made him very sad. He wanted only
to work in peace, to be kind, to do good
through his works.

Interpreter and Assistant
Since he understood no English and I no
Norwegian, my studies were carried on with
the aid of his wife, a handsome, statuesque
woman. She was always at his side and
spoke and understood E'nglish very well.
She acted not only as interpreter but as
guardian over the practical interests of the
composer, who for all his precise appearance was very absent-minded and absorbed.
The lessons took place in the present East-
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CHRISTIAN SINDING
(1856.1942)

man School building, but at that time there was much
construction going on, with various riveting noises
and structural steel accompaniment to our musical
deliberations. In this way I became acquainted with
the famously delicate Sinding auditory acuteness,
which can be illustrated by a nlUllber of incidents.
Christian Sinding's sense of hearing was extraordinarily acute and he would have made an engrossing
study for those interested in the psychology of music
from this standpoint. Whether the source of his r-eactions was purely physiological or psychlogical. the
manifestations were· very real and convincing. He was
pot only sensitive to very (Continued
on Page 657)
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. pensions

Are Two Pianos an
Advantage in the Studio?

waltz

in the accompaniment

reverie

by a well-known

chords

should not
I' be over- accented

Valse Iento e rubato
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"

U
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HAVE NEVER BEEN an isolationist in any sense
of the word. Years ago I heard a lecture on "Buttoned-up People," in which the speaker said that at
the time of creation, the Almighty looked around from
one. thing to another and pronounced the judgment:
"It is good-it
is good" until he came to man, and
then he declared: "It· is· not good' for man to Jive
alone."

I

:I

two pianos must be tuned together.

That's where their usefulness not·
only begins, but leads to a larger
unity based on competence, adap~
tation, and cooperation.
I became convert~d to the twopiano doctrine more than fifty
years ago when I occupied a studio
in the old Steinway building on
Fourteenth Street. There Were two
magnificent concert grands in the
room, which had formerly been
used by S. B. Mills and where I had
had some lessons with that master
when I was a lad of ten. In those
days Mills, in company with Rafael
Joseffy and William Mason, was in
the forefront of America's great
teachers. It was in the early days
of my teaching career that I was
~ccord~d the privilege of teaching
ill Stemway
Hal!-ind
wasn't I
prOUd .of the honor! (no rent to
pay, eIther!)' Steinway Hall was

1.1

I

JANE AND JOAN ROSENrEIJD
Twin duo.pianists and pupils of Carl M. Roeder
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then. as it is in its present setting. the Mecca and
shrine of pianists in this country. Ever since then, two
pianos have been the indispensable ba ...i." of my studio
equipment.
Recently I have become deeply Interested in a book
called "Philosopher's Holtday." The author, Irwin Edman, is a much beloved teacher of philosophy in
Columbia University. I should advise every teacher to
get that book. It is now available in the penguin series
at twenty-five cents a copy. but to a teacher it is worth
its weight in gold. This is partfculartv true of those
chapters in which he speaks of his student days, analyzes with kindly appreciation and searching discernment the qualities and methods of p!'cscntation of his
teachers, dwells in delightful fashion on his own
teaching experiences covering more than a quarter of
a century, as he deduces from them n most illuminating philosophy on the art of teaching". Here is one
of the high spots in which he shows his rare under·
standing of the subject:
"There are just a few things a teacher can do,
and that only for the sensitive and the spirited.
He can initiate enthusiasm. clear p:lths. and inculcate discipline. He can communicate a passion
and a method; no more."
And what a marvelous means of communicating
a
passion a second piano can be!
The best teachers always teach not merely the facts,
but, above all, their significance. That is the spiritual
domain toward which our utmost efforts should be
directed, and in this plane an ounce of contagion is
worth many pounds of erudite explanation. Too many
teachers are like the scientist who. when you ask him
for the time. tells you how to construct a watch. There
are far too many of those super· intellects who can
give you "the chemistry of a tear and the mechanics
of laughter but know nothing of sorrow or JOY." No
wonder the pessimist characterizes
the three stages
of man asYouth-blunders;
Middle Life-struggles;
Old Age-regrets.
!low. much better to think of Youth as the period of
mspll'ation, Middle Life-of
achievement, and Ageof mellowed Wisdom.
In former days the second piano was used chiefly
to accompany concertos. That was the day of fourh.and playing on one piano, when each performer took
eIther the treble or bass part. progressing stepwi5~
f~om e~ementary Teacher-and-Pupil
books to Diabell1,
d OurvIlle, Moszkowski's "Spanish Dances." and ar~
rangements-from
the symphonies to Liszt's "second
Rhapsodie." ~nsemble playing (Continued on Page 672)
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CARL M. ROEDER

We make a great ado in this country about independence, but the more we look into the matter the
more we find the word is really a misnomer. There
is no such thing in life as independence or selfsufficiency. Today the entire world thinks only in
terms of interdependence. And we are realizing more
than ever that even in piano playing "the finger
cannot say to the hand or the hand to the body, 'I
have no need of thee.'''
Only a few months ago I heard
a remarkable address by a Scotch
preacher, Dr. Cockburn, Chaplain
of the Royal Air Force, on the
pertinent
subject:
"Am
I my
brother's
keeper?-No--------youare
yOill' brother's brother!"
The sooner we learn to harmonize our relationships the better it
will be for all mankind. The man
who says: "I believe in the greatest
good to the greatest number and
the greater number is number
.One," misses the bus which is going in the direction of human welfare and happiness. And I believe
that two pianos in a studio go
that way-at least in the matter
of musical development-but
the
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Corl M. Roeder represents a bond between the esteemed American piano teachers of today and that
remarkable coterie of "pionogogs" who were nested in the old Steinway Hall on Fourteenth Street, New
York, when that was the musical center of all foremost pianisfic interest in America. The great names of
Dr. William Mason, E. M. Bowman, Raphael Joseffy, Henry Holde" Muss, S. B. Mills, Gustav Bec~er, and
many others gove an aura~of arfistic eminence fa the old edifice, the memory of which still electrifies New
Yorkers. Mr. Roeder was born in New York and was a pupil in piano and composition of Franz Mantel,
S. B. Mills, A. K. Virgil, Paolo Gal/ico, and Harold Bauer. He has had many prominent teaching positions,
including those at The Academy of Holy Names, and The Institute of Musical Art of the Jull/iard School
of Music. He is the Dean of the National Guild of Piano Teachers. He is represented in THE ETUDE this
month by a talk. that he gave before the Associated Music Teachers League in New York.. Not every
teacher can have a second piano, but from the results we have seen from many teachers who do employ
one, it should be the ambition of every teacher to have such equipment.-EDITOR'S
NOTE.
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An o~ie.ntal ?icture by the Viennese-born American citizen, Robert Stolz (the present-day Joh~n~ Strauss), whl~se composit~?ns ~ave sold into
the m il l ion s, 15 presented .in The Etude for the first time. The second theme is,especially ~ngra~lat1ngand ha~ a Kostelane~z
SWIng to it. Do
-not let the quarter note t r ip le t s bother you. Suppose these measures were written in six-eIght t ime and that the quarter notes In theaccompanim~nt
we,re dotted quarters. Then it would be perfectly clear that the second quarter note in the left hand would fall on the fourth beat, after the second
{t r ip l e t) quarter in the right,
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...-----THOUGHTS OF HOME
A piece of the Land ler or Alpine type by the Philadelphia
wIJJ find very useful.
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FUNERAL
MAROH
From SYMPHONY No.3

LUDWIG
Arranged

(EROICAl
Beethoven's

"I'h ird Symphony

van BEETHOVEN
by Henry Levine

now be known as the "Napo leon" Symphony if the Little Corporal h~d not dlsgu:ted. Beethoven bychantl"i
h i id 1 f
h
dom of h i
.
.
..
B th
t
P the originailltle
page ded ic at ing- the we k t N° ng
151 ea 5 or t e free om of hIS fellow
men and assumed imper ia l amb it ionsee oven ore u
.
d .
..
r 0 apol
eon "and later dedicated it to an unnamed hero. The colossal Funeral March, with its ominous drum heats, 15 p,resente
I.n th is fl~e arrangement bv
Henry Levine. It could not have be " planned as a funeral
march for Nape leon, as he was stillliv.ing
whe~ It :vas wri t ten . It IS looked upon as ~
1
tribute
to the g-host ly pr ccess io n of heroes who have made the supreme sacrifice
for a great ideal. Study It with super-exactness
for all details.
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This song by the gifte~ conductor,
composer, and teacher, Philip James, head of 'the Music Dep~rtme~t
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fine gradations of sound but seemed to changes in musical style. But he would
suffer when confron~ed with, ugly, harsh,
insist that the change was physiological
or vulgar noise~. ThIS ~uffenng w~s p~r- and that the human ear actually changed
t"cular1y acute in relataon to the rlvetdng so as to accept different things (a some~oises and struct.ural steel sounds which what Lamarckian interpretation).
He
bav been mentIOned before. He never accepted the new and different very
e
could get accustomed to th~ ~uzzers and tolerantly, although he did insist upon
bells used in the school buildings. When melody as being of prime importance.
one of these loud no.ises would. suddenly He c<?nsidered the preoccupation with
burst into his conSCIOusness, hIS fingers "oriental" tonal systems, found in Ravel
would travel swiftly to pis ears, and he and others, as a temporary musical dtwould duck and wince and sputter.
rection. I believe he has been proved
On two particular occasions the famous right in these two matters.
sense of hearing came conspicuously into
His attitude toward the learning procpublic notice. The first of these was' ess was interesting. When he found that
when a famous tenor came to Rochester I had had a normal and adequate study
to give a concert. This particular tenor in harmony and counterpoint, he said,
was noted for power, sometimes at the "NOW, first of all, throwaway all your
expense of finesse. Sinding was seated books." He went on to tell me the story
downstairs about halfway back in the of his studies-how he had studied in
auditorium. As the concert progressed he Leipzig for years, only to return to Norbegan to fidget. Finally, in the midst of way and find that he had to learn to
a song about halfway through the con- compose all over, in order really to erecert, he rose from his seat and agtate; of his early struggles as a teacher
tatedly made for the exit, just as our in Copenhagen when he took a studio
tenor was splitting the air with a high next to a shoemaker and had to compose
B-flat.
in competition to the thumping of the
On the other occasion the students hammers,
were giving a Friday night party which
The "Quintet" comes from this period
was to include dancing, American style. and he once told me that this "Quintet,
Binding was sent a special invitation
Op. 5," was his favorite work and the
but did not know what was in store, one he considered really his most insince it was his first experience. One of spired. Later works were more developed,
the features of the party was a rough whereas this one contained the quintesand tumble dance orchestra, made up sence of his personality and youthful
for the occasion with the usual drums force-the
emergence of individuality.
and saxophone. The composer and his Another of his main themes in teaching
lady came elegantly dressed as though was: "You must write only to please
for a gala occasion, rose to the top floor yourself; this is the only hope. If you
by way of the elevator, and came down write to please others you will inevitablY
the hall to t.he rehearsal room, which sell out to cheapening standards."
was being used for the party. Just as
Joy in Hard Work
Binding enterf'd the door, the orchestra
In spite of his belief in this free and
began to "go to town." Sinding's fingers
flew to his ears as he again ran for the direct method of learning composition
exit-this
time the elevator. He de- he, of course, would always insist upon
scended to the protection of the main adequate technical studies, but never as
things in themselves. His general idea
floor, and made for home.
Binding was not intolerant about this was that expressed by one English writer:
type of music. however, and believed in "Borne people write so many exercises
the potential future
of the popular that they come to prefer them to music."
American forms, particularly the school He had had to break from technical
orchestra movement which was then just domination himself but realized its adgetting into the full swing of its early vantage for others. He made almost a
creative period. His reaction against me- fetish of hard work and constantl:9
chanical and vulgar sounds did not pre- stressed the great joy to be had from
vent him from regarding
himself as long and thorough effort.
He took much pride in his penmansomething of a modernist, and he proudly
told of the time when members of the ship and made manuscripts that were
aUdience in Leipzig put fingers in their really works of art in themselves. All
own ears and hissed his now famous through the year he was in America
"Quintet," which features some very bold he was constantly searching for manuand effective "parallel fifths," which were script paper that would suit his meticulous demands. At this time he was
then verboten, of course.
composing the "Symphony No.3," which
,
he carried everywhere with him, as
•
though it were a very delicate child
needing care and attention every minetc.
_ 11>.. , ... I,a'll
~I~: ~L
~
ute. Another thing which he carried was
a small notebook for jotting down ideas
as they occurred on the spot.
At the end of the year there were
We often talked about "modern music"
special performances of works by SindWhich was then more of a fad and 'a
ing. One, a performance of his "Quinmystery than now, and about the evolutet," I shall .always remember. (ArthUI'
ti"onof music. I believed that the actual
Hartmann
led the quartet, with AIr
physical nature of the auditory apparatus
Klingenberg at the piano). The other
remained constant from generation to
was a special concert of his works at
generation, and that the emotional and
(Continued on Page 665)
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upon this mosaic through the lens of a the huge difficulties which have concamera. This is then converted into an fronted those who are concerned in the
electrical signal and broadcast by the new art of television program production.
television transmitter. The process is The infinite potentialities of television
simfiar to that of transmitting sound by were pointed out in a copyrighted article
radio. The difference is that in the case by David Sarnoff, President of the Radio
of sound the rate of frequency is much Corporation of America and published in
lower (say around a thousand kilocycles the Journal of Applied Physics in 1939,
per second) while in television the fre- when he said: "The ultimate contribution
quency is around one hundred thousand of television will be its service towards
kilocycles. The television waves are there- unification of the life of the nation, and
fore carried through the ether just as at the same time the life of the individare radio waves, the principal difference ual." In THE ETUDEfor June 1937, we
being that the frequency is about one gave, in a lengthy editorial, some opinhundred times as great in television as in ions by Mr. James M. Skinner, then
radio:'
President of Philco, in which he stated
How far will television messages go? that among the essentials for television
The International
Business Machines programs was "The establishment of a
Corporation and the General Electric single set of television standards for the
Company application before the Federal United States and at the lowest possible
Communications Commission proposes a receiving cost." It seems likely that sets
series of repeater stations on high steel will be placed on the market for as low as
towers, twenty or thirty miles apart. In one hundred dollars or less.
such manner the entire United States
The instrument itself, which is one of
could be covered, serving the country's the most astounding marvels of science,
needs commercially as well as in the has been brought to its present state by
musical and the artistic field.
engineers who have worked indefatigably
Over sixty years ago a German inven- to overcome seemingly impossible obtor, Paul Ntpkow, patented a crude me- stacles. The laboratory instrument in
chanical method of ernploying a revolv- your editor's home is a rough experiing disk with holes, which through a cell mental model, -but it cost the Philco Corof the fabulous metal, selenium., with its poration, which as yet has put no invariable resistance when exposed to light strument upon the market for sale, over
and heat, made early restricted television seven million dollars in research to propossible. Years ago in Budapest your duce. Now in addition to the production
editor was shown a television apparatus
of equipment comes the equally great and
of the early type. When asked to see it ex-pensiveproblem of television presentaoperat~d, he was told that there was tion. The National Broadcasting Comonly one person who knew how to work parry in the RCA Building, New York,
it and he had been out of town for a in engaging Dr. Herbert Graf, stage diyear. There are now nine stations pro- rector of the Metropolitan Opera Comducing television broadcasts-one each in pany since 1936 and author of the volPhiladelphia
and Albany-Schenectady,
ume, "The Opera and Its Future in
two each in Los Ang'eles and Chicago, America," as director of operatic producand three in New York City. It is esti- tion for television, has made another sigmated by Mr. Thomas F. Joyce, General nificant step in the promotion of this
Manager of the Radio and Television De- fascinating project. Dr. Graf, born in
partment of RCA-Victor, that in a few Vienna in 1903,is a Ph. D. and Mus. D.
years over seventy million people will of Vienna University. He has been an
find the joy of television accessible to actor, a singer, and a stage director for
them.
years. In 1934 he came to America to
When the last shot in the great war stage ten productions for the Philadelis fired and the peace time production phia Orchestra Association. The appointwhistle blows again, the manufacture of ment of so prominent a specialist to the
television receivers and the establishproduction of television programs is sigment of television stations and relays nificant. He feels that "television will un·
vill become one of the sensations of doubtedly revolutionize the operatic field.
nistory. The Editor of THE ETUDEhas Its characteristics, like those of broadbeen cooperating with the Philco Cor- casting' and the films, will force opera
poration entirely upon a non-commen;ial to adapt itself to a new technique of
laboratory basis in the interest of science singing, acting, and staging." The operand progress, and has had a television atic telecasts he already has made have
receiver in his home for over three years. been unusually fine.
The advance made in reception in this
There are relatively few people who are
period has been amazing and he receives, "telegenic." Just as moving picture screen
with remarkable clarity; programs from tests often show that the lens of the camNew York, seen and heard instantaneera is sometimes very unkind to individously in the environs of Philadelphb.
uals who do not have the features, the
These progTams, of course, are "boosted" skin texture, or the "something" 'which
or relayed, as the television rays go only makes a good negative, so in television
in a straight line until the horizon is there are many who unfortunately will
reached, and thus are entirely unlike not have a successful appeal to the pubradio rays, as we commonly know them lic. Take the prettiest girl in the world,
in broadcasting.
with the finest voice imag,inable, and unThere are vast fields open for develop- less she has a mobile, expressive, amiable
ment in television presentation. Your countenance, your television audience
edItor, by way of helping in television will soon tire of her.
for men, we must
research, has supervised nineteen --tele- remember that American men for some
vision presentations
and has learn.ed ~ three centuries for the most part have
much about the immense possibilities and- had frozen faces-that
is, poker faces-

As
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with which they try to conceal fro~ ~he
other fellow what they are thlU~l~g
about. perhaps this lack of facial mobl1~ty
is something which many in Amenca
have received as a heritage from the
sturdy faces of their puritan and even
Northern European ancestors,. to whom
the preservation of a look of WIsdom a~d
dignity was more important than a dlsplay of emotion. We do not have the
stoical,. petrified countenances of the
Japanese, but we by no meR~s have the
constantly changing expl'esslOnSof the
Latins. One of the first things a television actor discovers is that he must
exercise his face, just as the gymnast
must exercise his muscles.
Many radio performers who now .have
big reputations and no stage exp~nence
may have to go to kindergarten if .they
hope to shine in television. There ~vIllbe
many competing manufacturers
m the
coming field of television, such as the
following, in alphabetical order: Admiral,
Air King-Pathe, Andrea, Ansley, Automatic Aviola, Belmont, Clarion, Crosley,
De Wald, DuMont, Emerson, Espey, Fada,
Farnsworth,
Freed-Eisemann,
Garod,
General Electric, Gilfillan, Hallicrafters,
Hamilton Hammarlund, Hoffman, DetroIa, Magnavox,
Majestic, Midwest,
Motorola, National, Noblitt-Sparks, Packard-Bell, Philco, Philharmonic, Pilot,
RCA, Regal, Scott, Sentinel, Silvertone,
Sonora, Stewart-Warner,
StrombergCarlson, Temple, Trav-Ier, Wells-Gardner, and westinghouse. Television, therefore, which it is prophesied by James
Carmine, Vice-President of Philco, probably will become a billion dollar industry,
has resulted from the labors of a small
army of research workers and inventors,
many of them relatively obsctu'e.
Great and revolutionary advances in
moving pictures are in the offing. The
additions of sound and technicolor to the
movies were astounding. Recently, in
your editor's home, a group of engineers,
scientists, and business men gathered to
see the first exhibition of a highly perfected new invention showing amazing
three-dimension or depth moving pictures in color, thrown upon a screen in
truly astounding fashion. These pictures
are made with one camera and one film
and are projected through one projection
apparatus. Stereoscopic still pictures always required two cameras and were difficult to keep in focus when projected.
The new device (Ramsdell patents)
shows the picture just as thoug.h one
were looking out of an open window or
through the door of a house. The making
and the exhibition of such pictures, we are
assured, is as simple as the operation of
the ordinary amatetu' 16 mm. moving
picture apparatus. These pictures will be
of incalculable advantage to education,
science, industry, and to commerce, to
say nothing of the entertainment field.
At last a drama can be shown Upon the
screen just as one would see it in a playhouse, with living actors. This deVice
visibly and aurally, will bring to the rurai
districts the marvels and delights of the
whole world. Its ultimate application to
television offers many complications, and
how soon it can be converted is a problem
of the future.
Every television performance your editor receives in his home has a marvelous
aspect-that
of pictures of human bein~s, miles away, talking, singing, and
bemg reproduced instantaneously with~
out wires, in the mystic box which Science has g.iven to us.
And teleVision is only one of countless
blessings awaiting us in post-war days!
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differences while learning?
Should anyone desire to raise an objection to these findings because of the
regional differences in pronunciation in
our country, be it known that it doesn't
matter whether one uses Eastern, soun.,
ern, or general American speech, the
common mispronunciations
herein discussed are universal. We have concerned.
ourselves only with the shedding of
scientific light on the reasons for the
more common mispronunciations in singing. And our sole intention has been to
try to explain how, acoustically, physically, and phonetically, these mispronunciations are really less the result of
indifference or carelessness than they
are of the inexorable laws of linguistic
influence. Notwithstanding, we most certainly do not pardon them. We have
tried to demonstrate
Why singers are
frequently led to make a few specific
types of universal mispronunciations,
and hope ardently that after discussing
them, those who are guilty of such mistakes will exercise more control when
articulating these pitfalls in their songs.
As a result, greater purity of diction Will
be part of all future singing.
The worst offense of all is that of
stilted, unnatural efforts to be so sure
tha.t the pronunciation and enunciation
are correct that the audience is conscious
of the attempt. Strained or labored pronunciation is likely to be ridiculous and
pedantic. Neither the singer nor the
hearer should be conscious of effort.
"Classroomese" is just as conspicuous as
"Brooklynese."
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are other pianists, less known, who are
not before the public. Are you one of
these? If so, perhaps you need these
words, this stimulation, and further platform practice: then, onlY' the opportunity to be recognized.

No questions
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lutely true that the singer should have c
large chest, strong abdominal,
diaphragmatic,
intercostal,
and dorsel muscles, firm. welldeveloped vocal cords and vocal muscles and
healthy mucous membranes lining the resonating cavities. If anyone
of these conditions is"
absent the voice will not be a first-class one.
However, the muscles
about the chest and
abdomen are large, while the cords and the
vocal muscles are small. If too much breath
pressure is applied against the cords, one of
four things will result! 1. The cords will open
slightly and a breathy
tone will result.
2.
The whole structure
of the larynx will shake
and a tremble will be the result. 3. The upper
tones will become more difficult because the
continued strain upon the cords will gradually
decrease their elasticity.
4. A nodule
may
form upon one or even upon both cords, with
a gradual
deterioration
of the quality
and
power of the voice.
There must be a balance
among the four
most important
attributes
of the singer: Vibration, produced by the action of the breath
upon the vocal chords; breath control, not mere
o
breath force; resonance
(co-vibration
in !he
resonators);
vowel and consonant
forrnatlO?
,
(diction, enunciation).
Every singing book IS
only a new and individual
attempt to. ma~e
clear to the student just how to obtam thIS
balance, and every new set of exercises
is
a practical system, designed to help the student obtain
this much-to-be-desired
result.
o
There are many different "methods" of doing
these four things and the studio practices devised by singing teachers
are numberles~.
Your problem is not difficult. If your smging teacher helps your voice and your singing,
stick to him. On the contrary,
if he makes
singing more difficult, if his explanations
seem
to confuse you and you get hoarse and develop a sore throat after singing, he is not
the man for you.
2. The editors of THE ETUDE are very grateShould the Singer Be Strong and Healthy?
Q. I am twentY'years of age, a tenor 'l:l'ith ful to you for your kind and appreciative
words about the magazine.
My small book
an unusuaUy good voice and a God-gw.en
"What the Vocal Student Should Know," may
tone quality. r realize that r must h~ve falt.1t
be
obtained
through
the
publishers
of Tm:
in the teacher with whom r am studytng -?en~
ETUDE. Also look
at "The Singing SchooL" by
ousty for the first time in my ~ife. Sometlmes
Proschowski.
I wo~der. He has this theory, "Great. ease and
great beauty in singing can be attatned only
by great strength." He defiantly discards the Should She Give Up Violin Playing and
idea that the young voice is a d~licate instrument and drives his students w~~h gusto and DevoleHerself to Singing?
perseverance. To illustrate he gwcs the fo~Q. A girl of thirteen of rather slender build
lowing example. "The first time you throw a has been taking violin
and singing lessons
ball fifty yards you find that it takes a great
once a week. She plays de Beriot's "Ninth
amount of effort and energy." "But. if you
Concerto," and Alard's "Faust Fantasia" very
keep on throwing regu!arty and dally, y.ou nicely. A singing teacher met. her moth~r
will discover that the feat can be done wlth
centLy and ta~ked her into takmg three smgmy
ease." "Give the voice a good h~avy workout
Lessons per week at three doUars ea~h: This
every day and graduaUy you Wl~~find yourforced the child to give up her :'.ltolm, of
self singing effortlessly." Now it lS not that I which she was very fond 'and for whtch, r may
disa ree
but every time a student turns
say she was very talented. My conscience
C1ro:nd he hears "Don't force," "Don't sing ~o
ten~ me that before saying anything about
much," and I become confused. Please advlse
this, I should consult an eminent aU~h~rity,
me Shall r take it easy? PLease telt me how
and therefore r asle your valued opmwn.
-A. E. K.
I c~n get your book, "What the Voca~ Student
Should Know," and any other books you may
A. At thirteen years of age a girl's voice is
recommend. I am a reguLar reader of T~
matured.
It is therefore
ETUDE
and in my opinion it is the only senSl- seldom completely
very difficult to predict what it.
be at
ble magazine of its kind.-J.
D. M.
nineteen
or
twenty.
Also
the
trammg
of so
A. Certainly you should. have a daily workyoung a voice must be conducted
with the
out of your voice, and It s~oUld not. be a
very greatest
care, so that it may n.ot. be
weak, spineless, sissy one either.
It IS one
thing to sing firmly, with a good rna.nly ton.e strained in the process. Evidently the smglllg
teacher
found
some
rare and attractive quality
d qUite another to force your vOice until
in the young girl's voice and his intense desire
~::e tone quality deteriorates and you become
to develop it may have run away with his bethoarse. Use your ears and your common sense
ter judgment.
The added musicianship
which
about this matter. We know what your te~cher
the study
of the violin will bring to your
means by his comparison betwe~n. throwm€i a
young friend, will be of inestimable
value to
ball and producing a tone, but Jt IS not qUite
her in after life. We would suggest that the
accurate. One cannot throw a vocal tone fifty
mother, the daughter, the singing teacher, and
ds or fifty inches for that matter, because
you, the friend of the family, should get to~
yafon~ is not a ponderable object like a ball
gether and have a conference.
Perhaps
you
~r a weight. The vibration of the v~cal cor.ds
will be able to evolve some m'cthod ·by which
oduces the fundamental
tone and It and Its
she may continue studying both: the voice and
~~ertones
are reinforced
by the re~o.nance
the violin. It will take only a little common
(co_vibration)
of the bones and caV:ltles of
sense to solve your problem.
the chest, mouth, face, and head. It IS abso-

Singing "Dans Ia :lUasque"

Q. FaT the last three months I have been
trying to develop vibrations in the bridge of
the nose and in the forehead between the eyebrows. I have practiced- ng on single tones and
other exercises without success. I feel nothing in either the bridge of the nose or the
forehead. Now I have been told that some
peopte can never master this. Is this true? I
understand that if this can be 'mastered it
win
enable the singer to sing "Dans Ia
Masque," especiaUy on the high tones. I have
a full, -ctecr tenor voice up to high C, but I
am told I do not sing forward enough. I am
wining to put any amount of worle on this if
you can hetp me.c-C. O.
A. Please read what we have written
in
answer to J. D. M. in this issue of THE ETUDE.
To sing Dans Ia masque (or to use nasal and
head resonance) means, in a few words, that
the bones and cavities of the face, nose, and
forehead
are put into sympathetic
vibration
with the fundamental
tone produced
by the
action of the breath upon the vocal cords.
One cannot throw the vibrating air, that we
call the voice, around, as one squirts water
from a hose. If these resonances do not occur
naturally,
there must be interference
some-'
where. Perhaps you are stiffening the tongue,
jaw, uvula, or throat when you sing. Is ~our
nasal system crooked? Have you catarrh.
A
physician might be able to ten .wh~ther or not
there is some slight abnormality. m the nose
or in the pharynx. If there is nothing physically wrong, you and your singing teacher must
endeavor to find out just where the muscular
interference
is that will not allow th;, uppe,~
resonances to occur. We use the word
occur
advisedly,
for they cannot be forced either
by increased breath pressure or by an effort
of will.

Learn the 3ecret of playing and teaching popular
music ... jazz, swing, jump, boogie-woogie.
Give
Your IItudents what they want.
Buy TODAY!., .onr new lOO-page INSTRUCTION
BOOK with rules and illustrations
to work from. A
teacher's (personal) Instruction Manual. Desc.ribes
l~sson-to-lesson assignments for the beginner, me·
dl\~m or advanced student.
Order now ... today I
PrIce $10 complete. insured and postpaid anywhere.
CAVANAUGH PIANO SCHOOLS
475 Fifth AYenue
New York 17. N. Y.
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~ed-, there is some
delay in filling orders

for Deogan

Marimbas. But it's the kind of delay
that isworth while from two standpoints.
First, it's a patriotic delay, caused
by the fact that highly important war
orders heve first call on our facilities.

Second, it's a
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delay when compared to the lifetime
satisfaction of atrulyflne instrument. For
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A Modern Renaissance of the Organ

PREPARE

NOW FOR TOMORROW!

m.:
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(Continued

not partly, at least, of his own making?
What often happens is that the organist
plays solely what he is asked to play. If
he is asked for exclusively devotional selections, he gives those. If he is asked to
service club work, he hastens to practice
up on such numbers as would fit into a
program of club work. And, in many
cases, there he stops.
After the surprtemg and most gratifying success of my own venture on the
Columbia Network, I am inclined to
think that the communal life of nearly
any town would be much stimulated by
occasional recitals of organ music that is
neither ecclesiastic nor "social." Hence,
my earnest advice to young organists is
to keep up their repertoire of secular
music. Delve into the delightful sonatas
which Mozart wrote for organ and
strings. Familiarize yourself with the
very interesting, organ works of Liszt.
Let people hear them! At the very best,
excellent service may be rendered in
helping to restore the organ to the place
of musical eminence it enjoyed in the
eighteenth century (before the phenomenal rise of the orchestra and the piano
crowded it out). At the very least, the
organist can escape from fretting about
the limitations of his instrument. Actually, the organ is not in the least limited!
Certain organists are.
It has been my privilege to witness a
further step in the renaissance of the
organ. With the continuance of my radio
work, I became obsessed with the idea
that organ 'literature need not be confined to masterpieces of the past; that
the modern idiom should be tried at
least, in organ forms. Accordingly, I
asked perhaps a dozen of our leading
composers to supply me with material.
And here an interesting thing. happened.
I sent my request to a group of Amer- .
ican composers and also to a group of
emigre, or refugee, composers currently
domiciled in this country. Not one of the
Europeans responded! All of the Americans did!

ConfJerl/ulorlf·

Own .u.:

in Your

•
Uncle Sam makes it possible for you to take practical music
lessons by correspondence, even though you are thousands of
miles away from y~ur teacher.
Definite, concise, comprehensive lessons (prepared by able,
recognized teachers) illustrated and clearly explained-always
before you t~ study and refer to over and over again.
Nothing is left to guess work.
An examination paper accompanies every lesson. If there is anything you don't understand it is explained to you in detail by our
experienced teachers.
PADEREWSKI

said of our Piano course-

"H is one of fhe most important additions fo the pedagogical literature on pianoforte playing published for years.
"As an excellent guide for students and sofid and reliable
odvke
for feachers, it is bound fo become
very popular,
and the morg so as it bears the stomp of a real pianist,
accomplished musician and experienced pedagogue."

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC
You are awarded a diploma when you have completed a course
to the satisfaction of the Instruction Department and the Board of
Directors. We are also authorized to issue' the Degree of Bachelor
of Music upon those who comply with our requirements. These
are Harmony, History of Music, Advanced Composition and an
advanced practice course. The latter may be voice or instrume·nta!' Each subject carries 30 semester hours.

Significant Premieres

Remember there are splendid opportunities in the
music field to make a very comfortable income.
Let us show you how. Mail the coupon today.

UNIVERSITY

EXTENSION

Dept. A·458

CONSERVATORY
152S EClst 53rd Street,

Chicago,

Illinois

------------------------------------ -------------------UNIYERs.!"ry EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept. A-458
1525 1:. 53rd Street, Chicago, Illinois.

wir~E:aa~eXsb~?O~~catalog, sample lessons and full information

~

§

Piano, Teache. r's Normal Course
Piano, Student's Course
Public School Mus.-Beginner's
Public School Mus.-Advanced
Advanced Composition
Ear Training (;r Sight Singing
History af Music

Name..••..•.•••••••••
Street No, ••••••••
City ...

" ••••••.

o
o
o
o

§

regarding course I have marked

Harmony
Cornet-Trumpet
Advanced Cornet
Voice
Choral Condllctlng
Clarinet
Dance Band Arranging

, •••••••••••••.••
, ••••••••••••••••••••••

, ...•••.•••••••••••.•...•••••••••.

B

B

o
o

Violin
Cllitar
Mandolin
Saxophone
Reed Organ
Banjo

In this way, I have been able to give
world-premieres of Walter Piston's "Prelude and Allegro for Organ and Strings,"
Howard .Hanson's "Concerto for Organ
and String.s with Harp," Roy Harris'
"Chorale for Organ and Brasses," Leo
Sowerby's "Concerto 'in C for Organ and
Orchestra, (Movement 2) ," Quincy Porter's "Fantasy on a Pastoral Theme for
Organ and Strings," and Emil Kornsand's "Fantasia for Organ and Strings."
Tl~e.magnitude of this result shows a fine
SPIrIt among American composers! And
the fact that further performances of
some of these works have been commissioned by leading American symphony
orchestras as part of their regular pro~rams, l?oints conclusively that public
mterest III the organ is rising to a very
considerable degree.
The only possible "hints" for organ

Adult or Juvenile,.••••••••••••••••••••
_•••.••••.

'"

.

:,:

playing have to do with solid and advanced musicianship. The organ is not a
beginner's instrument, It requires a certain digital facility as prerequisite. Unless one has a fairly sound piano technic
it is impossible to combine manuals Witl~
pedals. One often hears it said that piano
playing "spoils" organ work, and Vice
versa. I have not found this to be th~
case. oertetctv, the two instruments have
entirely different approaches to tonal
quality. The pianist controls tone by finger pressure. The organist may go
through the motions of the finest singing
tone in the world and it has no effect
whatever on the tone he produces! Still
tone quality is not the final word in the
matter.

Musical Memory an Asset
The kind of finger facility that is absolutely essential to organ playing can
best be perfected and maintained by
assiduous piano practice. I practice the
piano every day of my life! The secret,
however, is to practice tha t particular
kind of music that will carryover advantageously . into organ work. The organist needs no facility in wide leaps
and arpeggios. What he does need is
complete, 'clean finger control in a close
area of the keyboard. Consequently, he
will derive little help from concentrating
on Chopin. He will benefit his organ work
enormously, however, by a clean reading.
of Schumann's
"Symphonic
Studies"
Brahms' "Paganini Variations," or any
work of that particular chul":1cter.
I have found it helpful to cultivate a
good musical memory. True. the organist doc-s not need to memorize his work
as a concert pianist does-if he is hidden
behind a pillar, in church, no one knows
whether he is playing from memory o~'
from notes! Yet it is practically impo-::sible to read at the organ, beca use of the
need for preparing and watching stops.
Hence, the organist who is ell tirely capable of playing from memory has a certain
advantage. Even if he keeps his notes
before him, he wins security ~\l1dease in
not needing to fix his eyes on them.
The organ, more than any otHer instrument, perhaps, requires the soundest
kind of music~l background. The org,an
is an easy instrument on which to play
a few thrilling tones-the
most difficult
on which to play in a musicianly man~
nero Because of its entu'ely contrapuntal
nature, it needs complete familiarity
with harmonic structure. Indeed, it is
the only instrument on which improvisation is really necessary. In church, the
organist may come to the end of his
prepared work a moment or so before
the demands of the service require him
to stop. In such a case, he must be able to
fill in with impromptu playing. But this,
of course, is part of organ training. What
needs to be stressed, for the future of
the organist as well as for that of his
instrument, is further exploration of the
astonishingly rich organ library.
'.'

:::

, . State, ••••••••••••.••••••

. "The. developn:ent of the organ outside the chuTch
stgntficant, smce municipal
organs reach a large
number oj people who never hear symphony
concerts:'-SAMUEL A. BALDWIN.

Are you teaching now? .....•.....
If so, how many,pupilshave you? •..•.•.•.•...
Doyou
hold a Teacher's Certificate? •..•••........
Have you studied Harmony? ........•...•.•
Would you like to earn the Degreeof Bachelorof Music?
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Publications 'below atlsent on approval. Low cose and high quality
account for popularity. Appeal to all denominations.
Catalog free.
SILENT NIGHT-Brand
new story_cantata for Ladies' voices by
Haldor Lillenas, sparkling with two-, rheee- and four_part choir
gems. Excellent speaking parts for narrator. Not difficult. Each 400;
a dozen, $4.00, postpaid.
PEACE ON EARTH-Just
off the press, Appealing, high type songs,
recitations, and exercises that children of all ages will enjoy. Choice
materials fo[" a complete Sunday school ChristInas progratn. Each 10c;
a dozen, $1.00, postpaid.
CHRISTMAS CAROLS NEW and OLD-Words
and music;.57 numbers,
new and old, of 6 nations. The carol book unsurpassed in quality, completeness and popularity. Each 25c; a dozen $2.50, postpaid.
CHRiSTMAS PROGRAM BUILDER No. I-Every
alert program director
needs a COpy. A source book of choice readings, exercises, acrostics, solos'
and songs for groups. Ideal for school or church programs. 56 pages, size
6x9 Inches, Each 35c, postpaid.

by HENRY S. FRY, Mus. Doc.

No questionJ
will be anJr.l!ere~ in THE. ~r.UDE
«nlen accompanied
by the full
name and addreu. of t.he mqmrer,
Onl)" initials, or preudorl)"ffl given, will be pltb·
lished. Nat urall y, In [aimesr to all friends and advertisers, we (an expfeSJ 110 opinions
as /0 the fda/he
qllalitier of varioes organs,

Owing to extreme paper restrictions the Organ and Choir
Questions Department has been reduced for this month.

OrJer 'oc/oy from your bookstore or c/ired from the publishers
2923 _CF TROOST

JUST

(Dedicated to the mothers of boys
in the Armed Forces)

'1944

--

Many of your students want to 'Play. Swing as well
Classical. You can stimulate their Interest and increase your income by adding "Swing Plano" to your
~aching 'Program. Axel Christensen's' Complete Instruction Book enables you to teach pupils how to
glamourize popular melodies with perfect time. touch
and rhythm. If your local telephone book does uot llst
a "Christensen School" send for teachers' wholesale
price and particulars.

as

CHRISTENSEN SCHOOLS OF POPULAR MUSIC
752 KIMBALLHALL BLDG.

Teachers - Ask For

SANTA'S FAVORITE CAROLS
Contains 8 Select Carols
Prjce
available
Trumpet,

25c

for piano, accordion,
Bb Clarinet,
Bb Tenor Sox., Eb SaxClphone.

Bb

AT YOUR MUSIC DEALERS
Obtainable in all Music Stores or at
the Publisher.

ASTA VASKA
141

East 71st Street

New

York City

THIRD SACRED
SONG CONTEST, $150.00
For details, tyrite
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Box 743, Chicago 90, Illinois

Plsnists--Send for free booklet showing how you may greatly improveyour
techniC.accura~y.memorizing. sightreading and playing thru menUI
muscular eo-ordination. Quf~k results. Practice elton
Illinillliled. Used b:o-famous pianists. tes~hers and
stuaem,. :,\(}obligation.
.
Brndwell Sludbs, De;.t. 64-L
Covina, California

LEARN "SWING"

FOR
SAI,E:
STEINWAY
CONCERT
GRAND ABSOLUTELY LIKE NEW. SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNT. Joseph Holstad,
337 Oak Grove. Minneapolis, Minn.
SINGING

lar. Eastern

EASY-Book
one dolStuoios, Chambersburg,
Pa.

IUA DE

FOR S.~T..E: Slightly
used classics (vocal, instrumental,
piano, organ, violin,
etc.) List 10<,. Fare's (Dept. E) 3151 High,
Denver 5, Colo.

Builders of pipe Organs for church and studio. Efficient. up-to-date used Instruments on hand at all
tlmes,_priced very reasonably. We also rebuiId Rnd
. mod'ernize tracker and tubular organs, additIons of
stops, couplers and chimes installed. Yearly care
of organs. We solicit inquiries.
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FOR SALE: Teachers' sheet music piano
Century
ed. some-books.
materialsmandolin,
guitar
ouos Century.
Discounteo for cash quick sale. Fine-toneo
valuable old Vulliaume violin, imported
bo·w, leather case. All excellent condition.
Fieqach, Nashville, Michigan.
FLAGGIi\'G A. FLAGEOJ ..ET: V',TiJIpos~
sessor of a new or used one please cOlnltlunicate with Helen MareI'. Handolph:Macon \Yoman"s College, Lynchbul'g, Va.
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New -- PIPE ORGANS -- Used

'[,U::'li:.1l':GAT

Course by Dl'. \',"m. Braio White. V',Trite
Karl Bartenbach,
1001
",Vells St., Lafa~'ette, Ind.

WM. S. HAYNES COMPANY

Quick courSe to nlaycrs of all instmm<>nt.s-make your
own arrangements of "hot" b ....aks. choruses. obbligatos.
eml>elliShrnents, figuratIons. blue ,>otes.wnole tones. etc.

MODERN DANC~ ARRANGING
Duets. trioS. Quartettes and ensemblea-spedal chorusell
-modulating to other ke~·s_suspellsions-alllidpationB
-organ polnts--color elTccts-M,·ing~·backgrl,>undsWrite toda~\
ELMER.B. FUCHS
~.~
.335 East 19th St.
'8rooklyn~26,
N. Y:
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down on paper or builds a model. Many
jectively to their own playing. Neither
do they stop to .CJ:iticizethemselves after think that the "hunch" which the inor during playing. Too much criticism ventor picks "out of the blue" is related
can destroy the pleasure in playing, but to these psychologic processes, and he,
since we do not wish to encourage-.play- certainly, has to wait for the idea to be
ing with mistakes, a careful balance is born in its own time.
To r'eturn to the perversity of the
necessary. Carefully measured quantities
of right instruction, given out by an hUman, anq more. particularly to the
intUitive teacher, soon tend to build the child we must take into account also
the ~any outside distractions which feed
proper approach on the child's part.
this perverse nature, and. which keep him
Concerning the Perverse Streak
from his music. The radio, movies, homeAnother consideration in the building work-all contribute their share. Parup of positive work habits is to take into ents are apt to push harder on musiC
account the perverse streak in almost all than on other subjects, in spite of the
humans. If a person is urged to do a job, fact that music is a subtle and d~lihe sometimes r.esists his own desires. by cate subject to handle. In observmg
staying away from that_w.hi.clr.:h€:Ilon~s~Jspecialists~'in--:":
the ....
·arts, ~·we:·note--t~at
for. Sometimes a student wants music, .mapy of those who produce 111later l~e
but stays away from the piano. It may were rebellious and .distrust~d confor:~I1lty
be that at those points of resistance the as children. The s~rea~ WhIChsometlme,s
unc~msci:ous forces are having their
emerges as rebelbon, If not overpowered
growing time. The child may be singing and forced into. wrong chan~eIS, can
to himself insid.e. This is .of importance, .later pour out mto c?nst~uctlve wo-:k.
~and is similar to the murmuring of the.', Do not force the chIld 111t~.negatIve
composer before he externalizes.' The patterns which he ~imself dIsllkes and
inyentor too paces up and down mus- which he might aVOld.
ing and 'thinking bef~re he se~ hi; ideas
(Continued on Page 665)
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A tender. stirrin9 Soft9 our
boys will love to sing.

Does Practice Make Perfect?
(Continued

CITY 10, MO~ J.-..
AV.
N

KANSAS

in your first question: "The Organ" by
Stainer-Kraft: "The Modern Organ" by Skinner: "The Contemporary American Organ" by
Barnes; "Organ Stops" by Audsley.
In answer to your second question we suggest the book mentioned first in this list. If
betlows-type organ, with foot pedal pumps,
only eight stops. and almost entirely made of you have a fluent finger technic for the piano,
and are physically large enough, we see no
wood. It is a Golden Tongue Beatty organ,
made by Daniel F. Beattv, Wasltington. D. C. reason why you should not study organ. Since
you do not specify whether you have a one-Po E. T.
or two-manual feed organ in mind. we suggest
A. So far as we know most reed organs for examination, several books from which you
(the one you refer to is evidently of that type) might make selection: "Reed Organ Selections
are constructed on the bellows principle. As for Church Use." Ditson; "Reed Organ Player"
we understand it. when reed organs are by Lewis; "Landon's Reed Organ Method."
changed to motor-blown instruments. the old
Also music for the pipe organ for two manbellows is used as a reservoir. We are not of uals can be adapted to the reed organ of two
the opinion that a bellows-type organ would manuals and pedals. The cost of a used twobe considered a rarity because so equipped. manual and pedals reed organ depends on
The Beatty organ was manufactured in Wash- size. condition of instrument, "and so forth.
ington, N. J .. not Washington. D. C., as in- We are sending you by mail, a list of persons
timated in your letter.
having two-manual instruments for disposal,
end suggest that you communicate with them,
Q. Are there any books which contain read- csking for prices and so forth. The manuals
ing matter on tlte pipe organ-how
it works,
of a pipe organ are usually, for a two-manual
the names of the different
manuals, and so
instrument. Swell and Great. and where there
forllt? What boolo would Y01' suggest for It is added a third manual it is usually called
beginner on tile pipe organ-one
containing
the Choir organ. A fourth manual is usually
pieces or studies? 1 have completed the first
an Echo organ or a Solo organ. We are taknine grades of Mathews'
and all'l halfway
ing it for granted that in mentioning the orthrough the tenth book. Do you think 1 am gan in the Wanamaker Store, you refer to
ready jor lessons on t'~e organ? I am thirthe Philadelphia Store. The organ there was
teen years of age. What is a good book of originally the instrument at the St. Louis
voluntanes for the reed organ? Approrimately
World's Fair. and we believe it was built by
how much wouLd a two-manual and pedal
the Los Angeles Art Organ Company. As it
reed organ cost-a
used one? What are tI~e stands, it is one of the two largest organs in
names of the manuals of the pipe organ? What
the world, the other laying claim to that dis~
make is tile organ in tlte Wanamaker Store?
tindiQn being that in The Auditorium. AtIs it the largest organ in the world?-F.
H.
lantic .City, New Jersey. Any of the books
mentioned
above may be procured through the
A. We suggest your examination of the folpublishers
of THE ETun~.
lowing works for your purpose as set forth
Q. Are there such things as very rare old
benQws~typeorgans, the same as old and rare
stamps or first editions of books, and so tortlt?
If so, could I possibly get a list of the ones
that are rare? A jriend of mine has a very old
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Great BeIIs
(Continued

SPEED DRILLS (~~~~~)

Cards in Place
Back of Keyboard

Complete Set of 32 Cards. Keyboard Finder and
Book of Instructions - Only SO.¢'
Drill No.1
For stresstns visual
accuracy

SIGHT.PLAYING
easily and quickly learned by tiny tots,
or beginners of any age, with these Speed Drill Cards.
Makes teaching easier and quicker for class or individual
instruction.
EASY TO USE-Speed
Drills consist of 32 cards with
complete and easy-to-follow instructions for their use. On
each card is a picture of the note on the staff which cor..
responds with the key on the piano keyboard.
Thus,
the student learns through his eyes, rather than the written
or spoken word, the location and position of each note.
AN ADVANCED
STEP-Speed
Drills are an advanced
step in aiding the student to quickly identify the note on
theistaff with the key on the piano.
These handy cards
stress visual accuracy, recognition of the keyboard positions, producing
rapid visual, mental
and muscular
coordination.
THE LARGE NOTES make vivid mental pictures. This
feature is important, but best of all .•• children like Speed
Drills .. They should be used at the first lesson, and the
pupil should have a set for daily home practice.

Setting Industry to Music

SIGHT ..PLAYING
is becoming more and more of a requirement of pianists, and students at the very start, should
be trained to attain it. Speed Drills will lay the foundation
for proficient sight playing.
GET YOURS
TODAY-Speed
Drills may be obtained
~om your local music dealer, or send direct to us, the publIshers. Complete set of 32 cards with instr'.letions, only SOc.
Drill No.4
For stressing rapid vis.
u1.II, mental and muscu.
lar coordination

JENKINS MUSIC COMPANY , Ka~sa.s City 6, Mo.

Holiday -time Entertainment

Material

~~:'----------_ ..",-%~_:'---'----------~~
SANTA'S
By Gertrude

SURPRISE

McRae

Price, 75c

to

A tine feature In which children from 5
14
years of age may participate.
There are 2 parts
for grown-ups. 2 acts and 5 Scenes With lots to
entertain

the audience as everything ends up 1n

.ft::::,utsh~::~

JUDCE SANTA CLAUS
Geo. F. Root
Price,

By
40c
AA unu~ull;lIy pretty and effective Chrl.stmas
operetta for chlldren, oaslly prepared for presentation.
n~ popularity continues year after
year.-

~s~~~ ~g~n~~ntlri'
th~hp~{~.e

THE CROSSPATCH
By Norwood Dale

FAIRIES_
Price, hOc

Gets the holiday spirit "across" in an effective
manner. The music is brIght and melodious, yet
51mple enough for easy performance
A nice
length operetta
introducing
Mother Goose and
Fairyland
characters
with, of course, Mr. and

Mrs. Santa Claus.

SANTA CLAUS'
CHRISTMAS PARTY

SANTA CLAUS: MISTAKE
By Geo. F. Root
Price, 40c
Teacnes the beautiful lesson of charity and Yet
Is brimful of humorous situations.
Three solo'
singing parts. all gIrls.

IN SANTA CLAUS LAND
By Gertrude·
M. Rohrer
Price, 60c
Quite a favorite one~ad Christmas musical play
for·chlldren.
It runs about one hour and is
"readUy produced··with a minimum of rehelLl'sing.

By C. E. Le Massena
Price. 60c
A sparkling, entertain_
ing operetta in which
children
from seven to
fifteen years ot a«e
1fIa;y have a part. TEe
mueio 15 tuneful and
easy to sing. The plot
has to do with Jolly old
St. Nick's good work
with some young (lynics.

CATCH INC KRIS KRINCLE
By Geo.
F. Root
Price, 40c
This Is a good Old-fashioned Christmas "show"
10r 'the young folks. Features some of the
1avor1to (larols.

THE MADCAPS
By William Baines
Price, 60c
"" worthWhile operetta whl(lh children or adults,
or a combination
of both, may present. The
!llot. pu!;G forth a real moral. The attractive
~horus work. is all in unison.
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THE VISION. OF SCROOCE
Cantata

for Two.Part
Chorus
of Treble Voices

By William
Baines
Pric·e, 40c
Dickens' beautiful Christmas story :is the
basl~ of the text of this effective cantata.
MuslcallY,·it Is not beYond the capabilities of the average junior high School
chorus. This cantata may be sung with
an ,accompanying series of tableaux for
WhlCh a Stage Manager's Guide giving
fUll staging dinctions. 1s available.
Se~d .for FREE Folder .giving lists and de.
sCrlptlons of ot~er Christmas
Entertainment
suggestions,
including Recitations- with Piano
Accomponimenf,
Toy Symphonies
Christmas
Songs for Child Singers, etc.
'

TH-EODORE

PRESSER

1712

ST.I

CHESTNUT

PHILA.

CO,
11 PA.

"FORWARD

The study of the one hundred plants
revealed that some plants had had excellent results from trying to use music
of better quality. Music of the highest
type, they found, has a place-if
for no
other reason than the fact that it affords
variety. It is impossible to get variety of
tone color, style, and mood, without including some music of the best quality.
When the workers were given a chance
to hear this mu:;;ic it became familiar,
and was then desired by more and more
of them.
Varhms uses of music have been tried
in the different
plants.
The cheerful
march has been useful for the begInning
of the shift. Agreeable music, if not too
powerful, is welcome at the lunch hour.
Music before and after news reports is
popular. Music during the rest hour was
found good. MUsic was effective in rest4
ing the worker at the end of the day
when fatigue was most noticed. Martial
airs were mentioned
by all as especially
effective in playing out the old shift and
bringing in ·the new one.
With
very different
conditions
and
problems, the shipyards
building vessels
for the U. S. Maritime Commission have
be'en experimenting
with the use of
music. Result~ have been encouraging,
and the trend IS toward more widespread
use of music in these important sections
of the national
war effort.
Music in the shipyards
plays an important
part as morale builders and as
a, r~creat1onal
featux,:,. Forty shipyards
replIed to a questionnaire
sent out by
the National Music Council in stUdying
conditions. Of .the grouP. twenty-one used
.~usic to stimulate production and morale.
Five others used it in some way but did
not state· the purpose.
Eighteen
shipyards
use records
nine
use live music, and seven use radio in
sending
the music over public address
systems.
Twenty-one
reported
that
it
w~s .not possible
to use music during
working hours because of riveting.
Six
reported
that music increased
produc.-

MARCH

WITH

MUSIC"

V InLIN

from Page 632)

that it stimulated
good relations
between
management
and workers.
The mUsic
U(2). A Carrillon,
according to Webschedule found most useful in one shtp.,
ster is a 'set of bells played by yard was: 7:30-8 A.M., 10:45-11 A.M
ma~hinery
or by finger
keys.'
2:20-2:30 P.¥., 4:30-4:45
P.M.
.,
The Deagan Tubular Bell CarilThe shipyards reported
five men's glee
lon, being, composed of bells and
clubs, three
women's
glee clubs, four
played by machinery (the Deagan
mixed choruses, sixteen dance orchestras
Automatic
Electric Player)
and
nine large orchestras,
fifteen bands, thre~
finger keys (the Electric
Key- _ community sings, and eight other musi,
board) is a Carillon.
cal groups.
"Finally, if Mr. Lawson would consent
In one shipyard,
old favorites,
swing,
to study the progress of American bells,
blues, ballads, Negro spirituals,
sympho_
he would find that the modern, harmonihies, and operatic
selections
were the
cally tuned carillon
is fully capable of order of demand.
Of all the material
expressing the 'full harmonies and tone
brought to them they liked speeches least.
shading' of any musical composition and
Music came first. News was second but
that, in addition, it offers a measure of it received only two-thirds
as many votes
tonal fidelity which by any standard is
.
definitely
superior to that of old-style
as had been given to music. The study
undampered
cast bells."
~ found that where the music in the shipyards had been well planned,
the results
Unquestionably,
after the war, there.
were favorable.
will be an immense demand for carillons
of the tubular bell type with both autoAll indications
point to the rapid exmatic
electric
player
and an electric
pansion of this pioneering
in the use of
keyboard type as splendid memorials for music to increase
production.
With the
the heroes of the great conflict. From
release of more materials
for equipment,
a construction,
installation,
and operathere will undoubtedly
be wide demand
tion standpoint,
the American carillons,
for better mechanical
equipment
to inmade from the finest materials, should
crease the quality of the music enjoyed.
be economically
advantageous
in every
With the increasingly
large part which
way.
music must play in easing the burden
of war and its aftermath,
it is a hearten.
ing experience
to watch
the impetus
being given the important
trend of setting American
industry
to music.
(Continued from Page 628)

PIANO TEACHERSI

for Teaching Beginners
Sight Reading

non, seven had no way of checking
others could not tell. Sixteen mentioned

Meet Destiny with Your
Head Up!
(Continued

from

Page 621)

has been very munificent
in providing
these wonderful
Talking
Books for the
Blind, which your librarian
will be glad
to expla.in to you. They
are absolutel~
free. A phonograph
is lent to the blind
person
indefinitely.
The
Government
sends the records, postage free, and th~
books of records are sent out at twoweek intervals. Imagine
what a privilegr
and joy this would be to you, if yom
days were spent in perpetual
darkness!
God has been good to me, and althoug~l
r· have had some tough breaks, I never
have stopped smiling. One of my favorite
songs is I Love Life, by Mana Zucca.
When people hear me sing it with exultation, they seem to get a new lift out
of it. It is this spirit which always has
inspired
me to meet destiny
with my
head up.

AnJwereJ

(Continued

from

Page 624)

Although
I'm doing plenty
of hhupping" myself just now, and am hoping to
enlist for the "duration,"
these duties
will not interfere with ROWld Table activities.
.. In fact, I am planning
many
interesting
pages-"style"
articles
on
Mozart,
Bach, Schubert,
Debussy,
and
MacDowell; a page on Concerto playing,
another
on Editions,
and other unusual
features.
As to the war, what the new year will
bring
forth
is anybody's
guess.
Who
knows?
.. It may yet demand
much
heavier' heaving from all of us.

THE ETUDE

t';f HAROLD HERliLEY

No queJlirm! w;Il· be answered .in THE ETUDE unless accompanied
by the full name
and addrest of the inquirer. Only initials, or pseudon)'m
given. will be published.

Owing to extreme paper restrictions
Department has been reduced

the Violin Questions
fOT this month.

at the tempi required? Is your phrasing
imaginative and appropriate to the varIOUS
styles of music you play? If you can honestly answer "Yes,t to these questions. then
I think you may consider making a career
with your violin. But it would be better not
to make up your mind immediately. To ~y
mind. your best course would be to give
3213 Amaryl11s. ('_2
Klnll' I.ou!.s XIII
yourself a year of concentrated study under
3382 Andan1e Cantabile..
. .T!lI!haikowsky
the most conscientious teacher you can find.
3383 Andan1ino, 1"-2 . .
.
Lamere
and, at the end of that time, be guided by
3356 A~alanche. 0". 45. C-2.
.
uene
3538 Blue Butterfllee, G-2
,
Dore
his advice. I wish I could give yOUmore con3357 Butterny. The. on. 81: No. ~" C;-2 .. Merkel
Violin Sol08 Without Accompaniment
crete advice, but it is impossible t? do so
3179 ChlcadeEt r':'h-mllhony No. IH. 1'-2.lIoothoven
3358 Christmas E-~e. Op. 43. 0-2
I[ein9
v-. H. C., California.-There are not many without hearing you play. One thmg ~ou
3216 Elegie. ],"'-2..............
...1Iaasenet
violin solos that can be successfully per- should remember: It is much more fun bemg
3386 finlandia.
U-:-I
SlbellUS
3366 fuer Elise. 1\m-2....
. .. 1Ieetho\'ell
formed without accompaniment, and those a first· rate amateur than a third-rate pro3545 La Fontaine...................
Bohm
that exist are all extremely difficult. At the fessional.
3363 La Zingana (.\la;/;\Irkll). Alll-;;
llohm
3364 Le Secret (,Inla. ]'\;/;.). b'-Z
Gautier
head of the list, of course, must stand the
3176 March Mil1tairEt. C-3
Schubert
"Six Solo Sonatas" of Bach, for they con- An Error in Engraving
3220 Merry Widow Waltz. 1~-2
Lehar
tain some of the greatest music ever written
3221 Military Polonaise, 0-2 •..•..•••••.
(;11011111
T. R. M., California.-The
harmonic that
3547 Pas Des Fleurs, (Na1lal. 0-2
Dellb~
for the violin. Max Reger also wrote a num- bothers you in the Paganlni "Concerto" is a
35411 Poem, (' ~..................•.
,
I~llJlclt
ber
of
sonatas
for
violin
alone,
some
move. 3a66· Potlsh o alice. Op. 3. DIII-3 .... 8I'h\\'arellke,.
printer's error---or rather, a mistake made
ments of which are very effective. F. W. Rust when the plates were engraved. The A should
Ail!~·~f,hO~rn::.~.
~~:~iclll~~~\O;g~wrote a sonata for solo ...ziolin that was at have
been printed as a stopped note and the
3395 Prles1s' March, l<~-.1..........•
l\IcndelllSOhn
one time frequently perfonned. Kreisler's D above it as a harmonic. This would give
~:::oF ~:'II~~{lc~~I~k~-:i:-:.2·
Men~~l~~~
Recitativo and ScheTZOfor violin alone is ina perfectly simple artificial harmon~c on the
teresting and effective, and so is the Saint .. E s1ring in the third position, soundmg the A
~eu:~~Cd~a;<te:;k~-J.:::i::::::::::::::6~~~~
Lubin Fantasie on the Sextet from "Lucia
3552 Sonata Pathllllllull, (l<~lf(".), 1)11I-3. Heelho\'en
two octaves above the stopped note. There is
3398 Tales.fraln Vienna Woods, G-2 ..... SlrIlUSII
di LammermooT."
Several of the Paganini no fee charged for answers given in this col"Caprices"
can
be
effectively
played
without
~~,~~r~~l~:
.'J:: AJ;I~3·:::::::.c~:~f~
umn-the publishers of THE ETUDE ana I are
accompaniment. and so can the Mar,ch Study very happy to be able to give information to
3193 Walt<t In A.f1at. OP. Sf), NO. la. _2.Hrllbm!l
3327 Walt<t of tile Flowers. }·_2 .... T!II'halko\\"sky
of Kreutzer-No. 35 in most editions-and the anyone who j.s seeking it.
3372 Witches Dance, Am-3, .••.••..
,l\tacDowell
Caprice No. II in B majoT, of Rode. The pubThe a.bove I~11Ut a f1arUal listIng of CentUry'S
lishers of THE ETUDE can no doubt supply you
lran!ll'riDtions hy Woller nolte. Wo Shall 1M! hapvy
with
these numbers and perhaps suggest For an Appraisal
to send VOlt Ollr comvlete clI~aJogue ilsllnll o,'er
3600 nUllilJrr, al 1,~c a ('ODY. It·a tree on request.
A. M., Maine.-For
an appraisal of your
others which I do not recall at the moment.
Ask your d{'llh'r for Century lllllsic. If he cannot
violins, I would suggest that YOu s~nd them
sUDDiJ'YOIl. ~cnu your order direct. ~o WI.
to
The
Rudolph
Wurlitzer
Co., 120 We.stA2nd
Professional
or Amateur?
CENTURY MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
G. H., Vancouver.-You have certainly made Street, New York City, or to ShropshIre and
254 West 40th Street
New York, N. Y.
excellent progress in the two years you have Frey, 119 West 57th Street, New Yor~ City.
been studying; however, it is not so much what I do not quite understand your question reyou playas how well you play it that counts, garding the "make-up" of a Stradivarius vioIs your intonation unfailingly accurate? Your lin, but if you refer to measure~ents and so
tone consistently beautiful? Is your technic on either of the above finns wlll be glad to
facile enough to allow you to play your solos gi~e you the information you wish.
I
r increasing
numbers,
Rolfe transcrip.
~ eV~re becoming
standard
for the better
:~~~hers; proof indeed, of C~ntu~y,'s belief t~C1t
Walter Rolfe is the ideal Simplifier of munc,
Without discernible
loss of fluen.c'(, feell.ng, and
• al values this superb mUSiCian brings the
~r~~~fest music' to those. ~ho are n.ot yet skilled
enough to play the orlgma[
VerSIOnS,

An Unknown l\1aker

H. S., Pennsylvania.-l

cannot find any trace
of a maker whose label reads "Litterlo
Balsamo." and so forth. It may be that some
reader of these columns has come across such
a label. If so, I should like to hear from him.
The most likely possibilities are that it is a
fictitious label, or else that the violin is the
work of some unknown amateur. I am sorry
not to be more informative.

~~~~~~ar~de

~m
~m
~m

~~'1-io:

MUSIC SERVICE
Publications

fAY BAND METHOD, Simple, practical and Ilwou¢h.
14 Books ..............•....•......•
each 75¢
-Tea"her's ~1;ul\l'lJ. $1.50.
FAY STRING METHOD, Newest manner of procedure.
4 Bonks
.. . . .
. .. e~eh 75¢
-~IRlI\lal
hwlulling Plano lICC.. $1.50.
SAVOY BAND BOOK, Gilbert & Sullimo favoritl's.
25 Books
.... .... . ..
. . ench 35¢
-Complete ~r(lrr, 751'.
SAVOY BAND LIBRARY 17 numbers, each complete
lI'ithscore
' ...•...•........
75~
Double lIUmhel's with score
· $1.
FESTAL PROCESSION, ~brch of Digl\lt~ by Cross.
Arr. by 1I111ylJew Lakr. For band and orchestra.
TEMPO 0 I BALLO, Scarlatti. Arr. by A. II. Branden·
burg. For 3 Clarinets.
Send for FREE COPIES.
Also FREE PHONO·
GRAPH RECORD CATALOG XX

MUSIC SERVICE PRESS
'166 Sixth Avenue N.Y.C. 19

The Teacher's Round
Table

OUlfsTI01VS ~

BUY WAR
STAMPS

BONDS AND
FOR VICTORY

flUGU5T
IiEMUNDER Ill'SONS
53 W. 56TH ST •• NEW YORK
VIOLnlS
OLD &i NEW
EllIert ReI/airing, Send for CatalDI E

VIOLIN

PLAYERS

Basic PrincIpals of VIDlin Playing
by Carl JilaPiln. 18 Short Lectu...,s. Sef'retll
af Vlalln PInyinI'< Revealed.
Price 53.50
1620-14th St., N., St. Pe1ersburg. Fla.

New and old violins,
violas

and

accessories at a
surprisingly low price.
,
Expert repairing our specialty.
E. 1.&1. VI RZI CORP .• 503 FifthAn .• Hew York

1944

Katltleen

.fJ'&m~a'&

'~1

~~~~grxi~
~t~meti,j·:::::::::·
3463 Goodnight Ladies
3154
3470
3145

.

Rose Time. .••.•..
JlnglEt BellS,. D.'
Littlo Dute
~
I~

n~&.··

C--2
F-I

.': ..
.

1l-f1~~
··F
'J

. .. 0=1

~1:~
~~:?etfa::::: ..:: ..:
3156 Moonlight WaltZ

e-l

·········
.C-l
3471 By Bonnil) Lies Over the Ooean.
.
e-2
3150 Nannette
.
3464 Oh Susanna (Foster).........
.
3465 Old Folks at HornEt (Foster).
..
3466 Polly Wolly Doodle.....
.
'~-1
~~:~~r~·sUtuflna~Y~~'h~·····
::
3144 Sinx!ng in the Glen....
....
. ..

'~-f
·e-t

~:~4

~1~~
.~r~r

:c=t
g--~
.... ::. ...F-2
a=2

ii.annor:·

1~:an~ll~d'
3192 Two Guitars............
3152 Wandering Minstrel, Thc
C-l
A Modern Piano Method fOI" Beqinners
3196

part~;;-rning

3197

partJ~te"s.Bars. Measures. Time Signatures
Parf,tIAtinJ\" E~erclses. Five FInger Exercises

3198
3199
3200

the Letters on the Kcyboard

Part IV-The 2/4 Time Signllture
Part V-Introducing
the 8th Note
Century
music.
I.f he
cannot
supply you, send your or.der direct
to liS. Our complete
cCitologue,
listing over
3600 numbers, is FREE on request.

Ask your dealer for

CENTURY
254 West

MUSIC

PUBLISHING

40th Street

New York,

CO,
N. Y.

jDepenbabilit}?
3l>ince 1874 3l>erbing a llClientele
of :l9illcriminaling 3l>tring ~Ia!,erll
SPECIALISTS IN VIOLINS, BOWS, REPAIRS, etc.
CATALOGS ond LITERATURE on REQUEST

What Is the Purpose of Music Study?
(Continued

from Page 617)

I mean and work things out of Rubinstein's!
When he heard playing
that had greater
speed than depth, he
your own way'
'.
.
f
"T day I appreciate
the wisdom of would say, 'I perceive much movmg 0
b'o t .'n's inductive
teaching,
but in ~ the fingers-but
little that moves the
R Ulnsel
I"
r.
those days it wasn't always easy! Once,' 'Sou .
-after a number of trials and errors, I
Correcting Weakne~ses
turned to him and asked, 'But how shall
"It is not to be inferred from what I
I play this? Ho~. sl?-all. _~onceive. i~?'
have said that the student can advance
Rubinstein's
answer was· characterIstIc.
himself
in art by neglecting
technic!
'In sunny weather, play it one way,' he
On' the contrary,
he needs vast
and
rep,lied; 'when it rains. play it di~er~ntly.'
varied technical equipment to enable him
Certainly, Rubinstein
wasn't thmk~ng o~
to encompass the demands of the printed
a.tmospheric
conditions
of the weather.
page. The question, rather, is one of atHe was telling me, in his s.ubtle way,
titude. All the while that our student
is
that music is not an exac~ sCience .to be
developing
himself technically,
he must
measured, charted, and fixed accordmg Jo
bear in mind that these scales, exercises
astronomical
laws; he was tellin~. me
drills, and passages
at which he works
that it is a matter
of deeply pe:sonal
(Continued
on Page 667)
expression which may vary accordmg to
mood, to mental a.nd emotional growththat there is no one fixed way of conTHE CHORD.O.GRAPH
ceiving an interpretation.
.
.
An invaluable aid to Arrangers. Composcra. Swtng
"science is factual. Muslc-mdeed,
any
MU5ici.ana. Booglo "'oogie. Harmony Studenta 'and
art-requireS
a sound
background
of
Classical Mllsicialls. Shows chord5 and Ihelr construction-how to Iransoose--modullite to any key. It'a new!
fact but in its essence it is purely emoIt's different! Ea5Y to understand. For either beginner
tion~l. And tha.t, precisely, .is why the
or s[!Yaneed stu(lcnls. An)' instrumcnt. Price $1.Oo--at
your dealer IIr order direct.
student's.
approach
to mUSIC must be
DRISCOll-CHERREY
STUDIOS
built upon qualities, and not upon m~Dept. E, Leadmlne, Wis.
cles. Again I am reminded
of a saymg
on what

!
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Teachers have told us how grateful
they were
for the Armour pieces. Written so that pupils
will enjoy playing them, and based on sound
teaching
practice,
it Js no wonder
that .her
works gain in popularify every year; Here IS a
partial
listing of Kathle~n. Armour s numbers
available
in Century EditIon at ISc a copy •
3467 Auld Lang Syn&...........
....
3148 Babette •.......•................
'e-L
~j~~
8~~:t~enB~~~efo CJ;~t~i:gi·n·ny .:':
.: :0-2
3155 Darting In and Out.
D~

WITH

MUSIC"

1JJit/iam. ~

UlUlk

207 South Wabash Ave.--Cbicag.o

4, Ill.

PUBLISHERS OF "VIOliNS
and VIOLl~IS:rS"
America',
only journal devoted to the Violin
Specimen Copy 25¢-12 issues for $2.50
ANNOUNCING

EARLY

PUBLICATION

OF

A LIMITED EDITION

"~OW ftlaU}? ~trab5?"
"Q&ur 1i1rritage from tbe

~1I5Uf"

An important
work of obo~t 400 Pages .recording existing
instruments
Wlt~ ~helr stones a~d
historical
background
contomlng.over
100 Illustrations
of genuine specimens.of
Stradivari's
work. Expert, Authentic,
written in fascinating
style.
PRICE PEjl COPY $20

RARE VIOLINS
WE HAVE A NEW ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE WHICH WILL BE SENT
FREE UPON REQUEST,
MANY BEAUTIFULLY TONED INSTRUMENTS LISTED FROM $50 TO
$25,000,

•

FRANCIS DRAKE BALLARD
Licensed & Bonded Dealet·Callector
Rm. 408, 320 E, ~~nd St., New York 17, N. Y.
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H. FREDERICK DAVIS
Teacher

at Many Successful Singers

All ~ronches of Singing Taught. Beginners Accepted
StudIo: 606 Templeton Bldg..
..50It Lake City, Utah
Phone 3-0316 (or 4-5746) for appointment
Write for Free Circular

MARIA CARRERAS

HAROLD HURLBUT
Paris-New
York-Hollywood
Developer of Singers
Nadine

Conner

(Metropolitan

Renowned

Opera-N.B.C.)
Cc.] and many

Cordy JTenor Chicago Opera
of Rc dio, Opera, Stage end Screen.
2150 Beachwood Drive
Hollywood

others

2a, Calif.

LUCIA O'BRIEN lIVERETTE
of Samoiloff's Teacher's Course
Reasonable terms.
Phone NO 2·1030 EX 1141
&1& N. Normandie
Ave.
las Angeles. Calif.

EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
Concert

Pianist-Artist
Blvd.

'

of famous singers

Prcm rudiments
to professional
engagements
8eglnners
accepted.
Special teachers'
courses
Dr. Sa.moiloff will teach all summer at his Studios.
Write for catalogue-Special
rates for the
duration.
610 So. Van Ness Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

ELIZABETH SIMPSON
of "Basic

Pianoforte

AdvC!nce Piano Interpretation
ana the Theory work
~~~.Ired for the degrees of Mus. Bach., and Mus.
DETROIT CONSERVATORY
Detroit, Mich.
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EACHERS

ALCARO

Voice-Piano
Am~ng those who have studled with Mr.la Forge are:
Marlon Anderson. Lawrence Tibbett, Richard Crooks
and Mme. Mahenauer.
'
1100 Pork Ave., Corner 89th St., New York
Tel. Atwater 9·7470

(New

_
Representative
TOBIAS MAnHAY
Private lessons, closs lessons in Fundamentals
Ledure·demonstrations
for teachers
801 Steinway Bldg., New York City
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and veneered the job with crimson nail
In one location the first concert th
polish! Within a few hours' time, Mr. group gave was held on a ship and
e
Stern was once more fingering his violin, plified to other ships in the Vic;::::~
rejoicing in its tone-and determining to When
Y
..
d the program was over Mr . J agel
leave the red nail polish as a permanent joine some of the officers in the w
tribute to G-I ingenuity.
room, and while he was sitting th:::
Unit 264 made interesting musical dis- ~ord was brought that "A Relation" de:
coveries among the 0-1's. The boys make SIred to shake hands with him. Startled
music themselves, and nearly every out- Mr. Jagel we.nt to meet the man, and
fit has its own musical group. On New ~ound a COUSInwhom he had not seen
Caledonia there is a splendid band, made ill more th~n twelve years. Stationed on
up entirely of musically minded service another S~IP, he had heard a voice that
men who play for the joy of it. Russell was unmistakably
"Cousin Fred's" and
Island has a fine orchestra, similarly had come sbradght way over to ren
constituted. As the boys get to know each family associations. It took a G-I conc:~
other, they soon learn who can playin the South Pacific to gather up bonds
who was graduated from some great con- ~that the pressure of civilian life h d
servatory, who played in this or that allowed to lapse!
a
great orchestra-and
immediately a
All five members of USa-Camp Sh
home-talent
performance group
is Unit 264 speak enthusiastically of the
formed. Mr. Zakin speaks enthusiastically high morale among our men. Their fi ~
of "The Fox-Hole Four," a group made preference in entertainment is not ;s
up .of an accordion, a double-bass,
a jazz, jive, or gaudiness. They enjoy music.
clarmet,. and a guitar, which devotes games, shows of skill (such as juggling'
ItS~1fchiefly to po~ul~r ~it tunes, but of acrobatics, and so on) , comic patter, and
WhICh the accordionist IS a fine Bach the sort of movies that remind them of
player.
I..
. ..
home. ,"p~n-uP" girls are of the type that
In. t.he native village~ ('pn~nIt1Vecom- call to mind their own best girls or their
mumties of largely Christianized Malays, "kid sisters" rather than the bath!
F'"
.
mg
rjians, Polynesians,
and so forth, where beauty. They like "glamour," to be...sure
the .women wor~, the men rest, and the but their chief enthusiasm is for the
babtea ~moke ctgarsj , music is entirely kind of girl, the kind of fun. the kind of
r~ythmlc. They use no strings, no wood- music that brings back to them the dear
WI~ds; only d~ums. The music itself is familiarity of home-life habitude.
chIe~y the -,signals and stresses for
Army life is making, rather than redancing '. During a stopover in one such tarding, progress in music appreciation.
com~u.nlty: Isaac Stern began his day's The boys who carry music with them use
practicing; III the garden outside his bar- every opportunity they can find to hear
racks. Absorbed in his playing, he failed and to make" the harmonies they love.
co~pletely to observe the gradually gath- And those who are getting their first
erIng group of native men who crept taste of good music through Camp Show
nearer. and nearer. At last he looked up entertainment are declaring with fervent
and stIfI.~da cry of amazement at the enthusiasm that "there's more to the
s~.~~f grmning, c~uck1ing,alto~ether ap- stuff than shows in long hair!" Unit 264
p. Villg, dark-skmned humamty before has' made a special contribution in rank·
hIm. It was the first time that many of ing as the first concert group to prove
these men had heard a violin.
this.

EASY ARRANGEMENTS
EACH COMPOS/rlON

STUDIO: III WEST 82nd
NEW

YORK

OF FAVORITE
IS CAREFULLY

ST.

sO'C
I

(Continued

from

had a painful experience with that compositi0!1:'On the third "page,just where
the mam theme appears in A major, I
forgot. If my accompanist had not had
the presence of mind to jump to the next
section and give me the cue for What
follows, I should have been in a most
e~~a~rassing position." That night the
vIOlImst played the Rondino in recital
and he, too, forgot on the third page'
wh~re the main theme appears in
major.
If suggestion can cause a seasoned
perf?rmer to make a mistake, it must be
conSIdered as one of the possible causes
for the mistakes made by our small boy.
Even a mother can innocently say "John
I don't believe you know your pi~ce well
enough .to play it in recital." If such a
remark IS m~de long before performance
and results m more careful preparation
foll?,wedby an encouraging remark such
as, Now you play that very well, .1'shall
be proud of you," then there is no harm
done. But if the firs.t suggestion is made

A
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MALAGUENA

POINCIANA
PLAY FIDDLE PLAY

this means merely "excellent," as I
realized almost immediately, and is a
word·that master may use toward pupil,
but never is used by the pupil in relation to the work of the master unless
by way of criticism. For a moment his
face clouded, and then burst into a
beaming smile as he realized my embarrassment and no doubt read the true
admiration on my face.
I never shall forget this really great
man. As the years pass I realize how
important it is that education in music
include not only technical growth but
the transmission of joy in life, and the
great humanitarian ideals through the
appreciation of these, as they lie buried
in the greatest music. May Christian
Sinding rest in peace and quiet, and
may his beloved Norway smile againface to the sun-as he did.

Does Practice Make
Perfect?

immediately before performance when
there is no time for more preparation,
such a remark can be the direct cause
of the mistake.
Harmful suggestions often come from
fellow students during the recital, from
conversation about how afraid they are,
and what terrible experiences they had
when they played. Try to protect your
child from fear-inspiring
suggestions
and see that he gets at least one powerful, positive suggestion before the performance.
The mother has now been told something about adequate preparation and
the correction of musical errors. She also
knows how powerful suggestions can be.
There is just one more bit of advice.
When the boy is again ready to play in
recital, reaccustom him to the audience
by a very gradual introduction to the
recital situation. See that he is well prepared before you ask him to play for
anyone, but when he really kn'Owshis
'piece, let your friends listen to him. Later

from
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'/hich he made an address to the student
body. This address took a unique form.
as his comments were read in English
by an intermediary while Sinding just
facedthe audience and beamed with that
Wlapproachable kindliness and JOY that
I have never seen in any other face. The
tOmments were very beautiful (an inQerpretation of the life of Mozart) and
he went on to say that, although on the
'urface the Mozartian life appeared
Uragic,he could understand from the
music that Mozart was one of the hapIli.estmen who ever lived, to be so gifted
WIth the talent to create music, the
«reatest of all giftS.
,
After the performance of the "Quintet"
I talked with him-by this time we were
fetting on independently
through a
mongrel combination ,.of English, Ger~lan. and Norwegian words. I was burstnlg with appreciation a~d wanted very
much to tell him how much I admired
his m',lSic.In searching for an adequate
Iford m my difficult language situation
I struck on the word, vortrelfiich. Now
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The preverse' streak allows the child
to risk anything, even his own best. wish,
if he is coerced or pressed too far. Stay
somewhat removed. Let the child 9i8cover his own power. Let him profit by
his own mistakes; there is no profit in
over-practice of mistakes. Be ready on
the side lines to supply that which he
needs when he is ready for it. The child
can be told in a friendly, not condescending manner-perhaps
even phyfullytha't people have a perverse streak which
we ought to learn early to combat in
order to accomplish our objectives. But
combat of this sort can be fun in the
sense that fencing or wrestling is a
game. It need not be cruel or overpainful, It can be play with oneself.

LIKES

EASY TO PLAY

PEANUT VENDOR

EDWARD B. MARKS MUSiC CORPORATION,

(Continued

AND

GLOW WORM

FLIGHT OF THE BUMBLE BEE.................•....

allow him to play for a larger group.
Be sure that he is always successful when
he plays for others.
Should your child fail in any of these
situations, then it will be necessary to
start all over again. A child who cannot
play with confidence and without error
for a small audience should never be exposed to the excitement of playing in a
recital. Before playing for a large audience,the child should have many smaller
experiences with succecs.
It is never possible to give really com- .
petent advice on how to prepare musical material for successful performance
unless one knows the individual in question. Persons differ so greatly that no
one solution will fit everyone. However,
there are certain psychological principles
that come out of a study of musical
errors. These principles apply to the
errors and can be used by all "mistake
makers," The method recommended here
applies only to preparation for public
performance. A well-rounded musician
[earns many other techniques in order
~o reach proficiency in his chosen field.

EVERYONE

SOLDIERS

PAPER DOLL

EACH

Cliristian Sindinq in
America

Curinq the Mistake Habit

eDWARD E. TREUMANN
CO ncertby Emil
Pia nist-ArtistTea cher
Recommended
Von Sauer, Morii:!:
Moszkowski
and Josef Hofmann.
Studio Carnegie Hall, Suite 837, 57th St. ot 7th Ave.
Tel. Columbus 5·4357
New York Cit
Summer Moster Class-June
to Sept.-Apply
no/

FINGERED

FRASQUITA SERENADE

(Continued from Page 661)

CITY

TUNES -

PARADE OF THE WOODEN

DOWN SOUTH

Interpretation.

Pri.vate. Lessons-Home
or. Studio
CRYSTAL WATERS
InstructIOn In a!1 branches of music, canTeacher of Voice
.cerls given. Beg'nners, advanced occepted
SpecJal courses for children, high school and adults
Radio, Screen, Concert
Write for Appointment
.
Opera, Pedagogy
Studio: 24'7 Tiebout Ave.
Bronx
405 E. 54th St.
New York City
Tel. Fordham 7-7873
New York 'City
Tel. Va. 5-1)62
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the Junqle

TEACHER OF VOICE

Composer .. Sing.er, and Teacher, with a record of
manx ~uslca.1 trlumohs here and abroad, will occept
pupils In VOice culture ond interpretation;
Appointment by GOrrespondence.
Studio:
167
Elmhurst
Avenue
_

T

(ERNESTO)

LA FORGE.BERUMEN STUDIOS

•

EVANGELINE LEHMAN,~Mus. Doc.

RIVATE

EDITH SYRENE LISTER
AUTHENTIC VOICE PRODUCTION
405 Carnegie Hen, New York City
Collaborator
and Associate Teacher with the late W
Warren Shaw and Endorsed by Dr. Floyd S. Muckey
Wednesday:
Troup Musk Studio. lancaster,
Pa.
Thursday: 309 Presser Bldg., Philadelphia,
Po.

RICHARD McCLANAHAN

DR. FRANCIS L. YORK

P

Voice Physiologist
Teacher of the "Bel-Canto
Art of Singing"
'.
Beginners and advanced
students
Overstrained,
defective
voices adjusted
610 Riverside Drive-New
York Edgecombe
4-2388

IM;d.W.,tJ

PRIVATE TEACHERS

Tel. Su 8-0311

VOICE PRODUCTlON-SINGING_
COMPLETE MUSICAL EDUCATION
Mr. Lagourgue will resume 'his Summer Classes in
CA0!NES, famous resort of the FRENCH RIVI ERA
For Information ond reg isfration apply to N. Y. Stud ics
35 West 57fh St., New York City

(FRANK)

Technique,"

Tea~her
of Teachers.
Coach
of Young Artists.
~UPIJS Ptepcr ed for Concert Work. Closs Courses
1M
lechnlque,_
Pionisfic
Interpretation,
Normal
Methods for Plano Teachers.
609 Suffer Sf., Son Francisco;
2833 Webster St., Berkeley, Col.

-;:, __

169 E. 78th St., New York City

MARGARET HENKE
Calif.

LAZAR S. SAMOILOFF

Author

of successful concertising
pianists.
Accepts talented students.

Teacher
los Angeles

FE. 2597

Voice teacher

Teacher

Pianist
AUTHORITY"
-N. Y. Herold-Tribune

CHARLES LAGOURGUE STUDIOS

VOICE
Graduate

229 So. Harvard

"INTERPRETATIVE

Henry

III

40¢

R, C. A. Bldg., Radio City, New York 20,N. Y.

though the mother may recogni-ze thi~
in her child just because of her proximity
and identification with him, it is wiser
for her to make no reference to this
subject-unless she happens to refer to
for children's happy and cultural pastime
it about herself! Repetition can sometimes destroy, as well as build up,
by W. Otto Miessner
strength.
For those who are _particularly interested in helping their children to grow
in music, one or both parents together
A collection of little songs that may be
might take a series of six. or .ten lessons
played and sung by the. child alone or
with their child's teacher, and devote
accompanied by the teacher, mother or
other memberof the family. Each song is
part of these to questions and materials
attractivelyillustratedby Violet La Mont.
concerning their progeny's progress.
The music is intended for children from
Then become acquainted with the
babyhood through the early primary
music literature, including that music
grades. Contains 32 nursery rhymes.
which the child can play easily, and also
No. 157..... , .. Price $1.00
that WhICh is a bit difficult but WhICh
he can work with, and up to, because of
his delight in the music.
A growing young person should be introduced to the music shops and music
libraries and encouraged to browse and
A companion book of original songs to
to purchase music as he would books.
supplement PLAY FOR ME. An ideal
And if it is through popu~ar music that
collection of songs for use in the home,
he learns to read and plaY, why not?
nursery, kindergarten and early primary
grades, beautifully illustrated. Contains
Having explored that avenue of the mo37 selections.
ment, he often moves on to the more
"serious" music, in his own time and
No. 158
Price $1.00
way.
At any music store or write us
Participation is valuable. Play a duet
with your child. Each of you learn your
Complete catalog on request
part at the same time, simply and openly. ;
The child can then observe how you
·work out yOUI'.part, while you watch his
425 So. Wabash Ave.
'Processes. This is more helpful than all
the tiresome speeches about how you
Chicago 5, III.
practiced for hows when you' :were a
child. And the delight of "ensemble" has
endless possibilities {or music_as well as
for human relationships.

2

NEW FASCINATING
MUSIC
BOOKS

PLAY FOR ME

SING TO ME

McKINLEY PUBLISHERS, INC.

World of Music
(Continued

from Page 613)

Light on the Problem
Our negative strains must be counterbalanced by the will to make effort in a
positive direction. To recognize early this
general tendency to run away,. and to
fill up the time with a11sorts of often
difficult jobs than the task 6n
~~~~, is to bring the problem out into
the light where it soon ceases to be a
purely personal fault.
d
The music teacher can, in a few wor s,
r htl refer to this fault, and can soon
~~IP break down the re~~stancesas the
pupil recognizes his fallmg. However,

[0

W. N. SPILLER ("The Musical Spiller"
of early _vaudeville .days), who was the
teacher of many- present day Negro- or~hestra musici~ns, died on September-2
m New York CIty. He was seventy-seven.
,Mr. Spiller was. co-director of the Spiller "SChool of. Music: He :as ~he lea.cter
of The MUSIcal.SpIllers, ~hICh clanns
the .hojnortOft be'tntg.thtehPI?nB~er
T~egr~
musica. ac
0 a am
e
Ig Ime.
Mr. SpIller was a member of the Negro
Actors' Guild .of America, Inc.
(Contm,/!-ed on Page 672)
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DOWN' BY THE'OtD-MILL
STREAM
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Forster Music: Publisher, Inc:.
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.Theodore Presser
.
As a Teacher
(Continued

from

Page 619)

assistanCe to be given the fingers and
wrists by the arms, shoulders, and back,
he did not encourage it. "Finger action"
and "wrist stroke" were terms in common use. He employed both. But he
stressed "deep down to the bottom of
the key" finger-pressure.
"Squeeze out
the juice," he would say, illustrating it.
"as wine from grapes." "Clean playing,"
"singing tone," "overlapping legato,"
were his demands. We were not taught
syncopated pedaling.

*

*
*

The Musical Idea First
The musical idea, the beauty and interest of a composition,
came before
the technical side. He was, however,
careful to teach only what a pupil could
master technically, with good finish. Instead of stupid five-finger exercises, he
taught Bach's "Two-Part Inventions" to
equalize the fingers and to bring up the
left hand. He taught Heller for phrasing,
Kullak for wrist octaves, and certain
Schumann and Beethoven works for
heavy chords with the forearms and
wrists. He taught little Chopin and few
salon pieces. However, he was guilty at
that time or writing a very variegated
set of variations upon Lowell Mason's
Nearer, My God, to Thee. This was forgivable, as in those days a large part of
the home exhibi tion music consisted of
"variations" in some form.
His understanding
of each pupil and
his personal kindness were marked and
constant. He knew that I had trouble
with higher mathematics
and therefore
he persuaded the faculty into accepting
a music diploma as one of the seven
single diplomas we had to have for our
degree. I gladly dropped math and took
on extra piano practice. He taught harmony at the seme lesson with piano,
making us analyze what we had played
in our piano compositions.
In our outdoor activities he was one
of us. When we climbed a mountain in
those days we wore dainty buttoned
boots, long, sweeping skirts, sailor hats
pinned on with dagger-like instruments.
At one mountain
picnic it rained in
torrents. Imagine
a bevy of "young
,~ladies" descending over slippery rocks,
holding up skirts with one hand, and
grabbing at trees with the other! Along
came Mr. Presser, helping with both
hands as many as could swing on.
Can the reader picture those placid
days when, if one was to be amused at
all, he had to make his own amusement?
The only mechanical
device was the
stereopticon, which soon became all too
stereotyped. There were no moving pictures, no phonographs,
no radios, and
no automobiles, In the warm weather we
were obliged to fall back upon picnics,
and Theodore Presser enjoyed nothing
more than picnics. He was bubbling over

*

*
*
*

*

*

wit~ fun and high spirits and eagerly
~walt~d the harmless, unescapable, comic
invasions of ants and hornets.
At Mr. Presser's students' concerts, the
larger programs were given perfectly
On~e he arranged The Ride of the val~
kyr.zes for three pianos, twelve hands, and
while we went ahead at breakneck speed
there ,-vas no muddling. That was mor~
than sixty years ago-we know Valkyrie
better. now; then it was a thrilling innovation.
It can be seen that in Mr. Presser's
teaching years he showed the traits that
marked his larger career, and while he
loved that work, his natural endowments were such that it was inevitable
for him to outgrow the bounds of his
modest nest and emerge a far-soaring
eagle.
The motto Charles Lewis Cocke chose
for bis Hollins College was "Lift up. thine
eyes." From such simplicity and high
thinking cary.e Theodore Presser to the
hurly-burly of Big Business.

What Is the Purpose
of Music Study?
(Continued

from Page 663)

have little meaning in themselves. They
are valuable only as a means of making
music. And to make music, he needs
the coordinated response of mind, soul,
heart, and (in last place) fingers. Just
how he is to perfect his fingers is a matter of individual necessity. Let him find
out what his weaknesses are and devise
means of correcting them. There is no
short-cut to technical accomplishment.
Also, there is a great deal more technical
accomplishment to be found than there
is penetrating musicianship.
"The youngster who wants a career in
art in order to make money is, of course,
far better out of professional music than
in it. The greatest musicians earned little. Only Mendelssohn and Meyerbeer
were in comfortable circumstances. Mozart, Haydn, Brahms knew want-Schubert died of it. Wagner was always in
need of money. Yet they managed to
express themselves without money! Rachmaninoff sold all his rights to his most
famous Prelude for fifty rubles (twentyfive dollars)! The publisher, of course,
made a fortune out of it. In later years,
a well-intentioned friend advised Rachmaninoff to issue a re-edition of the
work, making just enough change in it
to justify its appearing as a new workin which he could retain his rights. But
Rachmaninoff refused. He could have
used the money at that time; but he
knew he had nothing to change in the
musical significance of the Prelude and
could not bring himself to alter it mechanically. A purer, more consecrated
soul than Rachmaninoff never lived. That
is why he was a great musician; his finger-work, although supreme, was only
incidental!"
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The Twins Play a Duet
/''1 of;!he
Tommy and Teddy were rehearsing
a duet at their piano lesson. "Teddy,
you are not playing your rhythm correctly," said Miss Gray. "I am sorry
to interrupt, but you know if you stop
to find some of those chords you spoil
your rhythm."
"But it is not as bad a fault to
pause as it is to make real mistakes
the way Tommy does," answered
Teddy. "At least I don't think. so,"
he added.
"But you see,'; continued Miss Gray,
"pausing where there should not be
any pause is a mistake. It is a mistake in rhythm, and that spoils the
piece just as much as a wrong note
does. Sometimes it spoils it even
more. Suppose you were driving a car
in traffic and paused where you had
no right to do so, in front of a mov-

m Jordan
ing street car, for instance! What
then?"
"A wreck!" answered Teddy.
"Yes, and a bad one," added
Tommy.
"And in a piece of music the composer shows plainly where the player
can stop or pause and where he must
keep going, and where to go slower
and where to speed up. Now boys,
remember this week to follow all the
traffic signs- in the music, and be
sure of your notes so you will not
have to slow up in traffic."
"0 K," promised the boys, "We'll
know what notes to play and when
to play them. And then if we play
the duet well next week, can we play
it in the recital?" asked Teddy.
"Certainly, that is what I want you
to do," said Miss Gray.

The Army Nurse
/

/''1 gertrude greenl.a!'iJ1. Walker

B

ARBEMAY was very proud of
her sister Jean because she
was a Red Cross nurse and a
Lieutenant in the Army. Yes, a Lieu-tenant. And Barbemay made up her
mind that she was going to be an
Army nurse when she grew up, too.
Today she was very thrilled because
Jean was home on a ten-day leave.
When it was time for Barbemay to
practice, Jean came into the room to
listen. Jean liked music and played
very well and used to help her little
sister with her practice before she
went away. After playing a few scales
and arpeggios to get herself into a
musical mood, Barbemay started to
play her new piece. She did not know
it very well, but she liked it and
wanted to play it for Jean. As she
played on, Jean became more and
more annoyed. Finally she said, "Sis,
please concentrate on what you are
doing' because you are making lots of
668

for any kind of a career through accuracy' in music."
These remarks made Barbemay
very thoughtful. Even after she w~nt
to bed Jean's words kept recurring
in her mind. Finally she dreamed
she really was an Army nurse and
saw such a funny thing in the medicine chest. Hanging from hooks above
the bottles were rows and rows of
spoons in various sizes and shapes,
black and white. "They look exactly
like notes," she thought. Each bottle
was labeled with the directions. One
read "One-eighth teaspoonful to four
tablespoonfuls of hot water." Another read "TWOteaspoonfuls to exactly the same amount of water."
She was just pouring this out when
she heard, "Halt! You did not measure that dosage 1"
"No sir," she answered, somewhat
frightened, "but 1 am sure I could do
it by my eye. I have done it so many
times, you see."

Insignia worn by Army Nurses

Junior Etude Contest.
THE JUNIOR
ETUDE will award three attractive prizes each month for the neatest
d best stories or essays and for answers
to puzzles.Contest is open to all boys and
. Is under eighteen years of age.
gl~lass A, fifteen to eighteen years of
age; Class B, twelve to fifteen; Class C,
under twelve years.
Names of prize win~ers will appear on
th's page in a future Issue of THE ETUDE.
T~e thirty next best contributors will receivehonorable mention.
Put your name, age and class in which

Circle

Quiz No.2
1. How is the viola tuned?
2. In what country was the first
opera written?
3. How many thirty-second
notes
are there in a half note tied to
an eighth note?
4. When was Mozart born?
5. What is meant by poco a poco
6. What was Chopin's first name?
7. Who wrote The Star-Spangled
Banner?

8. What is a triplet?
9. What letters make the dominant
seventh chord in the key of D

Red Cross Afghans
Don't forget our wounded soldiers,
now reaching American shores in
greater numbers than ever before.
They need the Red Cross afghans to
use while they are in the military
hospitals. Make your knitted squares
four and one-half inches. Cut your
woolen-goods squares six inches (and
be sure to make them as exact as you
can) . Squares have recently been received from Mrs. Arthur Smith, Patti Carr, Helen James, Anna Eve~steen, Georgia MUllins, Elaine Wuerschmidt. Mrs. Ailine Alderson, Gladys
M. Stein.
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minor?
10. What is an interval?
(The next Quiz will appear in the
January issue)
(Answers

on this

page)

Answers to Quiz
1. Five tones lower than the violin, (A above
middle C is the highest string, then D above
middle C; G below middle C, and C, one octave
below middle C). 2. Italy. 3. Twenty. 4. In
1756.5. Little by little growing softer. 6. Frederic Francols. 7. Francis Scott Key wrote the
words. using an old English tune. 8. A group
of three notes havf ng the time-value of two.
9. A~C-sharpE-G. 10. The difference in
pitch between two tones.

A,i1umn

Leaves

by Edna M. Maull

Draw the form of a bare tree and
cut it out of brown blotting paper (as
large as. the paper will allow). Pin it
up on the studio wall. Each pupil designs and cuts out three oak leaves
fro.~ the various colors appropriate
to autumn leaves, marking them with
his own initials. Each leaf allowed to
be put on the tree (with pins) represents at least six good marks at
~music lessons.
Each acorn (also cut from brown
or green paper and initialed) represents five memorized pieces.
THE ETUDE

.---------JUILUARD

Pu~de

SCHOOL
OF
MUSIC--------.
ERNEST HUTCHESON,

you enter on upper left corner of your
paper, and put your address on upper
right corner of your paper.
Write on one side of paper only. Do
not use typewriters and do not have anyone copy your work for you.
Essay must contain not over one hundred and fifty words and must be received at the Junior Etude Office, 1712
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia 0), Pa.,
by the 25th of November.Results of contest will appear in February. No essay
contest this month. Puzzleappears below.

The first letter of each of the following words is the same as the last
letter of the preceding word. What
are the words?

INSTITUTE

•

President

ART

OF MUSICAL
Dean

GEORGE A. WEDGE,

Individual vocal and instrumental instruction.
Instruction in theory, composition and music education.
Diplomas and the B. S. and M, S. Degrees.
Catalog

011

request,

New York 27, N.Y.

Room 432

120 Claremont Avenue

~1JrQlrbrLmm ]t.atitutr of m.U~U

Answers to Change-a-Vowel
Pu:zle in August

a

1. Choir-Chair. 2. Space-Spice. 3. Reel-c-Real.
4. Piper-s-Paper.
5. Bar-e-Bur, 6. Solo-Sole.
7. Peel~Peel. 8. Jig-Jug.
9. Solo-Silo.
10.
Chord-s-Chard.
11. Line-Lane.
12. Rest-Rust.

Confers Bachelor of Music Degree, Master of Music Degree, Artist Diplorn
WARD LEWIS. Dean of the Faculty
BERYL RUBINSTEIN,
Mus. D.·,DirectOJ:
3411 Euclid Ave., .Cleveland,
o.
Charter Member of the National Association of Schools of

MUSIC

Pri:c Winners for
Change.a- Vowel, Pu~zle:
Class. A. Norman Tenenbaum

(Age

15), New Jersey.

1. A musical sound. 2. A sound returning from a distance. 3. A drama
set to music. 4. Stress on a certain
tone. 5. A simple chord of three tones.
6, The fifth degree of a scale. 7. Very
rapid alternation
of two tones. 8.
Small lines above or below the staff.
9. A sign of rhythmic silence.

Piano

Class B. Robert S. Lord (Age 14),
Massachusetts.
Class C. Lillian DuBose (Age 8),
Michigan.

- -- --
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A Revealing

New

Book in Two Parts

PARAGON OF RHYTHMIC COUNTING
FOR ALL RHYTHMS
PARAGON OF HARMONIZING

Music

DEAR JUNIOR
ETUDE:
.
Th
I want you to know how much .1 eru oy
e
Etude. It is my favorite magazrne.
I J:la~e
ill Clas8 B)
taken piano lessons for seven yea.rs and violin
Piano music to me Is a haven of rest. relaxaone year so the articles and pieces In The
tion. contentment. comfort. rind joy. It is dl!!'l- Etude prbve to be a great help to me in my
music study. 1 especially enjoy the Jumo.r
cult to believe that. with the correct technic,
Etude and read it every month
this instrument can produce such marvelous
From your friend.
tones. Having taken piano lessons for a nu~MARGARET
GOODMAN
(Age ~2),
ber of years, I believe I have benef\te~ In
North Carolma.
many ways from my study. I feel I have given
enjoyment. through piano music. to myself. my Dear Junior Etude:
..
d
Httl
I h e a one-eighth size 'vi oliri an. a I e
teacher, and my audience. Many people have
'iVtove to see a violin and hear It played,
asked me why I like piano music an~ why I b
made of seventy pieces. of wood put
take piano lessons. Having thought thts ques- t
ther wlth glue and varlllshed. I have
tion over in my mind very carefully. I now bOg; studying the violin for less than a year
answer as follows: My purpose in studying
I hope to play beautifully ~ome da~.
piano is to bring the world a small step closer ~iS is a picture of me and my sister pla;}~
to the beauty and warmth that lie in the
ing our Violi'From your friend,
..
wonderful study of music.
..
Elliot B. Levinson (Age 6), nunote
Dorrett Burstein (Age 13), California

(Prize

decrescendo?

mistakes. It would be a good thing if
you were in the army, because one of
the army's rules is, "There are two
ways of doing a thing.c a right way
and a wrong way. If you cannot do it
the right way, do not do it at all!'"
"Why Jean!" exclaimed Barbemay.
"How can you apply that rule to me?"
"Easy, Sis," replied Jean. "1 hear
lots of mistakes in your whole-tone
passage; you are not counting correctly-you are giving your half notes
and dotted quarter notes any value
you please, and that throws your
rhythm all out. That is not the way
the composer wrote the piece and
you must learn to be correct and exact. If 1. gave my sOldier-patients
their, medicine with that hit-or-miss
system I WOuld.be discharged from
the Army at once, and that would be
a disgrace. Accuracy in nursing is an
absolute requirement and you can
begin to train yourself in accuracy

"Guesswork does not go in the
Army. You are ... "
Just as she thought she was hearing the fatal word "discharged" she
woke up, hearing her mother call
"Time to get up."
'
"Yes, Mother," she answered. Continuing aloud to herself she said,
"Believe me, I am going to concentrate today and count when I practice. No more average counting for
me. Not for me. Jean can't mix medicines by guesswork and she's rightI can't play mustc by guesswork. It
Just- does not sound right."
"Gracious me, how you talk,"
laughed her mother, "but you seem
to have the right idea on accuracy
and concentration. Of course. we all
have to form habits of doing things
correctly; otherwise things would get
all twisted up. Remember this little
thought-it
is a good adage: 'Habit
is a cable and we weave its strands
each day.'''
That night Jean said, "Come on,
Sis, I'll help you straighten out your
difficult piece so it will sound like
something! "
"It's not difficult. And besides, I
have straightened it out myself. 1
practiced it today while you were out
and I remembered what you said
about guesswork and the two ways
of doing things, the wrong way and
the right way. I'll play it for yon now
the right way."
And she did. Jean did not believe
such improvement was possible in
such a short time.

Winner

applied to

FOUR KINOS

OF HARMONIZATIONS

Send for explanatory
circular
EFFA ELLIS PERFIELD
103 East 86th St. (Park Ave.) New York City
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CatheIine
Levinson (Age 10)
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Change-a.Vowel
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Grace Fourney, Marjorie ~offeld. Iris
Ma~, Jeanne' Axselrod, Catherme M. F?y.
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Elliot Levinson
(Age 6)
.

Class A. Amy Kaztmba (Age 16),
Wisconsin.
Class C. Arthur Sibberns (Age 10),
New Jersey.
DEARJUN10RETUDE:
.
In the past I have been lazy with my plano
lessons and I have seemed not to care ~hat
came of it. But now after readin~ the artic1.es
in The Etude and in' The Junior Etude. I have
taken an interest in it and I now I~k -.f~-;ward
to playing the more "grown-up pieces.
From your friend.
MARYGRACEFOUR.N~Y,
West Virginia.

WESLEY AN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC-A
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THE COVER :FOR THIS MONTH-$ince a
monthly magazine is not produced on
the same schedules as daily newspapers
or eeen the weekly news magazines, it
is seldom possible when writing material
for a monthly magazine to know just
what conditions will be when the matter
reaches the eyes of the readers of the·
magazine.
At the moment of this writing the
Russian soldiers are valiantly fighting
through Poland, and elsewhere are rolling the enemy back across their own
borders, and on the western front other
allied forces are breaking into the enemy's homeland. The hope is that continuous and notable victories on both the
western and eastern fronts will achieve
the total victory that will bring peace to
war-torn Europe.
One of the best loved songs of World
War II sings that there will be "blue
birds over the white cliffs of Dover," and
besides this what could -be more significant of a reign of peace than a sleigh
ride in Russia. This exhilarating winter
diversion Russia's great master composer, Tschaikowsky, endeavored to give
in a miniature tonal picture in his descriptive piano composition November,
which also is known as Troika or the
Sleigh Ride.

l

So, on the cover of this issue we give
you a well-known Philadelphia commercial artist's conception of such a Russian
sleigh ride as was the inspiration of the
Tschaikowsky composition. The artist has
had his name before ETUDEreaders on
other covers in past years. He is Wilmer
S. Richter.
CHRISTMAS
MUSIC-THEODORE
PRESSER
Co.
has made country-wide mailings of its
.folders on Christmas music, but should
any reader of this paragraph who is interested in Christmas music want to receive these folders, we feel sure it will be
helpful to that reader were he or she to
send a postal request immediately for
copies of these folders.
We cannot stress too strongly the need
for avoiding a last-minute rush to get
music for any Christmas church serVices,
Sunday School exercises, school entertainments, and radio or other special
Christmas programs. Every effort is being made to avoid all possible delay in
supplying. requested ,music, but the shortage of experienced help and the inability
to replenish stocks quickly either because
of WPB paper restrictions or because the
printers and binders are just overwhelmed with work, make it far more
preferable that orders for Christmas
music be made several weeks in advance
of the time set for first rehearsals.
THEODORE
PRESSERCo. stocks embrace
the music of all publishers and all classifications-cantatas,
anthems, solos, duets,
and organ nwnbers for special Christmas
church services-are represented in these
stocks. Sunday School services, choral
collections, and Christmas operettas and
musical plays, as well as a wide choice
of piano pieces and children's songs for
pupils recitals and Sunday School or
public school Christmas entertainments,
are at the disposal of those wishing, to
use the direct-mail service of the THEODOREPRESSERCo. for their Christmas
music. These stocks, in othel words, are
replete with publications to meet every
Christmas musical need and suit every
taste.
Just address any order or any request
for free folders on Christmas music to
THEODOREPRESSERCo., 1712 Chestnut
street, Philadelphia 1, Pa.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTES
A Monthly Bulletin of Interest to all Music Lovers
i

plement contains useful modulating Interludes to all intervals, a feature in itself which will make this book a possession to be prized.
The response to previously PUblished
announcements of this work's fcrthcom;
ing publication indicates that there is a
real demand for a book of this type. A
single copy may be ordered now for
delivery, when published, at the Advance
of Publication cash price, 50 cents, postpaid.

READTHIS ANDSING! (Teacher's Manual)
by Clyde R. Dcngler, Mus. Doc.-In
all
probability copies of this book will be
fying instrumental renditions of hymns
and gospel songs, indulging in neither ready some time this month, but until
ornate nor florid passages contrary to copies are delivered by the bindery we
the mood of the hymns such as would be will continue the special Advance of Pubbeyond the technical ability of .the av- lication cash price offer, $1.00, postpaid.
erage player. The average church organ- However, this offer will be withdrawn the
ist will find these transcriptions well day copies are sent to advance subscribers and all orders will be accepted
within his or her abilities.
While the book is in preparation orders under these conditions.
All of the books in this list are in
There has been such a demand for
will
be accepted for a single copy to a
preparatiou for publication.
The
copies of this book .since the STUDENT'S
subscriber
at
the
low
Advance
of
PUblilow Advauce Offer Cash Prices ap_
BOOKwas placed -on sale that every effort
cation cash price of 50 cents, postpaid.
Ply only to orders placed NOW.
is being. made to complete the printing
Delivery (postpaid) will be made
MANUAL
as
when the books are published.
CLASSICAND FOLK MELODIES, In the and binding of the TEACHER'S
soon as possible. The practical material
Paragraphs describiwg each P11b_
First Position. For Cello and Piano, by
lication: appear on these pages.
Charles Krane-When beginning students presented by this work should prove especially valuable to chorus and choir singof the cello were mostly more mature
The Child Handel-Childhood
Days- of
players who previously had mastered the ers and the thirty-six lessons are so
Famous Composers-for
Piano Pupils
violin, there was not a great demand for arranged as to provide an excellent
Coit and Bampton
.20
collections
of easy cello music. Today, course for classes in stngfng. Every earChoral Preludes for the Organ. Boch- Kroft . .50
Classic and Folk Melodies in the First
with so many taking up the cello in their nest student and every thinking teacher
Position for Cello and Piano ..... Krane
.60
will find much of intrest in this work.
early school years, teachers constantly
Lawrence Keating's Second Junior Choir
. are searching for attractive early g.rade
Book
My Piano Book. Port Three
Richter
.35
material, such as piano and violin stu- NUTCRACKERSUITE by P. I. TsdwikowNutcracker
Suite-Piano
Duet
sky, Arranged for Piano Duet by Wmilllll
dents enjoy playing.
Tschaikowsky-Felton
1.01)
This new book contains a well-selected 1\01. Felton-Here is a duet arrangement of
Organ Transcriptions of Favorite Hymns
Kohlmann
.. 50
group of classic and folk melodies ar- one of the most popular orchestral suites
Peer Gynt Suite-A
Story with Music for'
ranged by Mr. Krane especially for young ever written. The original orchestral ver~
Piano
Grieg-Richter
.30
Piano Pieces for Pleasure
Wilfiams
beginners on the cello. Piano accompani- sian has lost nothing. at the hands of the
.60
Practical Keyboard Modulation
Peery
.50
ments are supplied so that the players skilful arranger, William M. Felton, who
Read This and Sing!-Teacher's
Monual
may use them as first recital pieces, and has reduced the harmonic structures and
Dengler
1.00
each piece is carefully annotated for the variety of color with remarkable
Reverenfiol Anthems
Baines
effect. Mr. Felton has kept the rna ierial
.(,I) •
Twelve Famous Songs-Arr.
for Piano
study and practice.
Twenty
Piano
Duet TranscrIptions
of
within a comfortable range of difficulty
Among
the
numbers
included
are
an
Favorite Hymns
Kohlmann
.60
Air by Bach; the old French folk song so that the parts may be interchanged.
Au Clair de la Lune; November, a Bo- The arrangements are for students beORGANTRANSCRIPTIONSOF FAVORITE hemian folk song;. Brahms' Lullaby and tween grades four and six. The duets not
HYMNS, by Clarence Kohlmann-There is folk songs from Dutch and Russian only provide interesting recital material
only one danger in a publisher under- wurces. Twelve such pieces lI).akeup" the for advancing pupils, but also offer enjoyment for music hours at home. The
.
taking the placing on the market of a contents.·
Before pUblication, an opportuI1ity is entire suite is included: Overture, March,
book of this character, and that is that
Dance of the Candy Fairy,
Russian
many church organists will start asking afforded teachers to become acquainted
for such organ transcriptions
on all with this practical new book when it is Dance, Arabian Dance, Chinese Dance.
hynms for which they must play organ published by placing orders for single Dance of the Reed Pipes, and the Waltz
accompaniments in the course of a year. copies at the special Advance of Publi- of the Flowers.
Prior to publication a single copy of
This, of course, would mean a publishing cation cash pripe, 60 ·cents, postpaid.
Mr. Felton's version of THE NUTCRACKER
program beyond that which present-day
limited paper supplies as well as limited PRACTICALKEYBOARDMODULATION- SUITEmay be ordered at the special Ad~
music engraving facilities would permit. For Class, Private, or Self Instruction, by vance of' Publication cash price of $1.00,
This album will provide for the organist Rob Roy Peery-Modulating from the key postpaid.
twenty different favorite hymns tran- of one composition to another without
scribed for instrumental rendition in a marring the melodic and harmonic effect CHORALPRELUDESFOR THE ORGANby
smooth, effective and musicianly fashion, of the compositions involved is an ac- Johann Sebastian Bach, Compiled, Revised
avoiding the handicaps met when read- complishment that too few pianists and and Edited by Edwin Arthur Kraft-It is
ing from· the vocal score as provided in organists have. Modulation is easy for with special pleasure that we announce
the average hymn book. These are tran- those students who have had a highly the forthcoming addition of this excelscriptions which make very acceptable integrated course in theory and who have lent book to the Presser Collection. Orinstrumental solos or background instru- had harmony with their piano study.
ganists who are familiar with the mumental music through some portions of
Dr. Peery's book briefly and concisely sicianly editorial job done by Mr. Kraft
a religious service. In practically all cases shows the most musical way of passing on the EIGHTSHORTPRELUDES
ANDFUGUES
the transcriptions are in the keys in from one key to another by harmonic FORTHEORGAN
by Bach will be delighted
which the hymns usually are sung, and progressions pleasing to the ear. The book to know that his distinguished workmanthus they will lend themselves to use as presumes little knowledge of harmony
ship also will be noted in this volume.
organ accompaniments to the sinRing of therefore it is m9st desirable for th~
The CHORAL
PRELUDES
by Johann Sebasthese hymns either by a soloist or the beginner or the amateur pianist. In six- tian Bach are among the supreme works
congregation.
teen chapters this volume discusses scale for the organ. Sturdy examples of the
The arranger is noted for his gifts in members, intervals, triads, dominant and Master's achievements, devotional and
presiding at the organ for the famous diminished seventh chords, inversions, profoundly beautiful in content, they
Ocean
Grove Tabernacle
Meetings major and minor modes, parallel keys, stand among the great in music. Now, in
throughout each ~ummer., and in years and modulating with a - melody. Each t~e publication here announced, they
of playing at Ocean· Grove in church chapter includes illustrative modulations WIll appear in splendid new adaptations
services and at evangelistic meetings he to twelve different keys;· making in all to modern instruments, with fingering,
has developed a facility for very satis- 132 carefully prepared models. The sup- pedalling, and registrations provided by
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THE ETUDE

aster craftsman of our time. Among. volunteer choir. There is a limited able piano transcriptions, well within Whitefield Chadwick's musical creations
~h:eighteen ehorals in~lud.ed wi~lbe-the amount o~ solo work. The solo .passagea the capabilities Of those who can master for Walter Browne's imaginative drama,
ly Liebster Jeeu, Wlr situi hier ; Alle are so written that if a choir does not third and fourth grade music. This col- Everywoman;
and Lehman Engel's at,
Iave
Menschen mussen. sterben; I.c}~ r~f zu have suitable sole voices, the passages leetio~. well .mertta
a place in every mospheric music for Shakespeare's Imd· Herr Jesu Christ; In dulcl1Ubll0;
In
mortal_Hamlet.
One of the greatest of
ma~ be sung by an entire section of the American home.
choir.
d~;' ut Freude; and Herzlich thut mich:
In order to introduce this fine volume all such scores, however, is that which
REVERENTIAL
ANTHEMS
contains many of to readers of THE ETUDE,we will accept Edvard Grieg provided for the notable
verlangen.
prior to publication, an order for a the author's favorites besides a.few new orders now for single copies at the special PEERGYNTby Hendrik Ibsen. It is music
mg1e copy of CHORALPRELUDES
FORTHE numbers composed especially for it The Advance of Publication cash price, 60 which immeasurably heightens the mood
~RGAN
may be placed at the special Ad- choir director will find appropriate an- cents, postpaid. Delivery will be made of an already magnificent example of
the dramatist's art.
vance of pU~licatio~ cash .price of 50 them~ for general use as well as special when the 'book is published.
The suitability of this music for confor Christmas, Lent, and
cents, postpaId. DellV~ry .wIll be made selections
immediately after publication.
Easter with Scriptural texts predomi- LAWRENCEKEATING'S SECONDJUNIOR cert performance, and its countless hearnating.
CHOIR BOOK-This collection of num- ings in diverse arrangements during the
The price of the book is well within bers for junior choirs results from the year have resulted in a popularity almost
THE CHILD HANDEL-Childhood Day, 01
the reach of the average church budget already established popularity of its pred- without parallel. However, it remained
FamortS Composers-by
Lottie
Ellsworth
KEATING'S JUNI03. for Ada Richter to discover its possibilCoitand Ruth Hampton-With the publica- for music. In order that choir directors ecessor, LAWREN{::E
ities, in conjunction with the original
tion of this delightful little book, an in- may secure an introductory copy each at CHOIRBOOK.Founded on a thorough undrama, as material for her successful
derstanding
of
the
special
requirements
a
saving,
we
are
happy
to
offer
a
single
formative and engagmg addition will be
Story with Music series, and to make of
of
junior
choir
work,
it
contains
a
splencopy
at
the
Advance
of
Publication
cash
made to this interesting series of works
them the delightful book offered here.
for children on the lives of the masters. price of 25 cents, postpaid, to each per- did new assortment of useful anthems
and responses, melodious in content, The story of the play, as retold in simAs in the other books in the series, this son ordering now.
churchly in quality, and marked with ple language, will appeal to young readone also will be founded on the childhood
ers, while the adaptation of the score for
activities of its hero, in this case Georg PIANO PIECES FOR PLEASURE,by Jolm appeal for singers and listeners alike.
LAWRENCEKEATING'SSECONDJUNIOR third grade pianists will provide authenFriedrich Handel. The music will be 1\1. Williams-In this new volume Mr. WilCHOIRBOOKwill be made up of more tic musical interest to the story when
beautifUlly illustrated. Included will be liams presents a collection of enjoyable
read. The titles of the various numbers
than
thirty special two-part arrangeexcerpts from such Handel compositions recreation numbers with an interest for
in this Story with Music edition of PEER
ments
for
young
voices,
adaptable
for
all who are capable of playing third grade
as The Harmonious Blacksmith, Minuet
GYNT are: Morning Mood; In the Hall
music. The book will appeal especially to use by girls alone or by treble voice choirs of the Mountain King; Ingrid's Plaint;
in F, Hornpipe, and Hallelujah Chorus.
including boys with unchanged voices.
those
"grown-up"
students
who
have
Aside from its uses as recreational
They also will be effective for use with Solveig's Song; Ase's Death;' Arab Dance;
passed the beginners' stage. PIANOPIECES
material, this little book wlll be adaptable
women's voices. The contents will include Peer Gynt's Return Home; and Anitra's
well may be considered a
to recital purposes in two ways. One sug- FORPLEASURE
a variety of original -works from Mr. Dance.
BEGINNERS'Keating's pen, along with a generous
gestion is thn t the teacher read the story sequel to Mr. Williams' OLDER
An order for a single copy of this book
aloud to the audience while, at desig- PIANOBOOK.
number of adaptations from the works may be placed now at the special AdTeachers who are familiar with Mr. of Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, Franck, vance of Publication cash price of 30
nated points, the younger pupils play
By YEAR"series of piano Gounod, Grieg" Haydn, Mendelssohn, cents, postpaid.
the music. An attractive miniature stage Williams' "YEAR
depicting a famous event in the compos- instruction books will delight in this vol- Mozart and Schubert.
er's life, could be set up for observation ume of pieces for entertainment and diWhile this book is being made ready STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,
during the performance. Directions for version. The collection has been compiled for the market, a single copy may be MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC.
this are included in the book. A second with the author's wonted care for the ordered at the special Advance of Publi- REQUIRED BY THE ACTS OF CONGRESS
OF AUGUST 24, 1912, AND
details of editing, phrasing, fing.ering, cation cash price of 25 cents, postpaid.
plan is for a short dr:!.matized performMARCH 3, 1933
Of THE ETUDE, published Monthly at Phitaance of the story itself by the older and pedaling. The new arrangements indelphia, Pennsyrvania, for October 1, 1944.
clude classic and contemporary piano TWENTYPIANO DUET TRANSCRIPTIONS State
pupils, while the music is interpolated.
of pennsYlVaniatss
County
of Philaderphia.
.
compositions,
transcriptions
from
songs,
Single copies of THE CHILDHANDEL
may
OF FAVORITE HYJllNS,by Clarence Koltl~ Before me,
a Notary Pu lie in and for the State
symphonic
and
operatic
arrangements,
now be ordered at the low Advance of
mann-The
publication of Mr. Kohland county aforesaid, personally appeared
Publication cash price of 20 cents, post~ hymns, and Christmas carols. Here are mann's several volumes of CONCERTHenry E. Baton, who, having been duly sworn
according to law, deposes and says that he is
paid. Delivery will be made upon pUbli- a few of the many favorites which appear TRANSCRIPTIONS
OF FAVORITE
HYMNS for the President of the Theodore Presser Comin
this
volume:
Melody
of
Love
by
Enpany, pUblishersof THE ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE
piano solos has resulted in a persistent
cation.
and that the following is, to the best of his
gelmann; Last Night by Kjerulf; The demand for
similar volume for piano knowledge and belief, a true statement of the
Marines' Hymn; Ethelbert Nevin's Gonownership. management, etc., of the aforesaid
duet,
and
in
response
to
this
demand
we
MY
PIANO BOOK-Purt Three-by Alia
publication for the date shown in ilie above
caption, required by the Act of August 24.
Richter-Many teachers
have achieved doliers; Theme from Symphony No.5 by are preparing for the early release of this
Tschaikowsky;
Schubert's
By the Sea; new collection of duets by the same ar1912. as amended by the Act of March 3, 1933,
outstanding success with children of the
embodied in section 537, Postal Caws and
Chopin's Fantasie-Impromptu;
Trtiuranger.
Regulations, printed on ilie reverse of this form
after-kindergarten-age
by using Ad3.
merei by Schumann; Abide with Me;
This book will not duplicate the con- to wit:
Richter's My PIANOBOOK,Parts One and
. 1. That .the names a;nd adC!ressesof the pubtents of any of Mr. Kohlmann's solo hsher,
editor, managmg edltor, and business
Two. Mrs. Richter has extended this val- and Holy, Holy, Holy.
A
single
copy
may
be
ordered
now,
at
collections. However, it will contain
managers are:
uable sequence by presenting My PIANO
Publisher
Theodore Presser Company, PhitaBOOK,PARTTHREE,which has been writ- the special Advance of Publication cash hymns equally as well known and surely
delphia, Pennsylvania.
price
of
60 cents, postpaid.
will
become
an
established
favorite
for
Editor
James
Francis Cooke, Llanberris
Rd.
ten as material for a second full year of
Bara~Cynwvd, Pennsytvania.
church and home uses. The arrang.er has Managing
piano study. It is a continuation of the
Editor None.
Manager None.
interesting and sound pedagogical prin- TWELVE FAMOUSSONGS, Arranged as confined himself to proper keys for con- Business
2. That the owners are:
ciples established in the earlier volumes. Piano Solos-Just as piano solo arrange- gregational singing so that these tranTheodore Presser Company,
Philadelphia,
P(!nnsylvania.
This new book contains much original ments of themes from the great sym~ scriptions may be used effectively as ac- The
Presser Foundation, Philadelphia,
Penn·
companiments
for
_singing
if
desired.
material presented in that dynamic style phonies and concertos, arias and chorsylvania.
Estate of Theodore Presser, PhUaderphia, Penn~
so characteristic of Mrs. Richter. Also uses from the standard operas, caught Among the contents are: Abide With Me;
syLvania.
Work, for the Night Is Coming; Nearer,
included are arrangements
of melodies the fancy of players of moderate attainJames Francis Cooke, Ltanberris Rd., BataMy God, to Thee; Rock of Ages; 0 PerCynwyd, Pennsytvania.
ments
so
too
have
pianistic
arrange~
children like; and appropriate adapta3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees.
fect Love;
When Morning
Gilds the
tions of studies and classics. As in all of ments' of popular ~ongs been cordially
and other security holders owning or holding
1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds,
her literature for children, the author welcomed. All toa frequently a smooth Skies; and fourteen others.
mortgages. or oilier securities are: None.
To be asured of a first-from-the-press
stimulates interest
and enjoyment in pianistic rendition is not feasible. fro~
That the two paragraphs next above, giv~
copy, place your order now at the special ing4.ilie
names of the owners, stockholders, and
the
song
version
as
the
melody
line
~s
piano playing and at the same time
security holders, if any. contain not only the
Advance
of
Publication
cash
price
of
60
bUilds a foundation for thorough musi- not always to be found in the accompal1l- cents, postpaid. The sale is limited to the list of stockholders and security holders as they
appear upon the books of the c(}mpanybut also,
cianship. The book is attractively iiIus- roent, and pianists are not accustomed
united States and its possessions.
in cases where the stockholder or security
to reading from three staves.
trated.
holder appears upon the books of the company
The
songs
that
have
been
selected
for
as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation,
In advance of publication a single copy
PEER GYNT,by Ed"ard Grieg, A Story ."irk
the name of the person or corporation for whom
ffiJ.y be ordered at the special Advance this volume are from the catalog, of The Music lor Piano. Arranged by Ada Richter-- such trustee is acting, is given; also iliat ilie
said two paragraphs contain statements em~
of Publication cash price of 35 cents, John Church Co., long noted as The Some of the most forceful and telling
bracing affiant's full knowledge and belief as
House Devoted to the Progress of Ameri~
postpaid.
to the circumstances and conditions under
contributions
to
the
world's
dramatic
litcan Music. Almost everyone has heard
which stockholders and security holders who
erature have been the incidental musical do not appear upon the books of the company
REVERENTIAL ANTHEMS-by
William over the radio, in concert and recital, backgrounds for certain of the great
as trustees, hold stock and securities In a
capacity other than that of a bona fide owner;
B:lilles-For years William BJ.ines has Nevin's Mighty Lak' a Rose; The Green plays. Among the outstanding works of and
this affiant has no reason to believe that
Cathedral by Carl Hahn; Reginald De~
been regarded as an unusually successful
any other person. association, or corporation
this
kind
are
Mendelssohn's
delightful
Koven's fine setting of Kipling's poem
has any interest direct or indirect in the said
composer of interesting
and singable
score for Shakespeare's A Midsummer
stock, bonds, or oilier securities than as so
anthems. Directors of v61unteer choirs Recessional; the favorite ballad "I'll
by him.
Take You Home Again, Kathl~en;
an.d Night's- Dream; the lovely music by Bizet stated(Signed)
HENRY E. BATON, ·President
will be delighted to learn of the excellent
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 29th
Cesar Franck's magnificent Pants Angell- for Alphonse naudet's play L'Arlesienne;
new collection of Mr. Baines' anthems
and Schubert's masterly background for day of September, 1944.
'
SEAL
ALBERTA M. ALLEN,
«!'S.
Which will be published soon.
Helmina von Chez¥:s .Rosamunde. Notavolume,
these
truly
No.tary
Public
""'Here, in this
examples are '. George
The contents of the new collection are
(My commission expires Jan. 5, 1947).
be presented in play- ble American
well within th,e abilities of the average famous songs will
671
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Punctuation Enhances
Musical Beauty
(Continued

from Page 618)

singing tone: fingers close to the keys. For
instance, apply this to the second section
of Chopin's Impromptu in A-flat, Op. 29

26"

Ex.7

J.

t

~tl_V
the last note of each phrase is much
shorter than the last note of each phrase
in the two preceding, examples, as the
tempo is faster. And in the theme of the
last movement of Beethoven's "Sonata,
Op. 14, No.2" ,

'---<'
the Iast :note of_each little phrase is
practically staccato, as the tempo is very
fast. The up-and-down wrist motions
(which must not be exaggerated) are Indicated by arrows.
This presupposes that all the printed
phrase marks in the various editions of
piano music are musical, natural, and
tasteful. Unfortunately, that is not the
At first practice the right hand alone in case. Although some editions contain exthis manner. The melody begfns with a cellent fingerings and fine expression and
long phrase, followed by a shorter one. phrasing marks, many editions tpartdcThe slurs indicate the phrases. We have ularly of the classics) in many places
indicated the down-coming of the wrist have unnatur~l~ unmus~cal phrase mar~s.
on the first note of each phrase by the - A good, musicianly .plano teach7r WIll
and the up-coming correct such unmusical marks in the
down_.pornt·In g arro
. w,
'1'
d th
·1 h ld th
of the wrist on the last note of each pupi e copy, an . e PUPI s au
en
phrase by the up-pointing arrow. At the follow. the corrections.
fourth bar we have put a little comma
Every you~g piano st~dent should study
between C and B-natural, which means and memo!'lze every piece ~arefully. At
"take a little off the time-value of the C first practice slowly and Wlth?~t pedal
....--g.
separate it from the B-natural," in for a week or ten days, emphasizing corthe manner described before, as if the rect notes, correct. rhythm, good tone,
bar were written thus:
and .proper fingering. Then study the
contour of each phrase. Try to find the
culmination-point (or points) of each
phrase. Feel which note or chord the
phrase leads to or goes away from, and
thus introduce the shading and coloring
into the piece. Then add the pedal. As
Do the same in the sixth bar between you gradually increase the speed and
C and D-flat thus:
feel the rhythmic swing of the piece, you
finally put your whole soul into the perEx.S
formance, giving a real interpretation.
1
But during this entire process, from the
"If'
very beginning, attend to your "punctuation," observe. the "commas, semicolons,
Go on through the entire section, apply- and periods" in your music, and your
ing this procedure, making graceful sepa- performance will not only be emotional
rations between the phrases,-yet feeling and expressive-as it should be-but also
that the phrases hang together "in spirit," intelligent,-as it also should be.
thus producing a coherent "whole." Later
add the left-hand part, which also should
be played with close touch. Then add
shading and pedal. Although in this section of the Impromptu
we apply legato
or syncopated pedal, (which means that
the sound of one harmony is connected
with the sound of the next harmony),
(Continued from Page 622)
do not forget:-phrasi.ng
will "sound
through~' the pedal. Even through the essentially classical character is subliquid sound of the pedal we can hear the merged. Here Rachmaninoff's harmonic
separation. So do not think that where texture destroys in part the rhythmic
connecting pedaling is used, we need not vitality of the original, and his perattend to phrasing. Indeed, we must do formance, with its extended ritards-not
our punctuation all the more religiously! specified by Bach-often lend a romantic
This treatment should be applied con- character to the music which does not
scientiously to all the thousands of belong. However, the playing of the
legato-themes in music. So, for instance, noted pianist is technically secure and
in the second theme of Chopin's Fan- tonally admirable. As a memento of the
taisie-Impromptu
pianist, this disc will undoubtedly appeal
to his many admirers, although we susEx.6
pect very few pianists will feel impelled
to play. this arrangement themselves.
Of the seven movements to tile works,
Rachmaninoff has selected only three
shorten the F in the second bar, and for his transcription-the
Prelude, the
separate it from the A-flat. And so on Gavotte en Rondeaux, and the final
through the whole melody.
Gigue.
..l

,.

I

"if·

~--r=
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Wagner on Records
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his life constantly refreshed by that
stimulating intercourse!
Lest you think that my remarks thus
far may be intended as a sales-ta:Ik to
promote the piano industry, I hasten to
remind you that there will be practically
no pianos available, except to plutocrats,
(Continued from Page 636)
for the duration. And I am constrained
to call the attention of those teachers
who have achieved all their fine results
was regarded as a means of improvi~g with but one piano, to the fact that,
sight-reading, and as having good .dzs- after all, no pupil can play on two pianos
ciplinary value in learning to keep time. at the same time. And all that needs to
The distinction between time and be done in the way of technical develop;
rhythm was not clearly understood by ment and musical understanding can be
pedants of the aldthe stradght-facket
. accomplished by the teacher and student
school, high-finger, goose-step pedagogy. at one instrument.
Time as we all know, is of the letter,
It is only too true that we cannot make
while' rhythm grow's out of the spirit. outstanding musicians out of more than
"The letter killeth but the spirit giveth a ·limited percentage of our students.
life" as the Scriptures tell us. Time is
,
however successful he may
mathematics
which must be calcu 1a t ed . Everyteacher,
t
appear to be, has to cope with What
Rhythm is emotion and is related
a Ernest Hutcheson calls the "Rank and
feelin g and expression. Let it be underVile" of his class. But we can help each
stood by those ultra-modernists who one to a higher appreciation of the finer
would model their performances on a things, teach everyone the unescapable
riveting-machine standard, that espres- relationship of cause and effect, and
siva is not based on an express train
.
tabl e.'Sh uc p 1·
timeaymg 1e ads one to "hitch his wagon to the star" of orderly
sympathize with the artist who was procedure.
asked about one of those rapid-fire
We can best accomplish these things
· -gun prams
. . t s an d what he by an ever amiable approach. The forGa t1mg
thought of his execution. He replied: HI bearance of a leader who says, "Come,
am in favor of it."
let us do this together," gets better re.
t wo-plano
.
playing has sults than the exactions of an oppressive
However, SInce
come into vogue, there has been a de- boss, provided there is no compromise in
velopment definitely related to the high- the matter of standards, and that the
est forms of artistry. Meanwhile the teacher never loses his sense of properteacher who has two pianos at his tion or his sense of humor.
disposal has found the second instruTact is an important asset in the
ment a veritable fountain of refreshteacher's equipment. The father's reply
ment and stimulation in establishing to his son's inquiry as to what is meant
mood, spirit, tone color, and dynamic by the term "diplomatic phraseology," is
vitality-thence,
exploring the rich field to the point: "Well," said he, "if a young
of creative imagination and intepretative
man declared to his girl friend. "The
sun stands still as I gaze in to your
eloquence.
Some folks object to this means of countenance,' that would be diplomatic
communicating the essential spirit of phraseology-and
would have quite a
music to the pupil on the ground that it different effect than if he said: 'Your
vitiates the student's individuality. But face would stop a clock!'"
I contend that all growth and expansion
But the sun does not stand still, for
depend upon absorption and accretion. Time Marches On, and we must keep
The seed draws its nourishment from abreast of it and use every means availthe ground, the moisture in the air, and able to lead our pupils into higher realms
the sun in the heavens. Tennyson has of achievement. Whether we use one or
Ulysses say: "I am a part of all that I two pianos is of little account if we are
have met."
really creating in our pupils a more
Masterpieces
have never been prosensitive comprehension of the beautiful,
duced by men who have had no masters.
and a richer understanding
of the
Beethoven achieved his great creations splendid epportunitdes and possibilities of
because of Haydn and Mozart, and Schu- life.
mann said of Bach: "He is my fatherconfessor to whom I go with bowed head
in the morning for his blessing, and at
night with contrite heart for absolution
and benediction."
.
Another advantage of a second piano
is that it provides many a teacher with
opportunities for keeping up his own
(Continued from Page 665)
playing, when a heavy teaching schedule
would otherwise crowd out any personal
work at the keyboard. This has been
l\'IOISSAYE BOGUSLAWSKI,
noted contrue in my own case. After ten hours of cert. pianist and head of the Boguslawski
teaching there is little physical or nerve College of Music in Chicago, died in
energy left for repertoire practice, and that city on August 30. In addition to
although I have done no practicing for his distinguished concert and teaching
a great many years, my technical com- career he was the developer of a method
mand is sufficient ·to enable me to illus- of musical therapeutics as a mind retrate any phase of technique or re- storer for insanity.
pertoire for my pupils. The fact that I
kept up my own practice and stUdy long
WILLIAM STRASSER,
composer, conpast middle life, acquainting myself with ductor, editor, teacher, died on July 6,
every new presentation in the onward on Long Island, New York. Born in Hunmarch of musical evolution, and kept my gary, in 1875,Mr. Strasser studied under
ears and mind open for all that was Gruen, Fuchs, Bruckner, and Dvotak. He
going on in other cultural fields as well, conducted opera in Bucharest, Mantua,
may have had much to do with this. Venice and Petrograd. Mr. Strasser was
Then, too, anyone who keeps in sympa- assistant to Rimsky-Korsakoff and Masthetic touch with young people will find senet

In the fourth Variation from the first
movement of Beethoven's "Sonata, ·Op.
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The Following Lists Represent Other Piano Solos Appealing to Critical Interest and Developed Taste
w.

CAVEN
Lullalo

.50

CHARLOTTE
E. DAVIS
Valse in A Flat ...

.50

REGINALD
DE KOVEN
Down the Bayou.

BARRON

HOWARD BROCKWAY
Serenade, Op. 28 ....
FRANCIS H. BROWN
Minnehaha
(laughing
CHARLES WAKEFIELD
To a Comedian.
Three Moods

Water

Polka).

.40

CADMAN

.40
.50

A. WALTER KRAMER
Rhapsody.
ALEXANDER
MACFADYEN
Minuet L' Antico
Nocturne ..
The Swan ..

.50
.50

.75
.50
.50

.40

ARTHUR NEVIN
The Fire Fly ... ,
Neath the Balcony.
Toccatella
ETHELBERT
NEVIN
A June Night in Washington.
March of the Pilgrims
.
Mon Desir
.
The Nightingale's
Song.
JAMES H. ROGERS
Prelude
.

.•

,50
040
.75
.15
.50

.40
.50
.30

GERRI~ SMITH
Alpme Rose

.50

JOHN PHILIP SOUSA
Petit Menuet

.30

CHARLES GILBERT
Album Leaf
Time of Lilac ..
HARRIET
WARE
The While Moth.

THE JOHN CHURCH COMPANY
THEODORE PRESSERCO.-DISTRIBUTORS-1712

CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SPROSS
.50

.40
.40

·0""
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How musrc

entered

introduction to good
musk carne when. he was six years old.
"I stood in a penny arcade listening to an
automatic piano leaping through Rubinstein's
Melody in F. The peculiar jumps in the music
held me rooted. To this very day I can't hear
the tune without picturing myself in the
arcade, standing there barefoot and in overalls, drinking it all in avidly:'
EORGE GERSHWIN'S

G

To hear George Gershwin's music is to know
that he grew up 00the sidewalks of New York.
He did his composing atop Fifth Avenue buses
-00 railroad trains-in
rooms crowded with

George

of a serif'S of events in th"

Gershwin's
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ot immorlQl <;ompours, pointed
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chattering friends. "I frequently hear music,"
he wrote, "in the very heart of noise."

Bess, it will add to your enjoyment of his recorded music to hear it played by a Magoavox.
Probably the best evidence of this instrument's
notable superiority is this: The Magoavox is
the radio-phonograph chosen above all others
by such great contemporary artists as Kreisler,
Heifetz, Ormandy, Beecham and Horowitz.

Although George's formal training in music
was slight, his first success, La La Lucile, opened
on Broadway when he was only twenty-one
years old. In 1924-in his twenty-sixth yearhe graduated from Tin-Pan Alley co Carnegie
Hall by composing Rhapsody in Blue. It broughr
him a million dollars in royalties - and highest
praise from serious critics the world over.

"Send for Reproductions of Paintings: Set of ten
reproductions of paintings from the Magnavox
collection-size
11Y:i"'x9", suitable for framing-50¢
at your Magnavox dealer. Or send
50¢ in War Stamps to Magnavox Company,
Dept. ET, Fort Wayne 4, Indiana.

Whether you prefer the George Gershwin of
Lady, Be Good and O/Thee I Sing or the George
Gershwin of Rhapsody in Bltte and Porgy and
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MAGNAVOX

FM

To appreciate the marked superiority of the Magnavox listen to a
Frequency Modulation program over
this instrument. Magnavox was an
FM pioneer and the reproduction
qualities required to take full advantage of FM broadcasting are inherent
in the Magnavox radio-phonograph.

~
Buy that extra War Bond today.

